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ABSTRACT

The thesis develops a new approach to community participation, for application to

infrastructure provision projects in developing cour..rles, based upon social

surveys and case studies of negotiations in five South African communities. Existing

approaches to community participation are analysed and shown to be unsuitable for

infrastructure provision. The thesis compares the characteristics of

infrastructure projects with those of other types of development projects and

demonstrates how these characteristics can be used to situate a given project within

a project environment defined in terms of two variables: the openness of

government to community involvement in decision-making, and project complexity.

Social .urveys carried out in Soweto and KwaThandeka showed the centrality of

infrastructure to social change in South Africa. Existing urban management

systems were unable to cope with the stresses placed upon them. Four facets of

urban management were identified as being under stress: institutional capacity,

legitimacy, affordability, and user convenience. These stresses cha,nge the nature of

infrastructure provision from the supply of end products into a complex process.

Central to this process are: an increased number of actors influencing C: ....cisions, the

enhanced role of technical professionals, and the social implications of different

levels of service.

The case-study of KwaThandeka included a study of the negotiation process with the

provincial administration. This research led to the development of a performance

specification for comparing social, economic and technical measures of value. A new

conceptual framework for community participation was derived, based upon the

different actors involved in the decision-making process and the different needs of

each of those actors. Three case studies from Natal identified different

implementation strategies for community participation. Communities were found to

have three distinct needs: involvement in the political process; involvement in

technical decision-making; and representation as consumers of services. An

analytical tool was developed to assist project managers in underscandinq the

relationships between actors in a project. The thesis shows how technical project

management can be integrated into the participation process. The success of

community participation can be evaluated by assessing the degree of consensus

achieved between actors, and the intensity of community involvement.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Community Participation has become a pivotal concept in the provision of
services to low-income communities in South Africa, and accepted in theory by
all the major parties involved with the development process. Unfortunately
these parties do not share a common vision of what such participation actually
means. Thus civil engineers and planners working in developing countries see

community participation simply as a way of mobilising community support for
projects; non-governmental organisations in the field, as well as community

based organisations, see it as a vehicle through which local communities can take
control of the development process and bring about sweeping political change;
development agenci~s see it a method of improving project performance; while
government departments view it as threatening and subversive.

If community participation is open to different interpretations, the focus of that
participation (e.g. land tenure, rural health care) will, generally, be considered
to be more straightforward arv 'iave only one interpretation. Infrastructure

provision 1 has certainly been Viewed in this way. For example Gerricke, quoting

an interview with a "specialist" in community participation at the Development
Bank of Southern Africa, states that ", .. the provision of [physical



infrastructure] services to the' community ••• is relatively straightforward"

(Gerricke, 1991:116). Engineers (and other actors) view services as a static

product, so that the core of the debate to date has been viewed as a problem in
,. /',

which the development of a process (community participation) has to be

reconciled with the supply of a product (infrastructure).

This is not the case since the issue is more cOl1'lplexthan any of the above parties

assume, There are different levels of services, each of which has'social,' political

and economic2 implications. There is a severe shortage of.rnoney to fund the

provision and management of infrastructure services in newly developing urban

areas. Finally, there is a major lack of technical, financial and administrative

expertise. Under these- circumstances the correct choice of infrastructure

becomes a process in itself. Hence community participation in urban

infrastructure provision should be seen as a complex interaction between two

dynamic processes.

Over the past eight years the author has undertaken a number of projects which

have had a major community participation component. This research has Jed to

the "unpacking" of community participation in the context of infrastructure

provision. None of the existing approaches to communifY participation currently

cited in the literature are appropriate in this context, either in South Africa or

in the rest of anglophone Africa.

In this light the role and attitude of civil engIneers and urban planners, as the

main professionals in the provision of urban infrastructure, become critical

factors in the development of a successful community participation strategy for

urban infrastructure provision. lt is around these issues that this thesis on

community participation in infrastructure provision will be developed.

2



1 . 1 Background

In the field of community participation South Africa is unique, making it
extremely valuable from a research pers~ective. On the one hand it has

\\

similarities to many countries in Latin A~'lerica, with a mass-based urban
movement leading the. struggle.against an illegitimate regime. On the other hand
there is a major difference in that, whereas in Latin America the focus of the
urban struggle was land tenure and shelter, in South Africa it was physical
infrastructure. At the same time South Africa is an African country and S,!10W5

many of the features associated with urban development in Africa, in terms of
resource differentials (in money and skills) and development patterns. It also
has the same local government structure as many anglophone African countries
and, like them, is suffering frpm a crisis which centres around the lack of
adequate. urban infrastructure.

This central role that technology (in the form of physical infrastructure) plays
in the participation process in South Africa is evident from an analysis ofthe
mass urban struggles which have dominated South Africa's internal politics since
the early 1980s. In 1984 a boycott of rents began in the Vaal area south of
Johannesburg (Jochelson, 1986:15), which rapidly spread through the country
and which continues sporadically to the present time. This boycott in turn
provided the seeds of-an urban mass movement and an alternative dVil.st:ructure
of authority and control, while the resulting antagonism to the apartheid state
was an important factor in the government's liberalisinq process of 1990. This
boycott, which became such a powerful political tool, was driven Ij).t:a strong
dissatisfaction against the deterioration of infrastructure services.

The resulting "pressure to negotiate on service provlsion to entire
communities" (Collinge, 199;:8) on the part of community based organisations
has given prominence on the political agenda to an issuewhich has, to date, been
considered a purely technical issue; the preserve of technical professionals,
specifically civil engineers, planners and economists. This in turn has raised
questions about how declslon-rnaklnqon such a technical issue can take place in a

3



wider forum, which leads to a series of further questions on the nature of the

participation process; who should participate; what the roles of the different

actors should be; and, ultimately, who should control the process,

i.\t this point similarities begin to emerge with debates on the ri~tore and purpose

of partfclpatlon (called variously communlty, '~,ublic or people'S participation)

in other parts of the world. However, in terms<bf infrastructure provision in

South Afrif.l;I, the raja of technology introduces a variable whichJhas not been
;/
!/

, . .

debated in dfi-pthelsewhere.

The purpose df this thesis is to examine the Issue of community participation in

decision-making In a situation in which technology features prominently,

namely urban physical infrastructure provision. This introduction broadly
\~'\.

outline!;~1f:heSouth African context within which community participation is
\1

becominrl\increasing!x important. It then looks at some international experience

of partici~ ~tion, lollo~~irlg which it sets out the objectives, and outlines the
,.)1

scope, or-the thesis.

1 ,2 Devefopment needs in Soi:tn Africa

In 1980 the total population of South Africa was 29,1 million; by the year 2000

this fjgure is predicted to be 47,6 million and by the year 2010, 59,7 million

(Urban Foundation, 1991a:13), The policies of apartheid, and in particular the,
creatlc.t of homelands, have p~oduceddistorted settlement patterns, with

demographic statistics being gathered separately in the South African core, the

"Independent" homelands (the so-called TBve states), and the "non-

Independent" homelands. In producing their aggregated statistics the Urban

Foundation used Dewar's concept (see for example Dewar, 1987) of

homeland/non-homeland, within which there are four basic categories:

metropolitan; cities and towns; dense or closer settlements; and rural (Urban

Foundation, 1991 a:16).
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The first two comprise urban areas, functionally defined. Dense, or closer
Ii r

settlements, occur in rural homelands only and are agglomerations of mainly

informal dwellings. The majority of people in these areas commute to work in

urban or metropolitan centres and people generally do not denve significant

income from agriculture. Rural areas comprise those areas in which there are

relatively lower population densities and relatively high proportions of income

derived from agriculture. Although this latter category includes smaller towns

and Villages, the great bulk of the population of such areas is settled on the land

(Urban Foundation, 1991 a:16).

A second major demographic characteristic specific to Soutb Africa is the

difference in urbanisation between people classified into separate population

categories by Apartheid legislation3. The aggre tl.level of urbanisation in

South Africa (in 198j);~as57%4. However, While urbanisation among white
II

and indian people wifs in excess of 90% and that of coloured people over 80%
Ii

(Urban Foundatkm;11990a:6), that of black people (Africans) was only 53%,

35% of which was in metropolitan areas, 10% in towns and 8% i(\dense
settlements (Urban Foundation, 1991 a:13).

By the year 2010 the urbanisation of Africans is projected to increase to 69%
II

)!

(Urban Foundation, i990a:13). Although all types of areas will have increased

populatlons in absolute terms the increase will be far larger in urban areas.

Thus while the population of rural areas is projected to increase from ",4

million in 1985 to 15,3 million in 2010, that of urban areas is projected to
!

increase from 13,0 to 33,2 million (Urban Foundation, 1991a:13).

The infrastructure and housing needs in this Situation are significant. There is

already a major deficit in housing, where the net housing backlog is estimated at

1,366 million housing Units (Urban Foundation, 1992). Similarly for services

it is estimated that 4 million people do not have access to an adequate water

supply, while 7,67 million people do 110thave access to adequate sanitation

(Fowler, 1992:11). To overcome this problem and to cater for new family

formation the Urban Foundation estimates that there will need to be 181 000
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housing units per year (Urban Foundation, 1992). Based upon a figure of

R20 000 for a serviced house and dwelling (which itself is extremely

conservative) this would represent a capital requirement of approximately

R3 600 million per annum.

Whjlst capital sums of this magnitude can be borrowed the real question is

whether these loans can be repaid, l.e, are they affordable. Here the outlook is

poor. The total number of people below the minimum living level (MLL)

(r~:~rded as the minimum income required for subsistence in the short term for
-"';'\ . . ':.. '

a bla2~household of average size) was estimated at 15,5 million in 1985juf

which 14,6 million were ,}fricans, and these figures are projected to increase to

18,4 million and 17,6 mimon respectively in 1995 (Urban Foundation,

1991 b:12), .These estimates are calculated on a zero real rate of growth in

personal income between 1990 and 1991, followed by a 2,5% real growth in

personal income each year from 1991 to 1995 (Urban Foundation, 1991 b:4).

Given this scenario theta has been a move away from conventional housing

supported by a government subsidy on mortgage repayments to first time home

buyers towards site and 'service schemes in new (greenfie.ld) areas and in-situ

service provision (upgrading) in existing informal settlements. In terms of

policy these concepts were first proposed by the Urban Foundation (1988:25).

In addition the same report proposed the introduction of a capital subsidy scheme

(Urban Foundation, 1988:41) to overcome the affordability problem. This

concept of a capital SUbsidywas adopted by the Independent Development Trust in

1990, when R7S0 million was allocated for the provision of 100 000 sefviced

sites with a subsidy of R7 500 per site (lOT, 1991 a).

At a national policy level the De Loor Commission on housing in South Africa (De

Loor, 1992), appointed by the Government to prepare a national housing polley

and strategy for implementation, also recommended the concept of a capital

subsidy for poorer sections of the population. ln this case four categories of

beneficiaries were defined within the wider group of people requiring enabling

support for housillg assistance. In this scheme, category 1 would be those
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families with a maximum cash income less than Rl noD per month (at 1992
prices). This group would be given a serviced site but on a non-ownership
basis, albeit with security of tenure. The household income.of category 2 to 4
households would be in the range RSOOto R3000 per month (with the concept of
regular employment being used to differentiate between category 1 and 2

::;;;;>

beneficiaries earning less than Rl 000 per month). Those in category 2 would
be given a serviced site and a loan of up to R5000, but would be expected to
contribute up to 10% of monthly income towards repayment of the loan over a
five year period. Those in categories 3 and 4 would be given a reduced interest
loan of a fixed amount (de Loor, 1992:306-314).

The African National Congress, presently the major opposition power grouping in
South Africa, also supports "the provision of subsidies to facilitate access to
basic and essential services. .. to. target those in most need of assistance" CANe,
1992:32), although the way in which this might be done is not detailed. Thus,
although different parties might have different views about mechanisms for the
operation of housing support, there is consensuson the need to. provide
infrastructure for 1 J urban poor on a significant scale.

Given this consensus, together with the recognition that available funding is
limited, three sets of issues arise: the way in which the subsidy is'''l:JtlHsed(e.g. a
private coupon system, as recommended by the World sank \i;t991 :9~10), or
thro.ugh collective development, as proposed in the lOTscheln~ (lDT, 1991a);
the extent of the subsidy; and levels of service. The latter two ~recC:oselyIinked.
It is around these issues, togethU with associated factors such as the costing
structures applicable for the operation and maintenance of services, that the
community based organisations are negotiating.

1 .3 Current approaches to community participation

It is not the phrase "community participation" per se which causes a problem,
Rather it is the philosophy (i.e..the differing concepts behind the phrase) which
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require scrutiny, since virtually every party involved with the urban

development process hasmade statements supportive of the principle of

community participation in urban infrastructure and housing provision. Thus:

The Natlonalist Government, in its 1986 White Paper on Urbanisation

stated that" •.. as much recognition as possible should.be given to

community involvement in housing matters ..• " (Republic of South

Africa, 1986)"

The ANC stated that "Community participation in and control over the

housing delivery process is critical to the successful implementation of

our housing strategies" (ANC, 1992:30).

The IDT, in it= explanation to applicanis of its capital subsidy scheme

stated that ""VheIDTrecognises the fundamental importance of community

participation in development projects •.• " (lOT, 1991 a:9).

The Development Bank of Southern Africa (OBSA) states that

"(Community) Participation is inherent in the OBSA's approach to

development, its Mission and Articles of Agreement" (DBSA, 1992:2).

The Urban Foundation states that ". .. The issue.of CP (community

participation] in development projects is firmly on the South African

policy agenda of the nineties" and that "CP is essential to the successful

consolidation and development of informal settlements" (Urban

Foundation, 1991c:4).

Where the problem begins is in reaching agreement on what is actually meant by

community participation,' and how it will be implemented. Thus while the

government talks of community involvement, the ANC and the Urban Foundation

(Urban Foundatlon, 1991 d:4) speak of community control. Other organisations

in turn talk of community enablernent (see for example IDT, 1991a:10 and

OBSA,1991: 1). The terms themselves are confusing, although all but the
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government statement do imply a greater or lesser degree of community control.

However, if they are interpreted in this light then some of them, particularly
'\ .

the ones from financial institutions, contain in-built contradictions. In a

critique of the lOT it is argued"... that the lOT is not committed to community

based development but imposes its own view ot how black people should live on

communities" (Reconstruct 1992:1). This critique then goes on to list basic

contradictions in the lOT's approach whereby At highlights specific COfT..IX'11'21tS

of the lOT policy which mitigate against community participation (Reconstruct,

1992:2).

The IDT response to this type of criticism is that there is a need to achieve a high

coverage of basic services rapiC:ly(lDT, 1991 b:18-19) and that the type of

participation envisaged by Reconstruct would be counter productive in terms of

actual service provision. This ~rgument aisp has support in communities, where

criticism has been levelled at lOT consultants whose insistence on participation

is seen to be delaying a projects.

This type of debate is mirrored by overseas experience. For example Paul, in

researching forty World Bank Projects, found only three which had as an

objectlve what is commonly known as empowerment (a concept which reflects

the dominance of community control over the project and which will be discussed

in greater detail later in the thesis) (Paul, 1987: 15). Ten had no participation

component and the other 2., utilised a form of participation which aimed in some

way to improve project performance while providing various benefits to the

community. In two of the projects where empowerment was the objective (both

components of a housing provision project in EI Salvador), Paul references the

fact that in these projects community participation was instrumental in forging

solidarity among beneficiaries and strengthening their ability to deal with a

variety of public agencies effectively (Paul, 1987:1 S, quoting Deneke and

Bamberger).

While this st~tement appears to support the idea that projects can be used for

empowerment, a closer examination reveals a more complex situation. Thus
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Stein (1990), in an analysis of the same f::1 Salvador housing project, comments

that the house building programme was used as the vehicle to develop community

empowerment, w~ile the services were constructed JJsingconventional methods.

The non-governmental organisation (NGO),FUNDASAL, was thus selective and

used only one.component of the total project (which was not the provision of

physical infrastructure) to achieve its stated objective of empowerment. Thus it

is clear that, as Moser, a strong proponent of empowerment who has written

extensively on community participation. states "(there are) fundamental

contradictions inherent in the incorporation of community partlcipatlon in

urban projects" (Moser, 1989·,79.).

') .4 The contradictions of community participation in urban

infrastructure provision

In developed countries, physical infrastfucture is seen as a coYV' Ion of products

(i.e. facili,ties for the provision of roads, water, sanitation ete.).' The reason for

thls is related to the concept of user convenience. Each individual service

provides maximum user convenience, i.e. it minimises the input that a user is

required to. make for the service to perform its function. An example of this is

the waterborne sewerage system, where the only input from the user is the

flushing of the lavatory cistern. When services were originally developed in

their crude form, they often required user input to achieve their basic social or

economic goals.. For example, water had to be boiled to prevent disease prior to

the development of water treatment plants. Better and more sophisticated

technology led to improvements over time. Finally a point was reached in

developed countries where basic social needs were fully satisfied, Services are

now seen purely in terms of their technology, and this is the f\'1ndamental

assumption around which civil engineering education develops.

Whencivil engineers working in developing countries are faced with a need to

design a service which provides less user convenience, this technology-

dominated thinking remains. (This discussion relates to service provision in
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urban areas. The provision of services in rural areas where no.services exist,
\\

and which adopts a basic needs approach, is different.) Civil onqlneers begin

with the "norm", i.e. the service levels which provide maximum user
•

convenience in developed countries, and look at how these might be lowered in

order to reduce costs. This leads to a technicist perc(~J)tionof infrastructure, in

which services are vi~wed solely in terms of cost, which is then linked to the

issue of affordability, i.e. the amount that individuals can afford to pay.

This approach is typified in South Africa by a document providing guidelines for

service provision in "developing communities" (CSIR, 1986). The document

concerns itself with examining specific technical criteria, namely design

objectives and principles, design' criteria, materials and construction (CSIR,

1986:3). While.the objectives and needs pf thec.~ommul)ity are also mentioned,

there is no indication of what these are or how they might be incorporated into

service provision. A second document then grew from this work, a "matrix of

levels of service" (SAHAC, 1988), which quantifies the cost of the different

le.velsof all services. These two documents have become:the basis for
\,i . . .,

government-funded design of infrastructure services in South Africa.

However this approach has run into serious problems. On a political level the

provision of lower levels of service to poorer (which means predominantly

African) sectors of the urban population .isseen by community and political

organisations as an extension of the apartheid philosophy. The associated

lowering of the levels of user convenience requires that users must put in more

of their own time and Ufort (e.g. carrying water from a communal standpipe).

Increasingly jn-recent years civil engineers have seen community participation

as the means by which communities can IX! persuaded to accept lower levels of

service.

This in turn has led to opposition from non-governmental organisations (NGOs)

and community-based organisations (CBOs),who have adopted the empowerment

approach to partlcipation. This view is simplistic. Technically inf(astructure

provision is a complex task, which has to operate within time and cost
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constraints in accordance with a pre-determined budget. Community

participation as a process operates within a framework within which time is less

of a constraint. This duality of "product" (services) versus "process"

(community participation) stems from a basic difference in perceptions. Viewed I.

from either side (the technical and the soclo-politlcal) the contradictions appear

insoluble. The approach presented in this thesis offers an alternative

Weltanschauung through which these apparent contradictions may be resolved.

1 .5 International experience of community participation in

development projects

There ha'Je been two major reviews of community participation in development

projects, TI'll":first is that of Paul (1987) described above, ~\(hichcentres

around an evaluation of World Bank projects. Paul analyses tIle different roles

that communities play in development projects. Specifically ':le quantifies what

he terms "levels of intensity" of input, l.e, the varying degrf;es of community

involvement in the decision-making process. He also rnake-; a significant

contribution to understanding community participation by quantifying a range of

clearly defined objectives for community participation lui, 1987:3-4).

The second review is 'that of Moser, entitled "Community Participation in Urban

Projects in the Third World" (1989). Moser states that the intention of her

paper is "•.. to compare and contrast the experience of commnnity partiGi!)ation

in urban projects designed and implemented by a diversity of organisations and

project agencies ... " and Uta identify and analyse some of the fundamental

contradictions inherent in the incorporation of community participation in

urban projects" (Moser, 1989:79). In Moser's analysis these contradictions

"are identified in terms of the type and scale of intervening organisation, in the

form of financial support provided for the project, in the internal structure of

project. agencies and finally in the structure of local communities ... " (Moser,

1989:80). Fo!' Moser the issue of empowerment, raised earlier, is central to

the debate about community participation (Moser, 1989:83-84). She has
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1.6 Chronology

This thesis is based on extensive practical and theoretical research. The
practical interest arose from work done by the author in a peri-urban area of
the PWV, the Winterveld, in the j..I.::riog1984 to 1988 (Abbott, 1989). The
context was that of a non-directive community development project (see chapter
2.3 for an explanation of directive and non-directive community development)
and th§! type of participation processdid not appear to be described adequately by
any of tM models currently available. Since this work is not included in the case
studies presented in the main body of the thesis it is described briefly below.\. . .~'.<;

I,..' .","

The project took place in a settled but unserviced tribal area of 5 000
inhabitants outside Ga-Rankuwanear Pretoria where water was identified by a
community development worker as the major need. Water was being provided at
that time by water sellers at a cost of R2 per 220 litre (I) drum and residents
wanted a cheaper but more regular supply of water.. In the ensuing community-
driven process, representatives of residents and professionals w:rrl<edtogether
to develop and provide an affordable water supply (Abbott, 1989), -II':;; process
took place in a relatively stable political environment so that the issue of power
was not a key issue. What was identified as the key issue was user convenie~,

Residents of the Winterveld compared their situation to that of adjacent sa-
Rankuwa,where water was supplied to every house at a cheaper cost. At the
same time they recognised that if they were to obtain a better supply they would
have to provide it for themselves. Thus the debate revolved around a trade-off
between cost, affordabillty and user convenience. Resident.c;viewed the water

I

supply as a service and judged it accord, to the way in which it met their needs
and aspirations. Effectively they were , , Il')gas consumers.

Other work done by the author in different political and economic circumstances
identified different community needs. In one, the need was to develop leadership
capacity to enable local leadership to negotiate servlce levelsand service charges
with Government bodies (see chapter 5 for details), In others, the problem
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developed a method of measuring empowerment by distinguishing between
participation as a means and participation as an end in itself (Moser, 1989:84).
Here the n..rmer is seen as a form of mobilisation to get things done, while the
latter is seen as a process whose outcome is an increasingly "mearyingful"
participation in the development process (Moser, 1983:3).

By placing empowerment in this central role Moser has created a "means and
end" duality, which she acknowledges. Within the context of community
participation in urban development she makes two key statements about this.

The f~rst is that "as wit~ any dualistic division, this .one between participation
as a means and an end is mechanistic and limited in its applicability. .. In
reality it is not the evaluation of participation either as a means or as an end
which is lmpcrtant, but the identification of the process whereby participation
as a means has the capacity to develop into participation as an end" (Moser,
1989:84). The second is where she says that the question of what empowerment
actually entails is still problematic in a number of respects. She then comments
that Paul does not elaborate whether the objective of empowerment is strictly
limited to practical empowering within the project, or whether it is assumed to
extend beyond the project itself.

These two statements of Moser's are central to the debate on community
participation. Firstly, they provide the theoretical ba'sis for the concept of
empowerment, with its "means and end" duality. 'this has been uncritically
adopted as the objective of community participation by the NGOsand CBOsin
South Africa, as indicated in the previous section. Secondly, the term
empowerment is used without being clearly defined as to its conceptual scope.
Moser refers to it as a framework without defining what is meant by a
framework. Oakley and Marsden (1984) describe empowerment as both a
paradigm and a conceptual framework without defining either. It is important to
define a conceptual hierarchy, and this issue is addressed in the thesis. This may
also contribute to eliminating some of the confusion arising from applying

international experience directly to the South African situation.
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became how to strengthen the technological capability of the community (details

of these projects are given in chapter 8). Thus the work that developed over a

period of time began to concretise different needs to be satisfied by community

perspectives of, and participation Ill, projects.

At the same time a review and evaluation of t:~e international literature on

community participation, commissioned by the Urban Foundation and carried out

by the author, indicated that there might be other roots to community

participation, allied to the aspects mentioned above (Abbott, 1988). This work

indicated that there may be an alternative way of viewing community

participation to that of empowerment, with its associated dualistic "means and

end". measurement criterion. This study led the author to do further research

both theoretically, in examining the origins of community participation more

thoroughly, and practically, in case study work, where particular attention was

paid to the roles and relationships of different ~~rties to the development

process.

1 . 7 Scope of the thesis

This thesis concentrates on community participation in physical infrastructure

provision in the urban sector in South Africa. There are several reasons for this

particular focus. Firstly the distinction is made between urban and rural

projects. From the literature survey carried out, there are indiccitions that the. '

structure of the participation process is dif1erent in the two areas-tor reasons

which are argued in chapters 2 and 3. The problematic in this thesis is

developed within an urban context. The applicability of the conclusions to rural

projects would make an interesting subject for further research.

Secondly it is recoqnised that there are several components which make up the

urban environment, of which physical infrastructure is only one (others, for

example, would be land usage, housing and social services). There is an

extensive body of literature detailing community participation in certain of these
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areas, specifically housing and health, but very little on community

participation in infrastructure provision. The thesis has concentrated on this
latter area because there is so little research and because of its growing
importance in terms of urban budgetary demand. To examine all of the
components of the urban environment would have been too long and complicated a
task, but there remains a need for research to relate these components to each
other and look more closely at the way in which they interact, both internally
and with th¥ wider community.

All existing approaches to community participation have serious shortcomings
when applied to participation in urban infrastructure provision, The research

presented here has led to the development of a theory of commuri.'ty participation
to overcome this problem. It is anticipated that this theory and many of the
findings may be applicable to other areas of the development process. Within
this theory a conceptual framework is developed which is speclfic to urban
infrastructure provision. Finally the issue of implementation strategies is
addressed using first-hand field experience and case study material.

1. 8 Outline of the thesis

The body of the thesis can be divided into three parts. The first part (chapters 2
and 3), looks at community participation f\tom an international perspective. The
second part (chapters 4 to 8 inclusive) examines the South African situation,

but from several different perspectives. Thus chapters 4- and 5 highlight the
political struggle around urbanisation in South Africa, presenting research du.~
in Soweto. Chapters 6 and 7 look at the relationship between different actors in
the development process and the similarities with problems of urbanisation in
other parts of Africa, using research done in KwaThandeka. In addition these four
chapters also develop the theme of infrastructure provision as a process.
Chapter 8 then presents three case studies which illustrate different
implementation strategies. The third part of the thesis, represented by chapter
9, develops a theory of community participation and an appropriate conceptual
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framework for urban infrastructure provision. Chapter 10 summarises the
conclusions drawn.

Chapter 2 begins by examining the historical and geo-pqlitical context of
.,.,.\1,

"community participation. There have been two broad aPl?roachesto community
Ii .1

participation, community development and empowerment. The research in this
chapter shows how the bulk of international work on participation, while
recognising the two approaches, places them within paradigms. These paradigms.
are based upon two different theories of development, modernisation theory and
dependency theory. The shift from community development to empowerment is
then seen within the context of a parad!igmshift. The validity of this relationship
between paradigms and approaches to community participation is questioned.
Selected case studies from the literature are used to illustrate the theoretical
argument.

Chapter 3 provides a literature review of conceptual work on community
participation. The chapter begins by analysing various definitions and
interpretations of the term community participation and placing them in
chronological sequence. From this work different conceptual frameworks are
identified. The work of two authors, Paul (1987) and Moser (1989), who have
carried out the most recent detailed reviews of the topic, are shown to be the
most valuable. Key results of r;111I'swork are a categorisation of objectives, the
differs ;tiation between objectives and intensity of participation (which Paul
terms dimensions of development), and the creation of the first meaningful
conceptual framework. Moser's contribution lies in her motivation of
empowerment as the dominant approach to community participation. Drawing
upon the research of other authors, in particular Goulet (1986, 1989), other
Important components of participation are identified which have not been
incorporated into any of the existing conceptual frameworks.

The second part of the thesis er'imines tne South African situation Chapter 4 is a
literature review, which looks at the historical development of urban areas in
South Africa as they affected African people, in particular the effects of
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legislatib'n and the increasing resistance to that leqislation, This culminated in
the 1980s with the growth of the "civic" movement and the imposition of a state
of emergency on the country. Two important points arise from this review. The
first is that a parallel can be drawn between the rise of the civic movement in
South Africa and that of the urban mass movements of Latin Amerlca.. This has
influenced the thinking of the civic movement and their supporting NGOsin
favour of the empowerment approach to community participation. However the

c:.
second point is that the dominant issue \. ict. sustained the mass-movements in
the two places was different. In Latin America the focus of the urban struggle '
was land tenure and shelter, while in South Africa it was physical
infrastructure. this difference is shown to be of critical importance in showing
(later in the thesis) why empowerment is unsuitable as an approach to
community participation in a South African context.

Chapter 5 is a case study of infrastructure levels in Soweto, based upon the
,'f!uthor's work. The chapter begins by giving a brief history of Soweto which
shows the decay in the level of service provision over time. The results of a
random survey of services carried out in 1989 is then presented. This
demonstrates the critical role that infrastructure provision played in mobilising
the struggle against the state. This use of a technical' Issue as a vehicle for
community mobilisation further reinforces tire weaknesses of the empowerment
frameworks which were identified in chapters 2, 3 and 4.

Chapter 6 lays the basis for the alternative structure for community
I

participation, through a second South African case study carried out by the
author. Thelccatton is a small township, KwaThandek:a,in the Eastern
Transvaal. While the Soweto study described in chapter 5 looks at the
relations'<p between the community and the various government authorities, the
KwaThandekastudy concentrates on the relationship between the community and
technical professionals, and examines this in detail. The failure of professionals
to identify and understand the wider needsof the community, if left unchecked,
may lead to development which i~.actually detrimental to those wider needs. The
study highlights the importance of the role of technology in development, as well
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as the diffe .."'·'ce in perceptions of the role of services which exists between
professionals and community members.

Chapter 7 looks at the way in which third tier municipal government operates in
Suuth Africa and shows the relationship between the different parties and the
increased power of the technocracy in a situation of serious resource constraints.
It is demonstrated that the increased power of the technocratic group actually
changes the power relationships around infrastructure provision significantly,
to the extent that this group introduces a force which has to be recognised as
independent of the controlling authority. The lack of control over knowledge and
skills is dis-empowering to the community, albeit in a different sense to that of
lack of control over socio-political decision-making. The chapter highlights the
importance of including social, political and wider economic needs as inputs when
levels of service are decided, as well as long-term operation and maintenance
capability.

Chapter 8 presents three South African casestudies, out of a number of such
projects undertaken. In these projects the implementation of community
participation strategies was managedand monitored by the author. The three
studies are taken from different socio-political environments and show how the
community has different, and sometimes contradictory, needs which cannot be

accounted for by treating the community as an homogeneousentity.

Finally chapter 9 draws together the findings of the earlier chapters and
develops a comprehensive general theory of community participation. Together
with the conclusions summarised in chapter 10, this closing section resolves the
contradictions between existing approaches to community particlpatlon and their
application to infrastructure provision. The conceptual tools which result from
this research are designed to be of use to civil engineers and planners in their
interaction with communities .. The understanding of community participation
developed in this research shows that it is possible to predict, for a given
development scenario, the type of community participation which has the. highest
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chance of success in providing acceptable, affordable and sustainable

infrastructure.

Endnote§.

1. Where the term infrastructure is used in this thesls it refers specifically to

physical infrastructure (ie water supply, waste water disposal, roads, storrnwater,

electricity). Unless otherwise stated it will refer to urban areas.

" ,.

2. In this thesis the terms economic and financIal are both used. Financial refers

purely to the direct cost implications of an action, e.g. the. recovery of capital costs.

It is important because many technical professionals see this as the only economic

factor in infrastructure provision. The term economic is used in a broader sense,

where there are other longer term economic implications arising from a specific

decision. The case study of KwaThandekain chapter 6 illustrates the difference

between tht ;two terms in respect of infrastructure provision.

3. The use of the terms white, coloured, indian and black reflect South African

apartheid terminology for describing different people inhabiting South Africa. They

are used here when quoting official statistics where the (-,rms have been used, Their

use here does not reflect in any wayan acceptance of such racist terms. The term

African is used in this thesis to mean black South Africans.

4. This percentage is calculated from the data provided in "Urban Debate 2010 No.1 -

Population Trends: Demographic projection model" (Urban Foundation, 1990a).

5. In [lis work as a social consultant for the lOT in Natal (see chapter 8}, this

accusation was levelled at the author on two projects.



CHAPTER 2

A REVIEW OF THE HISTORICAL AND GEOPOLITICAL

DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNITY PARTICI~ATION

2 _1 Introduction

Several papers on community participation refer to its historical development.

However these reviews are generaliy short and cursory in nature. Only one

author places any significance on the fact that community participation as it is

practised in developing countries at the present time has evolved from different

roots (De Kadt, 1982:573), but even he does not elaborate in any detail. In

general there is no recognition that these differing roots might be important in

gaining a wider understanding of community participation.

Instead a review of the literature gives the impression that there is a clear

genealogy to community participation in the sense that, over time, different

approacheshave dominated and then beensuperseded. Thus the community

development approach was dominant in the 1950s and 19605 and was then

superseded by empowerment'. Unfortunately this simplified view is full of
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c~~ntradictions. Far from being superseded, community development continues to

flourish in many parts of the world (see section 2..3). The real problem is that

there is really no rigorous academic foundation for the whole topic of community

participation, a viewpoint supported by Midgely (1987) (see section 3.8).

There is "certainly 1'10 emerging universal model [of community participation]"

(Oakley and Marsden, 1984:65) and no cohesive structures underpinning the

various arguments. There are broad approaches which are situated within

theoretical paradigms but to date these have been inadequately discussed in the

literature.

This chapter begins the process of creating a cohesive structure or theory by

examining community participation from an historical and geopolitical

perspective. After looking briefly at some preconceptions which authors briny

to the field, two dominant approaches are examined: (i) community development;

and (ij) empowerment. The differences between them are analysed. It is found

that, rather than the. latter superseding the former, each has specific

characteristics which make it suitable for specific situations.

But what defines these situations, and is there a structure within which the

approaches can themselves be defined? Some authors link participation to

specific development theories (section 2.2). Davis explores the relationship

between development and what he terms the "Dependency Paradigm" (Davis,

1985:14), justifying the use of the latter in a study of urbanisation in

developing countries through the work of researchers such as Munoz (1985). In

this context both empowerment and conscientisacion (section 2.2) become the

means through which a specific form of economic development and social change

take place within the guiding paraaigm2of dependency theory. This linkage

between approaches and paradigms is explored in greater detail. in section 2.2

below and returned to in chapter 9, when an alternative structure is proposed.

This alternative views different community participation approaches in terms of

their relationship to the wid~r project environment.
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2 .2 Preconceptions of con\ ~unity participation
\ I.

'- \
\ \
\ \

The starting point for many authors i\, .that community participation is not only

desirable ~)'Uthas become a necessary \ ~econdition for project implementation.
\ \

References to this can be found coverin, \ various types of projects, from first
\ \

world urban renewal (Soen, 1981:105),\ \hrough health (Jones, 1982) and

rural development (Bah, 1982; okator, 1~\~2) to the large body of literature on

low income housing provision (see for exai \ple Gilbert and Gugler, 1982, and
\ '

~:.mtled et al. 1990, for bibliographies). ~~stificatjon for this viewpoint is
\

only occasionally given, while the historical ~~ckground is rarely discussed.
. \ \

\ \
\

Where this background is mentioned, it is often, \~Iatedto economic development.
\. \

For instance, Marsden and Oakley place particlp; jion within the context of

economic development theory, stating that "[th~ need for] community

participation, as it is applied to develpping count 'NlS, stems from the failure of
I

conventional economic models of post-war years j ~.benefit the majority of the
; !

third world's population" (Marsden and Oakley, 1. )182:187). Moser too
. i

indicates that "the growing pre-occupation in reel nt years with the more
I

I'

specific questions of popular participation must b~ seen within the more recent

context of increasing discontent with established li\ '~dernisation' economic

development strategies •.. to provide for adequate 'redistribution of resources,

sufficient employment or basic needs" (Moser, 198\ ~:3). Finally Lee states that

the glaring discrepancy between the predictions of tfl ~growth strategy and the
: I . {.,'.

reality of persistent ~ass poverty forced a re-evalu~,lion to a kind of

development which addressed both poverty and gro~ I (Lee, quoted in

Nkunika,1987:18).

Oakley and Marsden state that "the search formore appropriate styles of

development is fundamentally linked to what hasbeen termed "dependency

theory" and that this "reflects a shifting paradigm in which explanations of

poverty were seen in a new light" (Oakley and Marsden, 1984:7). One outcome

of this rethink was the development of the "basic needs" approach (see for

example Streeten, 1982 for a wider discussion) whereby, in order to satisfy
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these basic needs, it was necessary for the beneficiaries themselves to become

involv~d in prioritisillg their needs.

Parallel with this economic movement was a rt1ajor political re-aliqnrnent in the

developing world, epitomised by new leaders such as Nkrumah of Ghanaand

Nyerere of Tanzania. Within this context community participation took on an

added dimension. Thus Stohr for example (quoted in Nkunika,1987: 18) states

that the terrrrparticlpatlon is frequently used with connotations of a long soclo-
historic tradition, and that it was understood to be civil involvement iii political

life. Gilbert and Ward state that "ln preparation for the eventual independence

of its African and Indian colonies the British employed community development

as a method of encouraging the growth of poltttca! democracy and local initiative"

(Gilbert and Ward, 1984:771).

With independence the two roots of community participation (economic and socio-

political) appear to have fused. However, whilst the basis of participation in

basic needs has always been (at least theoretically) strong involvement by

beneficiaries, Mayo argues that community development in the colonies was

"quite explicitly an attempt to create plausibly democratic institutions without

serious dislocation to the vested interests of the status quo" (Mayo, 1975:131).

The work described above relates almost exclusively to the colonial countries of

Africa and Asia. However, this was not the only arena in which participation was

being practiced. Gilbert and Ward, drawing upon work by Rodgers (1 967) and

the United Nations (1970) state that "In Latin America 25 years have elapsed

since the Alliance for Progress began to pour money into community

participation and self-help projects. Here too. the primary motivation was to

promote political democracy and the integration of the poor into society in order

to counteract the spread of communism" (Gilbertt"'c<7ldWard, 1984:771).

Although the community action programmes discussed by Gilbert and Ward are

situated in Latin America, the authors do not place any particular stress on

geographical location. Instead they place the development of community
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participatlon in an ideological political context (Gilbert and Ward, 1~84a69~
775). Implicit in this approach is the concept th~j community participation can
be viewed globally as a single homogenous model. For example .Gilbert and Ward
quote the United Nations ag2in in stating that "The major weakness of community
participation Iay-ln its emphasis on mobilisation rather than participation, • .
Community groups have rarely been given the power to choose how they should
be involved. ." (Gilbert and Ward, 1984;771). There is an implication that
this United Nations statement is equally applicable to. Africa, Asia and Latin
America.

De Kadt (1982) takes a different view. He argues that "Two main strands (of
community participation) can be distinguished: (1) the community development
rndvement, Vli:\thIts heyday in the 1950s and early 19605: and (2) the concern

with commulplty involvement through conscientisacion3, a mainly Latin
l'

American pi1enomenclnof the 1960s and early 19705" (De Kadt, 1982:573).
After drawing this distinction, DeKadt Infers that the second strand, having
identified and corrected the problems and shortcomings of the first, effectively
superseded it. The net result is that although de t<adtbegins hls paper by
.roc(jgnising the different historical roots. his conclusion about the current

'\

situatjon;~~identical to that of Gilbert and Ward, namely that the qne strand
(conscien\\;saciN) is now the dominant, and effectively the only, approach.

\1

The work qescribed above, which was carried out ten years ago, has not been
challenged in the literature. Yet there have been signifIcant changes in that
period, particularly in Latin America where much of this work was done, which
suggests that a re-evaluation is necessary. There has been a rapid shift towards
democracy in many countries in the region and the dependency theory of
development, to which this work is inextricably liinked, no longer has the same
degree of suppon, In addition there hasbeen a change in the type of issuesbeing
addressed, with a shift towards physical projects, This thesis will therefore
begin With an new evaluation of this historical development of community
participation, focussing on the two dominant approaches of community
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develot~mentand empowerment!conscientisilcion, but taking into account the

developments which have taken pl~r~ over the past decade.

2. 3 The Community Development approach to participation

2.3.1 Communlty development theory

The debate on community development which took place in the 1950s and 19605

foreshadowed that of community participation ten years later, and the two show

strong similarities. FitzGerald makes the statement, often repeated in the

literature on community participation, that community development has

different meanings for different people (FitzGerald,1980:27). Sanders, in an

C:ittemptto cut through the variety of meanings, notes that there am foul ways in

which those involved with community development appeared to view it, namely

as a process, a.method, a programme, or a movement (Sanders, 1970:19). He
then describes these in the following way:

"COMMUNW '"'~VELOPMENT AS A PROCESS.

... a neu ientific term subject to a fairly precise definition and

measurement expi .ssed chiafly in social relations: changes from a state

where one or two people in a small elite within or without the local

community make decisions for the rest of the people to a state where

people themselves make these decisionsabout matters of common

concern; change from a state of miniri1l1mto one of maximum cooperation;

change from a state where a few participate to one where many

participate; change from a state where all resources and specialists come

from outside to one where local people devise methods for maximum use

of their own resources.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AS A METHOD .

. • . community development as a meansto an end.a way of working so that

some goal is attained ..• The emphasis is on some (specific) end. Central
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planners, economic developers, and those representing one professional
field may look upon cQ01munitydevelopment i(~terms of whether it will
or will not help them achieve the concrete . ... goals they have in mind.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AS A PROGRAMME.

Whenone adds to the method, which is a set of procedures, some content-
such as a list of activities - one moves towards community development
as a program.. By carrying out the procedures the activities are
supposedly accomplished. [FitzGerald places self-help projects in this
category (FitzGerald, 1980:29)J.

COMMUNITY DeVELOPMENT AS A MOVEMENT.

For some, community development becomesa crusade, a cause to which
they become deeply committed. It is not neutral, like process, but
carries an emotional charge. It is dedicated to progress as a
philosophical, and not a scientific concept, since progress must be viewed
with reference to values and goals that differ under different political and
social systems" (Sanders, 1970:19-27).

There are strong parallels between the above four ways of viewing community
development and the four categories of community participation described by
Oakley and Marsden (Chapter 3.3.3). Similarly the concepts that community
participation researchers such as Moser (1983) use, such as "means and end"
(Chapter 3.3.4), are addressed in this earlier work, albeit in a different way.
Thus the tlefinition of community development as a method actually uses the term
means to an end twelve years before Mosers paper (which placed the same
phrase in a community participation context) was published. The vIew of
community development as a process is grappling with the concept of community
participation as an end in itself. In fact the roots of this distinction (between
means and end) can be found even earlier. Batten (1967) draws a distinction
between the directive and non-directive approaches to community development.
The former approach is one where a community development agency adopts.
"whatever it thinks people need ... for their own good" (Batten, 1967:5) -
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namely, a "means' approach. The latter is one where a worker tries to get
people "to decide for themselves what their needs are. . . and howthey can best
organise, plan, and act to carry their project through" (Batten, '1967;11). The
aim here is the development and growth of the self - namely, an "end" approach.
Thus the similarities between community development and community
participation are very strong, at least superficially, to the extent that "in
i955, the United Nations identified community participation as synonymous
with community development when it stated in broad and generalised terms that
'Community development is a process designed to create conditions of economic
and social progress for the whole community with its active participation'!'
(Moser, 1989:81). However, fI'6m the way in which participation progressed,
the two are not synonymous and community development is felt to be inadequate.
The reasons for this are in fact more complex than is indicated by the statements
in section 2.2. To understanr why this Is so it is necessary to look more closely
al:the history and geo-political roots of community development.

2.3.2 Community development in developed countries

Stohr (1981) states that community development had its roots in the United
Kingdom and the United States, where there was a need to assist with the social
needs of the urban poor in the industrb~ising cities. These roots were in
community work which "ln its modern sense in Britain was begun in the
nineteenth century by upper- and middle-class idealists and reformers who
sought to ameliorate the often appalling conditions under which worklng-class
people lived in the new industrial towns" (Batten, 1967;9). Batten goes on to
say that "Such people's material needs at that time wer, obvious and specific,
and many of them were too poor, too ignorant, and too disorganized to do very
much to help themselves. In this context the newly-formed social agencies
necessarily took the initiative in planning and providing for people ... " (Batten,
1967:9-10).

In developed countries community development has evolved and retains not only
its identity but also its relevance as a primary vehicle through which social
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change is enacted at a local level. The strength of community development in this
regard can be seen from the wide range of papers on the topic, which debate this
relevance (e.g. vasoo, 1991 andWells, 1991, on community development in the
United States and Taylor, 1991, on community development and the European
Community); the fact that academic departments of community development
continue to exist in many developed countries; and that both institutions and

programmes are expanding in countries such as diverse as Australia (e.g. Jones,
'992) and Hungary (e.g. Varga and Vecseg, 1992).

It is useful to look at what makesa successful community development project. A
review of the literature indicates several characteristics which can be associated
with community development work in these countries. These.characteristics are
described briefly below. The word characteristics is used here to mean traits
which can give a conceptual identity to community development, allowing it to be
compared with other approaches to community participation. These
characteristics will be followed through to other case studies quoted later in the
chapter, and also used for the purposeof comparing community development and
empowerment. Further discussion of these different characteristics, which is
necessary to the construction of a detailed community participation theory, is
given in Chapter 9.3.

In using the word characteristic with respect to community developmentit
should be noted that this term has a meaning which is different from other, more
commonly used indicators, such as, for example, the six elements of community
development defined by Cary, which provide a generally accepted definition of
community development as a process (Cary, 1970:2). The characteristics
described below are broader indicators which have been developed in the course
of carrying out this literature review.

The first characteristic of the community development app«, ~hto community
participation relates to the opennessof government. The government is open to
the involvement of people in the decision-making process at a local, project
level. This is a separate issue to government being representative or legitimate.
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Among other things this permits a distinction to be drawn between social change

at a national level, which can take place through the democratic process, and at

local level. Community development is concerned with the latter, but such local

initiatives and developments are taking r/face within a broad soclo-economic

national plan (see Lackey andDersham(1992 for a discussion on this, as well as

warren,1970:32-56). In community development projects the degree of
openness can vary (see chapter 3.3.3 for a full range of options) but the decision

on the degree of community involvement is taken by the government.

rhE! second characteristic is.that traditionally community development has

concerned itself with predominantly social issues and social needs. Biddle and

Biddle (1965) summarise this clearly when they state that "Community

development makes available to people the experiences that Create the social

skills needed to deal with each other, with neighbours, with experts, and with the

powers that be" (Biddle and Biddle, 1965:7B). Arnstein (1969) also

illustrates this when she describes community development as "the strategy by

which the have-nets join in determining how information is shared, goals and

policies set, tax resources are allocated, programs are operated ,II (Arnstein:

1969:216).

The third characteristic is that, while there may be a broader national

framework defining the objectives of community development, the community

development projects themselves tend to be local. clearly identifiable

undertakings operating within a fairly homogeneous base (see Jones and Wiggle

(1987) tor a wider discussion on this. Worthington also provides a strong

argument in support of this statement (Worthington, 1982:147-162».

Finally, the fourth characteristic is the very specific nature of what Paul

(1985) calls the "instrument oi_participation", namely the community

development worker. This type of worker is based within a strong professional

discipline which itself forms a specialist branch of social work. The dependence

of community developm..uc on community development workers is indicated by

much of the early literature on community development (see for example Batten,
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1957, 1967 and Morris, 1970), as well as current writing on the subject (e.g.

Jones, 1992). In developed countries many community development workers

are employed by the local authorities or, if independent, work closely with the

local authority. Thus they are linked to the broader institutional framework.

These characteristics contextuallse community development and define the

parameters within which it can be shown to operate successfully. Thus

community development operates within national political, economic and social

structures and forms a part of those structures. Implicit in this is an acceptance

of the structures on the part of the beneficiary gl·oup. It is this national social,

political and economic surround, its acceptance, and its implied values, which

together define the successful working environment for community development.

In making the change to a developing country it is necessary therefore to examine

the surround and the value system which exists in order to predict whether

community development is equally appropriate.

2.3.3 Community development in developing countries

In making the transfer to developing countries the assumption was made that

community ncveloprnent could be applied to a wide variety of projects, without

consideration of context. For example Warren states that "As a method of

bringing about social change, community development serves alike in situations

that are predominantly rural and preindustrial and in si;;uatiolis that are urban

and industrialised" (Warren, 1970:32). Furthermore ..... community

development is a widely applied method of bringing about social Changethat

extends beyond the United States" (Warren, 1970:32). This is an historical

=usconr .:ption. There is clear evidence, in many developing countries, that "the

:'::I11~';"llmjtydevelopment process itself was open to abuse, either through co-

option by privileged groups, or through destruction by those same groups, to

whom it posed a threat" (Allibrand, 1982: 141, quoting Holdcroft).

Alternatively it was used, in the words of Marsden and Oakley "as a tool for neo-

,,:olon;al expansion" (Marsden and Oakley, 1982:186).
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However there is a strong need to differentiate between the idea that community

development somehow failed the communities in developing countries, as implied

by de Kadt (1982) and Oakley and Marsden (1984), and that it was

inappropriate in specific situations. Based upon their work in India, for

example, Jones and Wiggle strongly support the community development

approach, but within a specific context, ill this case a rural/village situation.

Here, they argue that "with a high level.of pohtical support, it [community

development] could become the major agency for social and economic

development" (Jones and Wiggle, 1987:107). This optimistic view is itself

based upon firm evidence of success, clearly illustrated by Midwinter when he

states that "Community development has a superb record globally of highly

successful projects, and a frail record of these pioneer achievements being

adopted on a national or wider scale" (Midwinter, 1992:285).

From the above analysis community development can be seen to have a very

distinctive identity and a potential future role which, whilst stronger in

developed countries, also exists in developing countries. To understand why its

support is less in the latter environment it is necessary to look at the situation

in comparison with other approaches. This is done initially in section 2.S, and

then more comprehensively in chapter 9.

2.4 Conscientisacion and empowerment

The basis of consclentisscion, according to De Kadt, started from "the existence

of socia-economic inequalities, the generation of these by the economic system,

and their underpinning by the state" (De Kadt, 1982:574), from which "the

poor and exploited needed to be helped to become conscious of their situation" (De

Kadt, 1982:574). Empowerment (whose origins and development are discussed

in detail in Chapter 3.3.4) is similar, representing "the organised efforts of

disempowered groups to increase control, over resources and regulative

institutions" (~JNRISD,1979:8). The primary difference is that, whereas

conscientisacion is indigenous to Latin America, where it is firmly grounded in
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social theory, empowerment is a concept created by external agencies and

researchers. The former can be classified as a paradigm, whereas the latter is

more difficult to classify categorically. The early work on empowerment led to

its being classified more as a framework, in that it "defined the way in which the

process (of community participation) should occur. Oakley and Marsden

(1984) describe empowerment both as a conceptual framework and as a

paradigm. More recently however the move has been back to that of a paradigm,

within which developed conceptual frameworks, such as Paul's (1987), can

function. There is an implicit acceptance of this thinking in the work of people

such as Sheng (chapter 3.6.2). Unfortunately Paul himself refers to it as

something Which exists within his conceptual framework, stating that "In the

context of development CPmay be viewed as a process that serves .•. in the

broadest sense, as an instrument as empowerment" (Paul 1987:3).

This confusion arises because empowerment is neither a paradigm, as described

in endnote 2, nor a conceptual framewo-r. In practice all community

participation which increases the capacity of communities to influence the

decision-making process "empowers" those communities: However, through its

strong association with dependency theory the term has become synonymous with

control over the political decision-making process. In this context it can best be

described as an approach, in the same way that communrty development is an

approach (see Chapter 3.2 for a detailed description of this term). This is the

interpretation given to the term "empowerment" in this thesis. In a community

participation context the term conscientisecion is rarely used whereas the use of,
the term empowerment is widespread. Furthermore empowerment as a concept

is "nore specific to community participation than is consclentisecion. To avoid

.confusion therefore, only the term empowerment will be used in this thesis from

this point onwards.

To place empowerment in context three cases. lies are examined, each of which

concentrates on a different issue, but having in common that each in its own.way

formed the basis of a community struggle which was associated with the concept

of empowerment, Although there is some overlap the three studies follow a
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broadly chronological sequence. It will be demonstrated that they represent
three stages in the development of the empowerment approach. The first of these
is Villa el Salvador, Lima (Peru), which traces the history of a state sponsored
informal settlement which was founded on the principle of "participatory
mobilisation" (Peattie, 1990:24). The second is a grassroots-driven land
invasion of an area in Greater Buenos Aires (Argentina) and the third is a major
site and service project in San Salvador (EI Salvador), conceptualised and
managedby anNGO.

These three case studies are all well documented in the literature, and
se i111l~1"'~~all?:provlded in Appendix A. What i ,IIL'WS is an analysis of these case
studies which highlights the issue underlying the characteristics of community
development which were developed in section 2.3.2. The issues themselves will
be discussed in section 2.S.

2.4.1 Case study 1: Villa el Salvador, Peru (1971-1980)

Villa el Salvadorwas founded in May 1971 and became an integral component of a
national strategy of the revolutionary military government, aimed at
restructuring the social, political and economic framework of the Peru. Thus it
was essentially part of an experiment into ahernative forms of democracy. This
was effected by the formation of two organisational structures,

The first orpartlsatlon, SINAMOS,was vertical, linking the development of Villa
el Salvador directly with the President of Peru, and intended to transform
Peruvian institutions into structures characterised by participatory decision
making. The core of the linkage was development, with this vertical relationship
having a speclftc role within the wider socio-politlcal framework of the country.
In the view of the government the democratic processes evolved for development
could be de-linked from political and macroeconomic decision-making. The
second structure was CUAVES,a co-operative ~eeing itself involved in all aspects
and functions of local government. This structure could be described as
horizontal, and built up from a grassroots level.
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The potential contradictions betwer)h these two systems are apparent. The growth
of grassroots structures of this kirid, covering all aspects of local government,
could not be constrained within a narrow development framework as required by
the govemment (which basically defined development as physical development of
the environment). The concept of the empowerment framework, and indeed the
entire empowerment approach, is dearly illustrated by this mse study, and
encapsulated by Skinner when he states that "Initially there were shared
common views on development and it would appear that the need.for community
participation was shared by community leaders, SINAMOS,and government,
embracing local development needs and national political and economic Changes
arid therefore satisfying the aims both of the masses and of the state. However
with time a divergence in the military-community alliance later appeared which
can be traced to latent differences in the perception of the purpose of
participation, and the way in which decision making in development took place"
(Skinner, 1983a:36).

The point is made strongly in aU the references to this project that the
community were succ~eding in developing Villa el Salvador. The fact that the
project was perceived to have failed is attributed primarily to government
power over local decision-making. This reinforces the perception that
"cornmunities" need greater support. It also provides backing to the more
radical interpretation of empowerment, which places the community and the
state in different and opposing camps. This project, and others like it, provide
the early theoretical justification for the empowerment C',lproach.

2.4.2 Case study 2 - Buenos Aires (1980-1984)

Thls case study falls midway between a "project" in the narrow sense of the
word, and the wider development described in the previous case study. The study
is of a land invasion covering the period 1980 to 1984. This period was
characterised in Argentina by a changing political climate in which there was
increasinq democratisation which permitted both the settlement of the land and
recognition of tenure by the government. The paper of Cuenya et al (1990a)
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argues that the mass nature of popular demands for goods (such as land) requires

that the dispossessed act thiOugh neighbourhood organisations, pressure on the

public authorities and public mobilisation, i.e. the radical empowerment

approach.

However the paper also places this argument within the context of de facto

governments such as dictatorships. once this political environment changes the

same approach can lead to "the internal break-up and fragmentation in the

settlers organization" (Cuenya at aI, 1990a:71). The authors go on to state that,

under a democratic system, the direct channels of communication used for

expressing demands "under de facto govemments (such a~ dictatorships) ...

become inadequate and break down as open political conflict is usually combined

with the possibility of the return to conventional urban policies" (Cuenya et aI,

1990a:71). This Is\\conflrmed by other research. Thus Ward and Gilbert

(1983) show how, whilst land invasions may be acceptable to many governments

in providing land tenure to the poor, the ratification of such tenure, as well as

the provision of services, is part of a complex system of patronage politics. This

is part of a wider political structure in w~ich key officials controlling the

different sectors of local government are political appointees.

In spite of these difficulties the Buenos Aires project could be considered

successful, in the sense that permanent tenure WaS granted to the squatters. As

such this case study represents a second phase in the development of the

empowerment approach, namely its successful application to achieve meaningful

change a~,dimprovements in people's lives. However the potential weaknesses of

the approach for longer term development are already beginning to appear. The

case study which follows is concerned with an example of empowerment in sech a

development context.

2.4.3 Case study 3 - FUNDASAL, EI Salvador (1968-1985)

The most well documented and recognisably "successful" example of community

participation for empowerment, in a project context, is that of the NGO
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FUNDASAL,and its associated involvement with site-and-service projects in EI

Salvador. The approach taken by thiS NGOis used to justify the political

empowerment approach to participation at a project level. This is illustrated by

Stein's analysis which argues that "it is possible to achieve efficient and

effective post-project mamcenance if participation is conceived as a means to

empower participants" (Stein, 1990:21). Stein then defines empowerment

clearly as the achievement of political goals (Stein, 1990:21).

While Stein identifies constraints to the process of community participation

(Stein, 1990:23-25», the overall conclusions are positive, with the most

successfuloutcome considered to be that the work by FUNDASALcontributed to

social change (Stein, 1990:26). What emerges from Stein's analysis is a

researcher's view of what constitutes successful community participation. This

is similar in many respects to the government defining what constitutes a

successful community development project. Eachof these external parties is

viewing participation from within their own paradigm. Thus in analysing the

FUNDASALproject Stein perceived problems more as issues needing to be

addressedand thence overcome if the wider goal of political empowerment is to be
achieved, i.e. the solution of these problems is subservient to the wider goal of

achievingempowerment. To adopt this attitude is to underestimate the

importance, and overlook the relevance, of these problems in leading to a wider

understanding of what constitutes community participation.

In this regard three underlying issues of importance can be identified within the

FUNDASALproject which were not addressed satisfactorily. The first concerns

the differing agendas (i.e. objectives and means of achieving those objectives) of

the two parties to the process (FUNDASALand the participants). Stein states

that partlcipants viewed their participation in the project as a means to an end

initially (l.e, their aim was co provide homes) while 'the agency viewed it in a

wider context as an end in itself (a concept discussed fully in Chapter 3.3.4).

Stein argues that as the work went on the people realised the importance of

working in groups for the solution of problems, and in general felt the need to
continue working in groups. The basic education process was one concerned with
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achievidg this .compatibility and transformation. Having said this, Stein also
I;

recognises that the implementation methodology required finding a balance

betwe~fl (1) short term itnprovement of living conditions versus long term
\ . .......' .. _"_ .. . i'--

empowerment; (2) developing Inod,els llddressillg popular hO!fping problems
, '

while assuming responsibility for problem of housing the p;~p~;and (3) building- u -~__.
beneficiary capacity versus paternalism and dependency. Thls approach on the

part of FUNDASAL assumes (implicitly) that the NGO is in tune with the needs of

the community.

/'

This belief in a beneficial symbiotic relationship betweeu NGO and community

contrasts strongly wlth the NGO's perce;ptions of the agendas of other parties

concerned. Thus Stein defines the agen3as of the World Bank and the State as

constraints Which impede the project. T'~jere is a lack of recognition of the

validity of other parties to hold and pursue their own agtrndas. The NGO's agenda

is not questioned, for the reason described above, yet ~,.ain's analysis indicates

that the NGO itself is practicing a form of manipulation of the community. Thus

he states that "errli>owerrnent was confused with the ability of the communal

organisation to handle resources and to efficiently execute the buHdinBl

timetables. " ." (Stein, 1990:26) and that "the process of transforming the

participants' ends into means (for long term empowerment) became the real

challenge of the whole education process ... the fact that objectives of

empowerment were enunciated Were not enoughll (Stein, 19QO:26).

The second issue is that of "product" versus "process" I i.e. findir.g a balance

between the contradictions implicit in providing a product (in th}s case housing)

against developing a process (of community growth) using that same product as

the primary vehicle for the process. This is identified in the differing initial

perceptions of the objectives of the project (between NGO and beneficiary group)

raised above, but runs much deeper. Thus Stein states that, of the 22

communities involved in FUNDASAL projects, only 5 were well consolidated (in

1986) and 17 showed regressive symptoms (Stein, 1990:26-27). This is not

atypical. In describing. irregular settlement growth in Mexico, Columbia and

Venezuela, studied over a 4 to 5 year period, Ward and Gilbert {1983) return to
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the issue of organisations collapsing once their initial objecti)(es have been met.
)!

This is the same problem that was raisedWith the Bueno!:;,Alresproject in the
previous section. In E!Salvador Stein puts this down to an education problem,
but overlooks the different needsof people in communities, and the fact that these
needs are not always synonymous, either temporally or spatially. In other words
the debate on product versus processquestions two fundamental assumptions
which are central to the empowerment approach. The first is the achievement of
commonality of purpose in communities. The qtIE,$tionneeds to be asked as to
when and how this is achieved. The second is riA assumption that projects do in
fact represent the provision of clearly defined products.

This leads to the third issue, which is that of project complexity and the issue of
housing provision as opposed to infrastructure provision. In this project
FUNDASAL identified sites, defined projects, and used private construction
companies for the initial stages. Finally, together with the families,
participants were selected and formed groups for the mutual-help stage. In
other words the participation process itself began with the shelter provision
programme and avoided the more technically complex stage of infrastructure
provision.

This case study illustrates the third stage in the evolution of the of the

empowerment approach, namely its application to the implementation of specific
.projects, The case study was considereda successful example of empowerment
(Paul, 1987: 15). H()wever this success is of a limited nature. The decisions
were policy decrslons related to the soclo-polltlcal environment. HOWeverthere
were if'1portant technical deLi.:;:"osto be made, illustrated by the three issues
raised above, of which none were taken by the community. From these three case
studies and the other literature referenced in their analysis it would appear that
empowerment, like community development, does have successes, which appear
to be ..'Hted to specific types of environment. However there are also situations
for which empowerment is unsuited, This idea';s explored further in the section
which follows.
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2. 5 A comparison of the characteristics of community
development and empowerment

,
Section 2.3.2 identified four characteristics of successful community

development projects in developed countries as:

1. Community development is a compgnent of government strategy, but there

is ?" QQennessof 1Jovernment to community involvement in the decision-

making process at a local level.

2. Traditionally community development has concerned itself with

wdominantly social issues and social needs. In this type of decision-

making there is a long time frame, and the resources available to explain

the issues in question to the community.

3. While there may be a broader national framework defining the o~jectives

of community development, the community development projects

themselves tend .:to be local, clearly identifiable undertakings operati'19

within a fairly homogene~)uscommunity base.

4. there is a very specific "instrument of participation", namely the

community development worker.

In respect of the first Characteristic several authors (see for example Jones,

1982; and Waseem, 1982) highlight the dominant role of government in

community development. The latter argues that "government sponsored

programmes contain in-built mechanismswhich enhance the cooptlon of

initiatives and further the interests of members of the bureaucracy who support

them" (Waseem, 1982:233). Waseem maintains that change only takes place if

the centre of community action is located outside the state system (Waseem,

1982:233). Other authors, COIning from different backgrounds and experiences,

totally disagree. Constantino-David (1982) and Ekong and Sekoya (1982) both

argue that certain forms of dependency on govemment are necessary for

successful community development. In fact Ekol1gand Sekoya go further than this

and state that lithe central government must intervene in the face of appalling

conditions of pov ~rt.'in many villages in Nigeria" (ekong and sekoya,
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1982:223). They argue for joint action (between governnient and NGOs) in
community development, as does Kalowale (1982) who stresses the involvement
and importance of traditional institutions as well (Kalowale, 1982:123-127).

These Nigerian, and other similar, case studies, reflect the success of
community development, as an approach to improving quality of life, in meeting
specific, clearly defined goals. Predominantly in these successful situations
there is a stable political structure which is broadly acceptable to the
communities involved, even though this cannot be...de-fined as democratic in the
Western sense. It would appear therefore that traditional structures (e.g. tribal
authorities) are capable of satisfying the legitimacy and acceptability crlteria,
specifically in rural areas.

In this type of situation community development often forms part of a national
plan and there is also a specific socio-economic punpose. In many of the rural
areas this would be the satisfaction of basic needs. 'this satisfaction of basic
needs within the context of a national plan would then constitute the surround
within which community development would function.

Turning now to characteristics 2, 3 and 4 above, these are similar (on
successful projects) to those for communrty development in developed countries.
The projects tend to be small and situated within homogeneous communities.
Typical examples would be rural health or rural water supply projects. Here
again (as with community development in developed countries) the thrust tends
to be social upliftment using or ernphasislnq self-help techniques. What differs
is the role of technology, which plays a more dominant role than in conventtonr '
community development projects in developed countries. The way in which
tee' Ilology is handled will often be to adapt it to match the capacity of the
community to operate and maintain that technology (tne "appropriate
technology" concept). There is a recognised homogeneity within the beneficiary
group. And finally the involvement and performance of community development
workers is or.en crucial to the success of the projects. These workers become a
critical component of the institutional framework of the area.
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Having established the characteristics pertaining to successful community

development projects in (predominantly) rural areas of Africa and Asia this can

be compared to the appropriateness of community development in the urban

environment in Latin America. De Kadt (1982) argues that "CD [community

development] hardly ever faced up to the differences in interest that could exist

between different members of the 'community' that was to be 'developed',

notably in terms of their control over opportunities to make a living" (De Kadt,

1982:574). He further states that "The community developers achieved little

because they disregarded inequality, conflict and power relations" (De Kadt,

1982:572).

From this work of de Kadt (1982) and other-authors who discuss the needs of the

urban poor in Latin America, a set of characteristlcs emerge which are different

from those in which successful community development has been practiced.

Community development is clearly not a suitable vehicle for participation in an

environment characterised by confrontation between state and community. Thus

there is a strong case to be made for a different approach, and empowerment

appears to fulfil this need.

Latin America in the period from 1960 to the mid 1980s is the case study arena

used to support and debate the empowerment paradigm. De Kadt (1982) is

quoted above as linking inequality, conflict and power relations, and it is clear

from the three case studies described in sections 2.4.1 to 2.4.3 that develop} nent

in these areas during that period was intimately bound up with the political,
process, Governments in the countries involved were, at that tlrne,

predominantly authoritarian and had little perceived legitimacy. There was

neither an established democratic tradition nor a widely supported traditional

base of the type found in Arrlca and India. Further, the strong relationships

between political, soclal and economic issues already existed. There is much

support for the concept that political struggle and power is at the centre of the

community participation debate and hence the sole criterion fOt empowerment,

in a Latin American context. Thus Gilbert and Ward for example state that land

allocation "is an integral part of the political orocess" (Gilbert and Ward,
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1985:127), and that the allocation of land is most often used as a political
bargaining point. This is a context-based statement.

The lack of perceived legitimacy is reinforced by the political nature of the local
authority structure. This follows the United States model, where all key local
government appointments are p?litical. Thus there is: very little distinction
between govemment at different levels. All are seen M part of the same
monolithic structure. This close inter-relationship between national poutics
and local development at a "Barrio" level is a critical factor which runs .through
not just these case studies but virtually all writing on development in Latin
America. Thus Ward and Gilbert state that in Bogota "The National Front and
'later administrations have continued to prescribe the terms onwhich they are
prepared to nr.:igotiate with the poor" (Ward and Gilbert, 1983:52), while in

MexiCOCity "channels of community participation were tailored to government
needs' (Ward and Gilbert, 1983:55). In other word the government is dosed to
the involvement of the community in the decisiOrl?n-lakingprocess,. This is the
first characteristic.

In the above analysis the political situation dominates the debate, but this
obscures other issues which are important and which define the other
characteristics of successful empowerment projects, The first of these is .the
concentration on very specific targets within the context of an urban struggle.
These issues, while predominantly social, have a polltlcal component. Typica] of
these are land tenure (often by laDc invasion) and shelter. This is the second

'/

characterlstlc. /1

Within these strtmqles there is the question cf community cohesion. De Kadt
critlcises the corumunlty development approach for its inability to handle
heterogeneity in communities (De Kadt, 1982:574), But community
development was never intended to function in this type of environment. The
action required by communities in this situation (of urban thass struggle) is not
self-help in a developmental sense (which is a characteristic of community
development) but the assertion of fundamental political and social rights. What
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de Kadt fails to state is that the empowerment approach and its associated

conceptual frameworks do not address this issue conceptually either. What the

empowerment approach does is to mobilise people around specific issues. This

ge.. ......dS a verystronq commonal'lty of pU!:QQgaround these issues. This is the

third characteristic. This commonality of purpose is not the same as community

homogeneity, but the outcome is similar. In terms of their specific projects both

develop a powerful sense of community cohesion. However, as was mentioned

earlier, once this specific issue has been addressed, this community cohesion

often collapses ..

Hnally there is a very specific instrument of participation, the fourth

characteristic. In community developmc .It the community development worker

plays a key role. In the empowerment linked approaches the instrument is

either a mass based movement (Buenos Aires) or, increasingly as there is a

move across to specific projects, a multi-disciplinary NGO.

In summary then, the equivalent characteristics of successful empowerment

projects may be defined as:

1. They operate outside of government structures in an environment where

the government is dosed to the involvement of the community.

2. They concern themselves with specific issues with a strong political

connotation.

3. Although the community itself might represent a heterogeneous base, the

projects themselves are such that they generate a strong commonality of

purpose among the group.

4. The primary instrument of participation is a non-governmental

orga nlsation.

Hence the whole structure of the empowerment based approach is different to

that of community development. Empowerment has not "superseded" community

development, Each is suited to a specific "arena" and to the associated problems

that lie within that arena.
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2.6 Infrastructure provision in urban areas

The purpose of this chapter to date has been to show that community development

.projects continue to operate. successfully and thateuccessful dbmmunity

development and ernpowermentprojects can each be defined by a set of

characteristics. This is considered an important pre-requisite to a wider and

more open discussion on paradigms and frameworks of participation, since such

an open debate remains difficult whilst the concept of empowerment is pen ~ived

to have sole legitimacy. Having identified differing successful approaches to

community participation in developing countries, attention can now t ' r:ussed

on the question of community participation in infrastructure provision ""Id how

this fits, or does not fit, into these existing approaches.

Becauseof the dominance of dependencytheory and the empowerment approach,

community participation in various urbanisation activities, including

infrastructure provision, has been judged in terms of the degree to whirh neople

have been empowered in the political sense, i.e. the empowerment ap!,i

This is apparent in the evaluation of the Lusaka upgrade (section 2.6. I J d::i w~!1

as from!,iterature on development in South Africa (see chapter 1.3 and chapter

4). However this thesis argues that, although strong similarities did exist in the

1970s and early 19805, the current situation in South Africa can no longer be

judged in these terms. The crlsis of urbanisation (discussed in Chapter 7) is

creating a new situation, which differs from the Latin American situation

predominantly because of the role and nature of infrastructure provision, ,m<;J
\.

South Africa is caught up I' this crisis. What makes South Africa particula~y

valuable as a case study is the unique way in which it bridges the Latin Arneucan

experience and the experience of major African urban centres.

Economic growth and transformation of the economy involves a permanent re-

allocation of resources (Dosi, 1982:159). In developing countries an increasing

percentage of this allocation is being made to physical urban infrastructure

provision (see for example Stren, 1991 :11 for details of World Bank

investment), which by its nature has a high technical component,
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There are several ways of dealing with this technical component, The first is
effectively to ignore it, by omitting it from any debate on urban hous{~gand
developmer: (e.g. Rakodi, 1992.). A second is to assume that it is simply a
service whose provision is the function of a technical department answerable to
democratic local government structures, with the latter being the more
important {e.g. Environment and Urbanisation, 1991). Both of these approaches
are indicative of thinking within the empowerment approach to community
participation. A third way is the conventional technocratic approach, which is to.
treat the problem purely from a technical perspective, regardless of social
consequences. This is a common approach in South Africa, illustrated by current
case studies of upgrading (see for example Abbott, 1992).

An alternative to all of the above is to view participation as operating within a
different surround, in which technology is perceived differently and its role in
participation reassessed. While urban infrastructure spending In developing
countries is increasing, as mentioned above, the evaluation of these projects,
particularly with respect to community participation, is extremely limited,
with the only major work of this kind being the Lusaka upgrade. The next section
will look briefly at this project (Lusaka), using the study to raise some critical
issues and draw comparisons with the empowerment approach in terms of
relevance. Chapters 4 to 8 will then examine the specific issue of community
involvement in infrastructure provision in greater detail, drawing upon specific
South African case studies carried out by the author.

2.6.1 The lusaka upgrade (1974~1981)

As with the case studies quoted in section 3.4 the lusaka upgrade is well
documented. A summary has beet! provided in Appendix 1, drawn primarily
from the work of Rakodi (1983). This section highlights the key issues.

Community participation was always intended to be a key component of this
upgrading project. The project appraisal report envisaged infrastructure
installation as being preceded by "a programme to promote an understaneinq of
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upgrading and to mobilise community support and participation essential to
progressive improvement, with the intent of consulting residents regarQing'~'
servicing layouts and assisting them in organising selt-help labour for water
pipe excavation and standpipe construction" (Rakodi, 1983:19, quoting the
World Bank). Tha plan envisaged local development committees, comprising
community representatives chaired by a local councillor, Which would.
participate in overspill plot allocation, help mobilise self-help labour, and be
responsible for promoting long term development programmes promoting
continuous improvements to dwellings, infrastructure and community service:,.

This approach highlights the difference between this project and those discussed
earlier in section 204. The Latin American studies can be seen in a broad soclo-
pOlitical framework. The Lusakaproject on the other hand is seen to operate
within a technical framework of the r.,·oject cycle, that linear model which
quantifies a project in terms of a progression from conception, through
planning, design and construction, to project completion.

The evaluation described by Rakodimakes clear the contradictions inherent in
this approach. Thus the goals (of participation) could be divided into two parts,
the first being general statements of principle regarding the role of, and the
benefits to the community; and the second specific target objectives. In the latter
what was required was community involvement in the early stages of the project
cycle (which centred around decision making), but this did not happen (with the
exception of two minor areas) because of the perceived dangers of r-aised
expectations. Instead there was involvement in the later part Of the cycle, where
the commuruty was expected to contribute materially. Rakodl states that this
type of involvement was not satisfactory.

In terms of achieving wider social goals (of enhancing community invJlvement in
local level decision making), Rakodicites the United Nations concept of

information giving, which is intended to be either a persuasive activity, aiming
to influence attitudes, or an open activity, aimed at achieving participation or
interaction between the citizens and the authorities. Rakodi claims that in the
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Lusaka case the information-giving was persuasive in nature, aimed at creating

awareness (of proposals, options and financial responsibilities); counteracting

potential opposition; and ensuring active cooperation with ard support of with

the implementing agency. This exercise was partially successful, in that the

overall scheme was generally accepted, but it failed incertain areas also,

particularly the collection of service fees. Rakodl g.: ~s as a majo/reason a lack

of tradition of repayment for services and utilities in areas regarded until

recently as illegal settlements. This is also linked back to the absence of

community participation in community planning.

Regarding benefits to the community, these involve additional responsibility

being taken by the community, in areas such as maintenance, service charge

collection and ongoing development initiatives. At no point however were the

residents given the opportunity to take responsibility. This need for building up

experience in decision-making, starting fifjst at a local level, is strongly made

both by Rakodi and also by Skinner in the Villa el Salvador project.

From a political perspective Rakodi notes that there is only limited scope for

participation at a level beyond the immediate project, yet this did not, per se,
prevent community participation at the project level. The two would therefore

appearto be independent.

2.6.2 The lusaka upgrade in the context of empowerment

From an empowerment perspective it is easy to dismiss the Lusaka upgrade as an

exercise in manipulative participation. Yet tile situation is in fact far more

complex than that. The Lusaka project raisesmany key issues about Community

needs and expectations, and the wider issueof community homogeneity, which are

only touched upon in the empowerment case studies. Some, like the in-built

contradictions inherent in trying to balance the completion of an engineering

project with maximised participation, were highlighted in section 2.4.3, but the

empowerment approach is, almost by definition, a major constraint in exploring

different ways of exploring this contradiction.
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Another major difference, important in comparing projects in anqlophone Africa

and Latin American countries, lies in the local government structure, With the

African countries having adopted the British form of municipal (third tier)

government. This is linked to wider issues such as the relevance of local

government structures and the relationship between national and local

government, key components of the first characteristic of legitimacy. These

issues are covered in Chapter 7 but even at this stage they begin to show

different characteristics for participation in urban upgrading projects to those

associated with the empowerment approach.

A third key difference is the emphasis which is placed upon technology, in the

form of physical infrastructure, in the Lusaka upgrade, as compared to, say, the

FUNDASAL project. In the description of the latter, Stein states that

"Communities were built on undeveloped land, acccrding to projects ma~e by
FUNDASAL, using private construction companies for the initial stages. The core

housing units were completed using the mutual-help procf.'<;':" (Stein,

199.0.:22). Thus the emphasis is on a shelter programme as the vehicle for

participation, while infrastructure is constructed conventionally and with no

participation. Vet this does not prevent the NGO, and the World 8ar.)<,yiewin_9,<,
> I'.. . .c-:

the project as one driven by empowerment. There is clearly'a contra(~icrfon

here. that an external party, in the form of the NGO, FUNDAS,'\L. is del~iding

what constitutes empowerment and how thiswill be achieved.

In the Lusaka (Zambla) upgrading project the emphasis is on infrastructure

provision as the vehicle for participation, illustrated by the statement of

objectives quoted in section 2.6.1 above. This is the key issue. Between 1972
and 1981 the World Bank spent two thousand million dollars on urban projects,

of which site and service and informal settle mont upgrading constituted a major

portion (Stren, i991:11). Physical infrastructure represents by far the

greatest cost of these projects. It is also the most (sometimes the only) capital

rich component: Yet it hardly features in the literature on community

participation. There is a clear need to place technology<md its component parts,

Le, its role, degree. of sophistlcation, afforda bility , acceptability, and supportive
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technical capacity, within a participation framework and to address the problem

issues raised above. Following a review of the literature ,dealing with community

participation at a conceptual level (chapter 3), the thesis will return to these

problem issues and look at South African case studies which explore the role of

technology, and at soma of the differences which exist in the African urban

environment, which support, and elaborate on, these case studies.

Endnotes

1. Empowerment is a vague term" although its use in association with

community participation implies control over the political decision-

making process. Thus Paul for example states that, where community

participation is an instrument of empowerment "development should lead

to an equitable of power and a higher level of ... political awareness"

(Paul, 1985:3) .. However, the mechanisms by which this is achieved are

.•not clear. in the wider literature different authors have treated it as an

objective, a paradigm, a principle or a conceptual framework. This

thesis has attempted to resolve some of the contradictions which surround

the term but this has not always proved possible. This section will
motivate for its use as an approach (a term defined in section 9.2) to

community participation, and will attempt to standardise on this use. In

some Situations however, such as for example the debate in chapter 3.5,

~heterm has to be used in the context of another author's work. \\0'his

practice may prove confusing but cannot be avoided altogether, given the

multiplicity of interpretations which exist in the literature.

2. The term paradigm is used in this thesis to mean a conceptual mode

(sometimes unacknowledged) within which workers in the field view

their work, and within Which researchers develop their analyses.

3. The philosophy of conscientisscion call be found in works by Freire (see

for example Fr~ir4f 1972).
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CHAPTER 3,_

THE THEORETICAL DEVEL0PMENT OF COMMUNITY

~)ARTICIPATION

3. 1 Introduction to the literature survey

Moser states that "An extensive, if not overwhelming literature exists, which

defines, surveys and analyses the experience of community participation iii a

diversity of projects in different sectors in developing countries" (Moser,

1989:79). Much of this work however is detailed case study material (see ,for

example UNCHS(1984) for at overview) which describes how various

communities and beneficiary groups are becoming involved in partlcipatlon from

a practical point of view. Whilst useful the problem is that this work tends to be

descriptive rather than analytical. Thus, when inconsistencies arise, the lack of

a sound academic foundation, as discussed in section 3.B, limits the potential for

meaningful. evaluation and improvement.

In urban projects relating to developing countries Nientied et at (1990:42)
state, and this survey has confirmed, that literature on community participation
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can be broadly classified into two categories. The first category contains case

studies of participation in low-income housing projects. The second category

contains writings that take community participation from a general or
conceptual angle, dealing with, among other issues, the meaning and scope,

potential benefits, practical obstacles and shared responsibilities of

participation. The bulk of the literature relates to the first category and there is

remarkably little written which examines community participation from a

conceptual perspective.
, .

Literature relating to community participation in the provision of

ipfra$!tucture is even more limited. In fact the only major project is the Lusaka

upgrade, carried out with funding from the World Bank (discussed in Chapter

2.6.1). Two other authors (Paul, 1987a, and Finsterbusch and Van Wicklin,

1989) report on the evaluation of 40 World Bank and 53 USAIDprojects

respectively which, although general in nature, have some relevance to urban

infrastructure provision. Because of this lack of relevant material this thesis

uses wider literature sources to trace the development of conceptual models in

community participation and then evaluates these from the perspective of urban

infrastructure.

Following the discussion onterminology in section 3.2, section 3.3 presents the

findings of the literature survey. This is done by discussing community

participation as it was constituted by key authors, in such a way as to trace the

progression of thinking on the topic over time. The remainder of the Chapter,
then discusses the various concepts, highlighting :their strengths and weaknesses,

and identifies the shortcomings wh'ch will be addressed in the following chapters

of the thesis.

3.2 Terminology

The term "community participation" is vague and requires clarification

(Gilbert and Ward, 1984:770). The literature survey indicates that the reasons
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why c~mmunity participation creates a problem conceptu~IIIYare twofold. One

reason arises from an ideological debate. Thus Moser contends ..that the'diversity

of definitions reflect the ideological range of interpretations of development and

the different approaches to planning (Moser, 1983:3). Gilbert and Ward agree

that ideological diff~L'Jncesbetween observers add to the confusion', but they do

not seethls as the major~pmJ!I~ril. They state that "although left and right

appear to agree that community action should be encouraged, they understand

very different'things from this term and hope for very divergent outcomes"

(Gilbert and Ward, 1984:769). Thus, while ideological disagreements do exist

they can be defined and quantified.

The second reason why community participation poses a conceptual problem is

the confusion over terminology. While Moser (1983:3) cites the range of

different definitions as the primary reason for this confusion, the problem is

more complex. In making this statement (about different definitions) there is an

implicit assumption that a definition should capture the essence of what is

central to community participation. However community participation as a

notion is itself multi-faceted, and various authors have used different terms to

focus on diverse aspects of it. These key terms range widely and Include:

definitions (Paul, 1987a:2); objectives/goals (Paul, 1987b:20);

purposes/objectives (Batley, 1983:7); kinds of participation (Goulet,

1989:167); methodology (Kidd & Byram, 1982:97); and working statement

(Oakley and Marsden, 1984:19).

The most precise, albeit limited, terminology was that of Paul (1987a) who

differentiated between, and also gave meaning to, the terms definition, objective,

intensity (the degree of community input) and instrument (of participation) and

placed these in context (see section 3.3.5). Even with this work however

community participation still lacks a comprehensive, rigorously-defined

terminology and a coherent structure. To achieve both of these the thesis looks

first at the major conceptual work carried out to date, in order to quantify the

existing situation. The intent is to produce a conceptual framework for

community participation, though the individual authors may not use this term
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specifically. The term conceptual framework will be discussed in detail in .

section 3.4.

3 •3 Findings of the literature review: Major authors

3.3.1 Arnstetn (1969)

Tile first conceptual framework of note is that of Arnstein. In 1969 she produced

a typology of eight levels of participation which, for illustration purposes, she

arranges in a ladder pattern which is illustrated in figure 3-1 below.

Figure 3.1: Eight rungs on a Ladder of Citizen Participation

(Arnstein, 1969:217)

8. Citizen control

7. Delegated power

6. Partnership

Degrees of Citizen Power

5. Placation

4. Consultation
3. Informing

2. Therapy

1. Manipulation

Degreesof tokenism

Non-participation

Arnstein describes participation in terms of a series of increasingly meaningful

inputs into the decision making process, with each rung corresponding to the
.!

extent of citizens' power in determIning what she called the "end product"
(Arnstein, 1969:217).
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There are two significant points arising from Arnstein's paper. The first is the

recognition of the importance of power. Arnstein states that citizen participation

is a categorical term for citizen power. Further "It is the redistribution of

power that enables the have-not citizens, presently excluded-ftom the economic

process, to be deliberately included in the future" (Arnstein, 1969:216).

Within this Context of power ther'"' are significant gradations of citizen

participation. Thus she states for example that, /~hile she has.shown eight rungs

on the ladder "In the real world of people and programs there might be 150
rungs with less sharp and 'pure' distinctions among them" (Arnstein,

1969:217). Implicit.in these statements is the concept that particlpation is

project specific and variable; with the key issue being not so much power for its

own sake but "enough power to make the target institutions responsive to their

(the 'have-nets'] views, aspirations, and needs" (Arnstein, 1969:217). this

concept of power is important in relation to the concept of empowerment which

is discussed later in this section.

The second point of sigrlificance for communLy participation theory is the

concept of the ladder itself. Unfortunately the terms that Arnstein uses to

describe the eight rungs are themselves vague, oscillating between what Paul

(1987a) terms objectives and intensity. However the dominant trend is towards

increasing involvement of the beneficiary group, i.e. a form of intensity. This

leads to the concept of a model based upon a continuum of increasing intensity

which tends towards some form of control.

'\\

Apart from these two points the wider value of the ladder is questi)1nable. Some

authors consider the model to be replicable. In South Africa an Urban Foundation

report uses the model, in a slightly modified form, as the basis for a "spectrum

of Community Participation" (Human Awareness Prpgramme, 1984: 19), whilst

a report on "Public Participation in Land Usel Transport Flanning" (CUTA,

1990) also draws on this paper. However the research on which these reports

base their work.Js limited.:,t
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In a Nigerian coni~~t, rakoladc and Coblentz stater.,that UArnstein's typology is
germane [to Niger\'~] and that there can be no genuine participation without
partnership. delegat~d power and effective citizen control over a range of issues"
(1 981: 12 8). Howevet,the' recommendations they suggest would correspond
more to degrees of tok~nism than degreesof citizen power, being of the
consultation and plac;,)tio\'~type. This indicates a lack of understanding of, and
familiarity with, the under~yhlgconcepts of participation.

An alternative view, which is al~owidely supported, is that Arnstein's model is
not replicable. 1hus Moser, in atTlajqr study of community participation in
urban projects in the Third World (Moser\ 1989) does not even mention
Arnstein, while Peattie comments th~')t"this (ladder of citizen participation) is
not a helpful way to try to understand citizen partlcipation in the Third World"
(Peattie, 1990:19) and that" citizen power is more con:;"!icated than a simple
transfer of power from top to bottom" (Pesrtle, , 990: 19),

What all the comments on Arnstein's paper fail \-'(:0 mention is the context within
which she operated. This context was very speci~ic, namely the urban poor in
America, and the typology usedexample?~;fornfed~~ralprogrammes such as urban
renewal, anti-poverty, and Model Cities. The model f,its clearly into the context
of a community development approach as deseribed in,Chapter 2, and thus it is
expected that its applicability in a different context, sueDas those described
above, might be limited. This issueof context is an important one which is
returned to in section 3.7.

3.3.2 Bat!ey (1983) and the ILGS (1980)

A second major attempt to explain community participation is th~t of the
University of Birmingham (1980) which is summarised by Bathw (1983)
within the context of a government administration. Batley explorestwo
categories of meaning: "firstly, participation as an agent of governrr\~nt action,
and secondly, (participation as a way in which the community mightj\lnflUence
decision-making in policy formulation/implementation" (Batley, 19~13:7).
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Batley begins by highlighting the contradictory assumptions about the meaning of
participation and provides 11 diverse statements in su~port of this. !n fact these
statements represent a mixture of objectives on the one hand e.g. "community
organisation to collect repayments" (Batley, 1983:7) and descriptions of what
community partiCipation ~aight entail when viewed from the perspective of
project implementation on'the other, e.g. "the consultation of settlement
organisations to undertake settlement, house-bulldmq and service works . , ."
(Batley, 1983:7). Batley then provides a list of what Qecalls purposes!
objectives, drawing upon the work of Curtis et al (1978) and Verba (1961),

which can be supplemented by similar lists from Skinner (Skinner, 1983b).
This combined list essentially describes the needs and/or reasons for community
participation from.two perspectives, that of the community and that of the
(tdministration.

Batley does not attempt to encapsulate'the diverse meanings and definitions
withip a specific framework. Nonetheless three important points arise from
Batley'S work. The first IS that this work, together with that of Verba, Curtis et
el; I and Skinner, provides a comprehensive review of perceptions of community
participation by different parties. Whilst the importance of this review has
been recognised by other researchers, the way in which they have used it has
been to attempt to define a single, dominant objective. This thesis will explore a
different way of accommodating these different perceptions (chapter 9), The
second point is that the list does provide a strong justification for the use of
participation. The third point, which is reinforced by other authors (e.g. Ward
and Gilbert, 1983:64), is the power of government in the community
development process. The concern at the power of government was influential in
shaping the thinking which led to the empowerment approach, but again this
thesis explores an alternative path which accommodates this dominance of
government (chapter 9).
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3.3.3 Oakley and Marsden (1984)

The first attempt to draw together the different concepts of community

participation in a formal and coherent manner, and in a form which was relevant

to developing c~\.,_')ies. is that of Oakley and Marsden (1984). Their study was
\ ~-_\ .

carried out for the ILO and is concerned with rural participation. However the

literature that it draws upon was more wide ranging and ~f.lework itself has

wider application because it is working at a conceptual ldvel.

Oakley and Marsden bring together what they term working statements from a

number ofsources, They comment that the quotations that they have used

"emphasize the conflicting range of interpretations, which themselves reflect

the dominant paradigms of development thinking internationally" (Oakley and

Marsden, 1984;19). These working statements are:

"(a) Participation is considered a voluntary contribution by the people

to one or another of the public programmes supposed to contribute to

national development but the people are not expected to take part in

shaping the programme or criticising its content [ ..•. J.

(b) Participation means ... in its broadest sense, to sensitise people and.

thus, to increase the receptivity and ability of rural people to respond to

development programmes, as well as to encourage local initiatives [ ...• J.

(c) With regard to rural development ... participation includes peoples

involvement in decision making processes, in implementing. programmes

..• their sharing in the beMfits of development programmes, and their

involvement in efforts to evaluate such programmes [•... J.

(d) Popular .participation in development should be broadly understood

as the active involvement of people in the decision making process in so

far as it affects them [, ... ].
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(e) Community lnvolvernent means that people, who have both the right

and the dutY to participate in solving their own health pr~lblems,have

greater responsibilities in assessing the health needs, mobilising local

resources and suggesting new solutions, as well as creating and

maintaining local organisations [ ...• ].

(f) Participation is considered to be an active process, meaning that the
person or gronp in question takes initiatiy,~~ and asserts his/her or its

autonomy to do so [.... J,

(g) .•. the organised efforts to increase control over resources and

regulative institutions in given soclal situations, on the part of groups

and movements of those hitherto excluded from such control [ .... ]"

(Oakley and Marsden, 1984:19).

In developing an understanding of community participation this study (of Oakley

and Marsden) is valuable in several ways. Firstly, it brings together a diversity

of irJterpretations Qf participation. Unlike those. of Batley at ai, which are

random and wide ranging, these working statements are focused and, as the

authors point out, each represents a dominant paradigm (Oakley and Ma(Sden,

1984:19). At the same time, the study highlights the disparate nature of the
, '

attributable quotations and, specifically, the difficulties experienced with

terminology and meaning. Thus, although they are termed working st~tements,

they actually intermingle the concepts of declsron making, goals, definition and

scope; and aptly illustrate the contusion of thought on partlclpatlon which was

dominant as late as 1984.

,'be second polnt of interest is the relationship to Arnstein's thinking,

Superficially the statements themselves are different; to those of Arnstein. With

Arnstein: (i) the ladder is focused; (ii) all the steps have a linkage;and (iU)

there is a direction of thought towards a specific goal (namely increased

involvement in the decision making process) in a specific environment (urban

United States) for a specific target group (the urban poor); The statements
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quoted by Oakley and Marsdenare diverse and each is self-contained. Yet the way
in which Oakley and Marsden have ordered them reflects a similar sense of a

continuum, with the statements reflecting an increasing involvement by the

community in the control of the project.

In their study Oakley and Marsden «present them [the working statements] as

though on a continuum" (Oakley and Marsden, 1984:19), but do not relate this

continuum to one of intensity. Instead they take a totally different approach.

From the working statements quoted above, plus a range of other, unspecified

definitions, they develop a range of key terms or expressions which they feel

essentially characterises the nature of the participation process (Oakley and

Marsden, 1984:19-20). They then group these terms into four broad categories

(Oakley and Marsden, 1984:20-27), which theylabel as follows:

" 1 . Collaboration-input ..sponsorship."

Oakley and Marsden argue that working statements (a), (b) and (c) faU

into this category, which is taken to mean informing and mobilising th~

pqpulation.

" 2 . Community Development."

This category Oakley and Marsden consider specific to certain rural

situations. However in their view It does not form part of the

mainstream conceptual debate on community participation.

" 3 . Organisation."

Oakley and Marsdenstate that the argument justifying organisation as a

meaningful form of participation is that organisations are a pre-

requisite to participation and that, once they are formed, participation is

assured.
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" 4. Empowering."

The basis of empowerment as a mechanism for participation is that the

achievement of power is an essential pre-requlsite to achieving

meaningful participation. In this sense empowerment supersedes

organisation as a dominant paradigm. Oakley and Marsdenargue that,

while (1) to (3) dominated until recently, "The more common

interpretation equates 'participation' with achieving power: that is

power in terms of access to, and control of, the resources necessary to

protect livelihood" (Oakley and Marsden, 1984:25).

In the terminology of this thesis Oakley and Marsdenhave defined four

approaches to community participation, the first two of which are government

controlled and the second two. controlled by the community. oakley and Marsden

view participation as existing within development paradigms, as discussed in

chapter 2.1 and are proponents of the concept of a paradigm shift in development

thinking shaping new approaches to community participation. Thus the first two

approaches described above are sited within the paradigm of r:;;;dernisation

theory and t~e second two in the paradigm of dependency theory. In line with the

paradigm shift Oakley and Marsdenperceive empowerment as the approach which

is becoming increasingly dominant. However the way in which empowerment

functions in practice is not clear from their work. What emerges is the concept

of empowerment as an ali-embracing philosophy which encapsulates all aspects
of the community participation process; a vehicle through which other

objectives of community participation can be achieved, similar to the way in

which the concept of citizen power is used by Arnstein. It.is left to other authors

to explore the specific meaning of empowerment.

3.3.4 Moser (1983) and "Empowerment"

Empowerment as an objective of community participation developed its

conceptual form in the late 19705, driven by world bodies such as the ILO,

UNICEF, UNCHS and UNRISD, on the basis that such action would encourage
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meaningful change in society (see for example the UNESCOobjective quoted by

Nturibl, 1982:108) and enhance the satisfaction of basic needs (the ILO

objective, which ls quoted Py Shepherd, 1983:12).

In the latter papl~rShepherd states that the ILOencourages theuse of the term, to

allow it to confront questions of power both ideologically and in its dealings wjth

governrn,erltS:-He then states that "decision making processes are the most

dbvious instances of the exercise of power. Therefore if participation in

/,( decisions can be broadened or made effectively representative, this means that

power is beillg shared and that groups formerly excluded from the exercise of

power ale included" (Shepherd, 1983:12, quoting from an ILOcommissioned

study of Popular Participation and Basic Needs, ILGS, 1978:para 16). Having

made this statement however the ILGSreport goes on to say that "at government

level too much participation may be considered to undermine the capacity for

developfnent by putting too much strain on national resources or institutions"

(lLGS, 1978:para 19). This raises for the first time the idea that there might

be /1too.much" participation, l.e: a point beyond which community participation

becomes self··defeating.

In an attempt: to clarify the meaning of the term empowerment. the UNRISD

(United Nations Research Institute for Social Development) defines

empowerment as "the organised efforts to increase control over resources and

regulative institutions in given social situations, on the part of groups and

movements hitherto excluded from such control" (UNRISD,1979:8). The

framing of this definition provides a focus, namely control as an objective in its

own right, which had been missing previously. This makes the concept of

empowerment more tangible.

At the point when this definition was formulated (1979) empowerment did not

have any structured form, e.g. as a framework or a paradigm, but was simply a

concept Which challenged other forms of participation. However, this situation

changed in 1983 with the introduction of the concept of "means" and "end".
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In a workshop presentation on evaluating community participation in urban

development projects, held at the Development Planning Unit of University

College, London in January 1983, Moser argued that "the extent to which

participation can be inserted into development strategies depends upon what is

meant by the term and that it is apparent that no clear consensus exists"

(Moser} 1983:3.). However she then goes on to say that, while it was not useful

to provide a list of definitions in the abstract "an important distinction can be

made, within the spectrum that exists, between those which identify

participation as a means and those which identify participation as an end"

(Moser, 1983;3).

Moser then clarifies this statement with the following description:

"This distinction between means and end clearly has important

implications for the way in which Community participation is evaluated

in projects and programmes. Where participation is interprete6\l1S a

means. it generally becomes a form of mobilisation to get things done.

This equaUycan be state directed, top down mobilisation (sometimes

enforced) to achieve specific development objectives, or bottom up

'voluntary' community based mobilisation to obtain a larger immediate

share of resources. The most frequent constraints of participation as a

means are operational obstacles such as inadequate delivery mechanisms,

lack of local structures of local coordination, while evaluation is

concerned with the measurement of quantitative results of specific, .

development objectives, rather than the extent of real participation.

Where participation is identified as an end the objective is not a fixed

quantifiable development goal but a processwhose outcome is an

increasingly 'meaningful' participatlon in the development process.

Where the real objective of participation is 'to increase control over

resources and regulative institutions in given social situations, on the

part of groups and movements of those hitherto excluded from such

control' [as per the UNRISDdefinition quoted above], there is an

inevitable sharing and then transfer of power involved as social groups
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deliberately attempt to control their own lives and improve their living

conditions. In this context tensions can develop between the state, trying

to 'promote' participation to achieve centrally decided objeztlves, and the

'hitherto excluded' groups who in the process of participation are trying

to increase their control over resources. Where particlpatlon is
identified as an end. the constraints on participation are structural-

national and local institutional opposition which most frequently react

oppressively' if any real transfer of power occurs, and in reality

determine the limits of participation. Evaluation of participation ":.san

end IS comple~,.sjnce it is essentiallji-ti1e evaluation of a non-rnaterla'
and non-quantifli~ble process. Ultim~telY it is an evaluation of the

. I

transfer of power and poses the question as to whether authentic

partlclpatlon can only occur when there Is a redistribution of power"

(Moser, 1983:3-4).

~,~~.: \,

Because of its simplicity this definition of "m,;;1ll1s" and "end" gives form to the

more diffuse concept of empowerment and can be classified as a conceptual

frarhework. This framework changes the way in which participation is viewed

significantly. For example, the concept of a continuum is effectively dismissed

as being irrelevant to the main debate on participation, which now centres

around power. The dualistic nature of the means and end framework implies that

all objectives of participation which do not have this as a goal are grouped as

manipulative, including technical objectives, complexity of project and so on.

There is even i.J moral judgement attached to such a framework iii the sense that,

since participation as an end is "right" then all other objectives of participation

must be "wrong'? This provides a very strong base from which the

empowerment approach can refute criticism of its validity or appropriateness in

different srtuarlons.

3.3.5 Paul (1gg7a)

The debate to this point, and through to the mid- 1980s, fG\jledto address a

critical issue in that no author produced a cohesive and concise terminology C:1
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which to base his Or,p,E!9fVork.The "means and ends" d~alityavoids this issue
~' it

by saying that there is only one issue of importance, namely the degree to which
community participation leads to community empowerment and control.
However even this point cannot be debated in a vacuum. There remained a clear
need to separate out, and more clearly define, specific components of the
community participatlortprocess, l.e, what exactly is meant by the terms

ji

objective, definition, scope, etc., and how do they interact.

ThiS need was partially addressed in 1987 by Paul, in a study for the World
Bank study (Paul, 1987a). This study is the first real attempt to define a
comprehensive conceptual framework for community partfclpatlon. Paul states
that this is intentional and argues that "the multiplicity of approaches to an
interpretation of CP [community participation] in the literature and the world of
practice can be better understood within this analytical framework" .(Paul,
1987a:v).

The study itself is a review of World Bank experience with community
participation in a fifty projects selected from the sectors of urban housing (18

projects), health and nutrition (15) and irrigation (17)(Paul, 19873:1) and
Paul approaches the subject from a strongly analytical perspective. Paul's first
major contribution (and all of Paul's contributions are significant due to the
lucidity with which he defines his terms) is to draw a clear distinction between
the terms udefinition" and "objective". The lnter-changeabllity of these two

terms has been an ongoing source of confusion and unfortunately still continues
in spite of Paul's work (e.g. Moser, 1989:83).

Firstly Paul defines partlclpatlon, Within the context of development, as "an
active process by which beneficiary/ client groups influence the direction and
execution of a development project with a view to enhancing their well being in
terms of income, personal growth, self-reliance or other values they cherish"
(Paul, 1987a:2).
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The important points that are being made here are (a) that a definition is a
statement whjf~ encapsulates everything that goes to make up the community
participation process; ie. it is a broad value statement; and (b) that
notwithstanding this breadth, the definition may still be area specific (in this
case the area would be d,\velopment) and, thus, is not necessarily universal in its
applicability. However, once such a value statement has been made it then
becomes possible to define the objectives of community participation within that
chosen area. In this respect Paulstates that:

"In the context of development CPmay be viewed as a process that serves one or
more of the following objectives:

(a) in the broadest sense, as an instrument of empowerment.

(b) CP may serve a more limited objective of building beneficiary
capacity in reratlon to a project,

(c) CPmay c(jntribute to increased project ~ffectiveness. Effectiveness
refers to the degree to which a given objective is achieved. It is usefti! to
distinguish effectiveness from efficiency [objective (d) below] which
measures the relatlcnshlp between a given output and its cost (inputs),

(d) CP may Improve project efficiency.

(e) Yet a fifth objective of CP is the desire to share thElcosts of a pr()ject
with the people it serves" (Paul, 1987a:3 ..4).

Paul's second major contribution in clarifying terminology is the deseqreqatlon
of intensity from objectives. He argues that "While CPcan be used for any or all
of these (sic) objectives, it may vary in the intensity with which it is sought in
a particular project or at a r:. Icular stage of the project" (Paul, 1987a:4).
Here the term intensity defines the type and extent of the input of the
beneficiaries into the project. Paul then distinguishes between four levels of
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intensity: (1) Information sharing; (2) Consultation; (3) Decision making;>and
(4) Initiating action. These levels are listed in ascending order of-beneficiary
involvement.

Finally Paul defines a third component of part.jcipation which he identifies as
important, namely "Instruments. of community participation", This term refers
to the institutional devices used by a project to organise and sustain community
participation. These instruments Paul then groups into three categories; (l)
Field workers of the project agency; (2)Community workers/ committees; and
(3) User groups (Paul, 1987a:25-26).

Having defined the terminol~)9y, and drawn the distinction between the
components of objectives/Antensity and instruments (which he calls dimensions
of participation), Paul then places these within a three dimensional matrix
(Paul, 1987a:8), stating that "the three dimensions are inter-related and that
there are certain combinations of these dimensions which are more likely to be
consistent and hence more effective than others in a given project context"
(Paul, 1987a:7), He then goes on to say that l<Generallyspeaking, the more
complex the objective of CP, the greater the need for a higher level of intensity
and more powerful instruments. By the same token, if CPhas a less demanding

-,

objective, starting out from a lower order of intensity and a simpler instrument
will be in order. Projects with different CPobjectives may thus position
themselves differently in terms .of the configuration of objectives" (Paul,
1987a:7).

Paul's distinction between objectives and lntensity is critically.frnportant to the
community participation debate, in that it attempts to separate out the reasons
why participation is applied from the degree of input from the community. At

the same time this distinction begs the question of who decides the level of
intensity. Thus while Paul shows that different levels of intensity may co-exist
within the same project, what his framework does not do is to state how, and by
whom, the levels of intenslty and the objectives would be determined initially.
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For example, on.decision making Paul states "A still higher level of intensity
may be said to occur when h6tfeficiaries have a decision making role in matters of

project design and implementation. . .,,'thus slum dwellers may decide jointly
with project staff on the design for uP9i"?dingtheir housing. Farmers may decide
for themselves on a program for the distribution of water for irrigation" (Paul,
1987a~5). Again on initiating actlon Paul says "When beneficiarles are able to
take the initiative in terms of actlons/declsions pertaining to a project, the
intensity of CP may be said to have reached it;"'peak. Initiative implies a
proactive capacity and the confidence to get goi'ngon one's own. Whenbeneficiary

groups engaged in a health project identify a new need and decide to respond to it
on their own, they are taking the initiati.'Jefor their development. This is
qualitatively different from their capacity to act or decide on issues or tasks
proposed or assigned to them" (Paul, 1987a:5).

These examples highlight the problem of who decides the level of intensity. For
example the ability of a community to be proactive in a health project, as quoted
above, is dependent upon their having the power to act inthis way; whilst the
ability of farmers to decide on a programme for the distribution of water is
dependent upon the support of the donor agency and controlling authority, In
other words, the community must interact with other parties, but the nature of
this interaction is not specified by Paul. This thesis argues in sections 3:l and
3.8 that thiz Issue, concerning the roles and relationships between the different
parties to the development process, is an essentialcomponent of a conceptual
framework for community participation.

3.4 Conceptual frameworks

Pauldescribes his concept of the comlt\unity participation process as a
conceptual framework. As the name implies this is a framework within which
the various components of community participation can be linked to each other.
The relationship between a conceptual framework and an approach will be
discussed in detail in chapter 9.
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From the literature review described in section 3,3 three conceptual

frameworks emerge. The flrst derives from the concept of a one dimensional
I,

continuum, based upon Arnstein's ladder. Although Arnstein ~f:;rself does not

differentiate between objectives and intensity but (whether purposely or

unwittingly) merges them, levels of intensity dominate. Thus the first

conceptual fram;:'Work is one based solely upon a continuum of)llcreasing levels

of intensky. CM)munity participation is thq,'1 seen to take place at a specific
, ~

point on thiii, coarlnuum which moves from minimal involvement on the part of

the affected community thr<:tIJghto control over the project. For discussion

purposes this framework will be referred to as the "intensity" conceptual

framework.
\\
"\,:<-,

The sec4'nd conceptual framework is that of Paul, which is a three dimensional
\ \

model of\pbjectives, intensity and instruments. In Paul's conceptual framework
I,

intensity remains and the levels of intensity are defined along a continuum.

However, because there are now five distinct objectives, the framework is far

more flexible and can be applied to.a wider range of projects. It is thus far more

sophisticated than the previous framework. It also incorporates instruments of

participation, This framework will be referred to in future discussion as Paul'~

conceptual framework.

/

The third framework will be ref(~rred to as the ~~obiectives" conceptual

framework Because it is founded upon the issue of community control there is

only one level of intensity which is considered, and this is the level of total

control. In focussing on objectives, however, the means-end duality of Moser

(1983) simplifies the situation further and reduces the list of objectives,

placing them in one of two categories: those Which support community

empowerment and control (the "end" component of the framework) and those

which do not (the "means" component), This simple dualistic concept is thus a

specific case of the wider "objectives" conceptual framework which will be

referred to as the "means and ~mdnduality.
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3 . 5 Strengthening the concept of empowerment

Although widely supported by international development agericie$ as 2 policy
objective, Paul finds that, in practice, ernP0werment and capacity building
emerge as relatively less important when it comes to actual projects supported
by the World Bank. 'ThUS, for example, only 3 (8%) of the projects he evaluates
have empowerment as an oblectlve (Paul, 1987a:v-vi). A major study of USAID
projects also demonstrates the low priority of e,?1powermentin a project context
(Flnsterbusch and Van Wid<lin, 1989).

This lack of follow through of the principle of empowerment into projects has led

to",a re-evaluation of the. concept of empowe,~""" taking into account Paul's
findings and his wid~fto~~eptual framework> _,.is re-evaluation is described in

II
a monogr~ph by ~;6ser (1989) and is particularly important because of the
strategy that is adopted. Rather than evaluating empowerment in its own right,
the work seeks, instead, to use Paul's findings to support and justify first the
objectives framework and then, ultimately, the" means and end" duality. There
is an interesting rationale to this strateqy, Paul's conceptual framework is the
most comprehensive to date. If it can be shown to be supportive of, rather than
to supersede, the "objectives" conceptual framework, then the latter becomes
the primary conceptual framework. Since it is the latte) whictfis the conceptual
framework for empowerment, then once this linkage is demonstrated
empowerment is justified, and the causes of failure to implement empowerment-
based strategies must lie elsewhere (i.e. the problems are not with
empowerment per se).

Moser begins from the premise that the lrnportance of understanding community
participation is widely recognised (Moser, 1989:79). She states that "The
purpose of [her] review is to identify some of the fundamental contradictions
inherent in the incorporation of community participation in urban projects"
(Moser, 1989:79). Moser has been one of the strongest proponents of the
concept that empowerment is the raison d'etre of participation and she begin her
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analysis by restating the UNRISD objective quoted earlier. (UNRISD, 1979:8),

thereby re-affirming this view.

In this monogram Moser begins by going back to basic principles and asking the

questions why, when, whose and how in respect of community participation, with

special emphasis placed upon the first. Thus, ill answering the question "why
participation?" Moser firstly looks at the UNCHS introductory document to their

Participation Programme which outlines three arguments employed to advocate

,'W incorporation of participation in the execution of the project, namely:
'\h
e;f

Ul. Participation is an end in itself:

P~?plehave the right and duty to participate in the execution (l.e,

planning, implementation and execution) of projects which profourrdly

affect their lives.

2. Participation is a means to improve project results:

If people partjc,~patein the execution of projects by contributin;g their

ingenuity, skills and other untapped resources, more people can benefit,

implementation is facilitated, and the!outcome responds better to the"

needs and priorities of the beneficiaries.

3. Participation is a self generating activity which stimulates people to
,

seek participation in other spheres of life:

Participation builds up a self-reliant and co-operative spirit in

communities; it is a learning process whereby people become capable of

identifying and dealing actively with their problem" (UNCHS, 1984:6).

Moser argues that, in these baSICstatements, ~hreedifferent objectives of

participation are linked together. She states that the first links participation to

empowerment (in static terms as a right), the second to efficiency, and the third
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to capacity building. At this point Moser combines her own definition of

objectives with those of Paul and the UNCHS to show their similarities in the

figure outlined below (figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Categorisation of objectives of community

participation (Moser, 1989;83)

Oakley &

Marsden (1984)

Moser (1983)

Paul (1987a) UNCHS (1984a,b)

Means Project cost sharing

Improving project efficiency

Increasing project effectiveness

Means to improve

project result

Building beneficiary capacity Building self reliance,

co-operative spirit

End

Empowerment Right and duty to

participate

This figure is valuable in bringing together important sets of objectives, each

derived from a different source, and showing that they are inter-related. On one

level this gives support to Paul's conceptual framework. At the same time,
however, it is important to st.; how Moser uses this to justify and reinforce her

own hypothesis. Moser's subsequent analysis, which indicates her progression

in thinking from 1983 to 1989, shows how this is done.

In 1983 Moser defined communtty partlcipation as a means and end duality. In

'1989 she still argues that a fundamental twofold distinction can be made between

those (community participation) projects which include an element of

empowerment and those which do not, and she uses the above table to prove this

point (Moser, 1989:83-84). However she also states that "as with any
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dualistic division, this one between participation as a means and participation as

an end is mechanistic and limited in its applicability" (Moser, 1989:84) and

then goes on to say that "In reality it is not the evaluation of participation either

as a means or as an end which is important, but the identification of the process

whereby participation as a means has the capacity to develop into participation

as an end" (Moser, 1989:84).

Havingmade this statement, and drawn in both the UNCHSand a complex

conceptual framework like. Paul's to support it, MOSerjustifies the retention of

the "means and end" duality as the conceptual framework. Furthermore, by

recogniSing that it may take time to achieve participation as an end, Moser

provides a valid reason why there are so feI/J;projects implemented which have

empowerment as their objective, since empowerment-based projects may have

difficulty in achie:v,ingtheir goal immediately,
•... "

3 •6 Shortcomings of existing conceptual frameworks

3.6.1 The "intensity" conceptual framework

All community participation processes must have an objective. Thus a

framework such as this one which operates solely usj,ngthe criterion of

intensity, or the degree to which the community becomes involved in the decision-

making process, can only function if the objective is already decided. The

question then becomes who decides the objective: In limited cases, such as simple

rural self-help projects, this may be the community. but generally it will be

either the government or the development agency acting with the consent of the

government, which decides. This conceptual framework is compatible with a

community development approach, but clearly incompatible with an
/,

empowerment approach.
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3.6.2 Paul's conceptual framework

1'::1111'5conceptual framework of objectives-intensity-instruments has

addressed, in a satisfactory manner, two key issueswhich have plagued the

earlier debate on participation, namely the disparity of objectives and the

confused terminology. Thus it brings together the multiplicity of objectives into
\, . :-1. .

a unified structure and clearly distinguishesithe level of community iri~,u\:

(lntensrty) from those objectives. However, what this framework does not

address is the question of who decides the level of intensity or indeed the

objective. In this regard the objectlves-lntensity-tnstruments conceptual
'I

framework of Paul is extremely weak. While it provides an adequate conceptual

framework for the evaluation of projects, identifying clearly the objectives, the

intensity and the relationship between them on any particular project, It cannot

be used to develop an implementation gra:te9t unlessthis. issue of "who decides"

Is addressed in some way.

The "means-end" duality. has addressed this issue of "who decides" the point of

entry of the community into the project, since the foundation of the framework

itself places the community in the role of primary decision maker.

Unfo~unately this simple idealised approach has run into serious difficulties, as

Moser acknowledges (Moser, 1989:84). The central problem is that of

reconciling community control with the capacity to exercise that control.

To date there is no clear solution to this problem. In earlier work Hollnstelner

attempts to address the problem by distinguishing six modes of participation,

constructed around the issues of power sharing and decision making

(Hotlnsteiner, 1982:61 ~63). These modes represent an interesting combination

of intensity and instruments of participation, again defined along a continuum,

and using the locus of power as a classifier of participation (Hollnsteiner,

1977:24-25). But again, like Paul's conceptual framework, this approach can

define an ideal, as 'Nell as an existing, situation, but cannot be used to create an

implementation strategy. Sheng refines HoHnsteiner's classification using two

criteria: locus of power and the relationship between the parties to produced four
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concepts of: participation, co-operation, education and manipulation (Sheng,

1990:59). This is a potentially interesting development, However it retains

two significant weaknesses. Firstly the parties are limited to the community and

the authorities. This is in spite of Sheng's recognition of Racelis' work which

incorporates planners into the decision-making process. Secondly the paper

still does not define the point of entry.

In a recent paper Marsden and Moser (1990) have attempted to approach the

problem from a different angle, arguing that "The focus is on building

institutions which are flexible and sustainable, on the part of both government

and local organisations. In many cases this requires a renegotiation of the

relationship between those who control resources, whether they are public or

private interests, and the recipients of those resources" (Marsden and Moser,

1990:3). This point is perfectly valid, but again there is no indication how this

might be achieved in practice.

From i~ recent publications (e.g. World Bank, 1990), the World Bank appears

to be taking the view that one solution is to give greater responsibility to the

NGOs,operating as professional advisors to communities and community based

organisations (CaOs), thereby providing a more equitable "balance of power"

for the community in their negotiations with authorities. While the introduction

of NGO'sin a key role may lead to an improvement in the success rate of projects

from the objective of empowerment, it also changes the relationship between the

parties. There is 110'11 an additional major actor, with his or her own agenda (as

described in chapter 2.4.3). In addition the implementing authority is likely to

view the NGOwith grave suspicion. This means that new relationships need to be

analysed, i.e. the relationship between the NGOand, respectively, the community

and the controlling/implementing authority.

3.6.3 The "objectives" conceptual framework

The "means and end" duality is relevant to an empowerment approach and

chapter 2 shows that the empowerment approach itself is valid in specific
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situations. Nowhere in the literature is there an attempt to quantify what ttiese

situations might be. Instead Moser (1989) attempts to justify the "means and

end" duality and the associated empowerment approach as the dominant approach

to community participation which is valid for all applications. This is where the

problems arise.

Underpinning this expanded view of the "objectives" conceptual framework is

the concept that the jist of objectives identified by Paul can be placed on a

continuum. There are two objections to this. The first is the implicit linkage .

between the objectives which is the fundamental notion of a continuum. For

example. it does not follow that the objective of effectiveness is naturally closer

toempowerment (in the soclo-politlcal sense) than that of efficiency. It may be

valid to argue that the achievement ofeffectfvsaess is more likely to require a

higher degree of community involvement than does the achievement of the

objective of efficiency, but that is a different issue.

The second problem concerns the decision-makinqarena. The debate around

empowerment and the "means and'end" duality places community control and

power within the socio-political sphere. This is clear from the definitions

quoted earlier as well as the case studies discussed in Chapter 2.4. This

assumption is questionable. Later chapters will show how decision-making in
!_

projects can also take place around economic and technical issues, in addition to

social and political issues, and often independently of the latter.

If the 'objectives' conceptual framework, within which objectives lie on a

continuum, is not valid, then this has wide ramifications. Section 3.5 indicated

how the centrality of empowerment dependedupon the notion of a continuum. If

this now falls away it weakens significantly the dominant role of empowerment,

since the latter is no longer underpinned by a strong conceptual framework

which will translate the concept Into reality.
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3 .7 Relationships and arenas of participation

The literature described above, which deals with a conceptual analysis of

community participation, together with that described in Chapter 2, can be

summarised as shown in figure 3.3 below.

Figure 3.3: Summary of conceptual relationships

Conceptual

Framework

Associated

Approach

and Development

Paradigt1l __

" Intensity" Community

Development

Modernisation

Theory

"Objectives" Empowerment Dependency

Theory

uObjectives-

Intensity"

None de-linked

The shortcomings of the three conceptual frameworks, described above, centre

around two fundamental issues, the point of entry of the community into the

decision making process and the relationship between the different parties

involved in that process,

A useful underpinning of an understanding of relationships in the development

process is provided by Goulet's paper, who uses the concept of perceptions

(Goulet, .1986). Goulet argues that development decisions are made by three

different categories of actors: technical specialists; politicians (or thelr

bureaucratic agents) and persons pressing same special or general concern

(Goulet, 1986:301). Excluding self-interest (a sub-section of the third

category), he arques that the first two categories of decision makers apply

distinct rationality systems, the technological and the political. Those who plead
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for moral value\~pursue ethical rationality (the third category), (Goulet,

1986:301-302),. These rationalities are defined in the following way:

-, Techn~illiogicalrationality rests on the epistemological foundations of
i

modem sd~nce • . • and obeys a hard logiCguided by a calculus of

efficiency I~the assessment of time or the utility of any object.

TechnologiCal rationality's animating procedure or dominating spirit

leads it to treat everything other than the goal instrumentally.

- Politicians' veritable goal is to preserve certain J~5~tltutions and rules

of the game, or their special power position within those institutions.

Political rationality as described here is that exhibited by persons who

wield power. Aspirants to power positions however are also animated by

political rationality, but their logic is frequently aimed, not at

maintaining the status quo but at destroying or altering it.

w Ethical (or humane) rationality takes value norms as it~ fj::lal, that is,

the creation, nurture, or defense of certain values considered worthy for

their own sake. Unlike the other forms described, ethical values takes as

its absolute goal ~ in the light of which all else is relative ~ the

promotion of values, not the performance of concrete tasks or the

preservatlcn of Institutions or power positions. Ethical rationality

draws its themes and its legitimation from two distinct, albeit usually

allied, soul'ce~. The first is some holistic meaning or belief system; the

second the world of daily life as experienced by people devoid of power,

status pr expertise.

All interlocutors in decisional c:I&;' ~~ no doubt be motivated by

,ethical values in playing out their roles. But the dominant form and

~~ontent of their contributions to rationality mirror their special roles

and express the formal warrant they Qossessfor engaging in decision

making" (Goulet, 1986:3Q(~..304).
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Goulet argues that, "when they converge in common decision making arenas, the

three rationalities impinge upon one another, not in the mode of horizontal

mutuality, but at cross purposes and in a vertical pattern. Each brand of

thinking tends to approach the others in triumphal, reductionist fashion, and

leads either to unfruitful conflict or abdication, both of which generate poor

decision makingft (Goulet, 1986:304~305).

The remainder of Goulet'S paper basically covers the negotiation process in this

and two or"er case studies. There is also some discussion of the lnter-

relationships and interactions between the different rationalities, and their

sociological complexity. In his conclusion Goulet ends by saying that "Ultimately

the issue is how technological reason will discourse with politics and ethics. Can

the logic of efficiency join the logic of power and the logic of virtue in a holy

alliance that produces genuine development? The new discourse of the three

rationalities is crucially important because development decisions themselves

are crucially important" (Goulet, 1986:315).

Three pertinent polnts emerge from Goulet's analysis. The first is in the

essence of Goulet's three rationalities, namely that different partles to the

participation process are likely to have different perceptions of what constitutes

development needs and differing views of how these should be resolved. Goulet

looked at several examples of tl-is in the context of.case studies and Chapters 6

and 7 of this thesis also le,k at this issue. It is clear however that, if this

understanding is to be translated into practice, there is a need to structure the

conceptual framework such that it can extend through to a working model. An

early attempt to do this was made by Abbott (1988), with the concept of defining

and matching agendas. This concept is developed fully in Chapter 9. The second

pertinent point is the prominence given, for the first time, to the importance of

technology, when Goulet highlights the role of technical specialists in

development decisions (GOUlet, 1986:301). This role, and its impact on the

participation process, form one of the key components of this thesis.
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The third point links into the idea, discussed in section 2.1, that conceptual

frameworks operate within specific paradigms. Specifically it is necessary to '

understand the relatlonshlp between participation in projects and participation

in non-project specific development arenas. Thus Goulet for example argues that

community particlpatlon can be classified according to the scope of the arena in

which it operates. Here Goulet quotes small (I:!.g. family) arenas; sectoral

arenas;and national arenas. Hestates that, depending upon the scope of the arena

or field in which participation occurs, its impact on development will vary
accordingly (Goulet, 1989:166). In this sense Goulet defines an arena as being'

the environment within which the community participation process operates.

3.8 Conclusion

One problem which becomes clear from reviewing the literature on community

participation is its disparate nature. There is no structured or coordinated

approach to the research. As Midgely argues "unlike most other ideas;in

development studies popular participation has not been subject to careful

academic scrutiny" (Midgely, 1987:6). Thus while it is possible to identify a

broad chronological sequence in the evolution of conceptual frameworks, this

comes very much from a position of hlnds'qht.

This ad hoc approach has led to frustration and a general Jackof progress in the

field. This is summed up by Marsdenand MQ~erwhen they state that "We are,
, r

however, rather tired of hearing that partjCipation is an indispensable part of

any programme or project, coming from sources as varied as national

Governments, UNagencies and non-government organisations, We are equally

tired of hearing accounts of failure that so often accompany the work of those who

advocate participator-y strategies, without adequate documentation of the

participatory processes ..• rr (Marsden and Moser, 1990:3).

Yet community participation does have successes. Thus Paul states that, in the

projects where community participation had as its objective the improvement of
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project effectiveness, and where this was implemented (a total of 10 projects)
"In all cases CP seems to have brought about a redesign of project services to
better match beneficiary needs" (Paul, 1987a:19~20).

There is clearly a need for a. universally recognised structure of participation,
which will provide a uniform set of objectives around which research,
implementation and evaluation can be based. The avallable conceptual
frameworks can be classified as (I) "intensity"; (ii) Paul's "objectives-
intenslty-lnstruments": and (iii) "objectives" (Which includes Moser's
"means and end" duality). All have limited application but equally aU have
serious shortcomings. Someof these shortcomings are addressedby Goulet
(1986) out this work in itself does not constitute a conceptual framework, Thus
all of this diverse material needs integrating. This means that, in i~ddition to
Paul's three important components of objectives, intensity and instruments, the

./

following components, which represent the major gaps in the existing
frameworks, also need to be evaluated and incorporated:

the arena or context within which the project takesplace:

the point of entry into the participation process;
the relationship between the different part(~s involved;
the role and agendasof the different parties.

The chapters which follow use South Africa\~case studies which have dealt with
these issues. This will provide the base data from which a universal structure,
effectively a theory of community participation, can be constructed.

Endnote

1. See for example the debate between Burgess (1985:271~312;
1987:137 ..146) and Gilbert and van der Linden (1987:129-136) on
the ideological and political differences between state supported self-help
housing and squatter self-help housing.
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CHA.PTER 4

THE GROWTH OF THE CIVIC MOVEMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA

AND ITS IMPACT ON COMMUNITY PI-\RTICIPATION

4.1 Introduction

South Africa provides a valuable opportunity to explore the meaning of

community participation for ~'1veralreasons: (1) it is a country in a

tranrltlonat phase from an ilfegitimate regime to a legitimate form of

government; (2) it has a very strong urban mass movement (the civic

movement) which is demanding a more participative approach to urban

development: (3) virtually every party involved with the urban development

process has made statements supportive of the principle of community

participation (see Chapter 1.3); and (4) access to basic and essential (physical)

services for the urban poor is considered a political priority.

Together these factors have placed infrastructure provision at thl,!lcentre of the

debate on community participation for the first time. This is important because

infrastructure provision, unlike other issues at the centre of the development
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debate (such as land tenure) has its own technical dynamic - the delivery of a
product within time and cost constraints. This is often portrayed, especially by
engineers, as a static, given end-point. This in turn leads to an assumption of a
simplistic duality of process versus product (i.e..:the community participation
process and a technically ..based group of services). In practice it is an inter-
action between two dynamic processes. SeveralSouth African case studies are
presented in later chapters, which highlight different aspects of this inter ..
action. Before these are discussedhowever, it is important to understand how
infrastructure came to achieve this central role in the community participation'
debate in South Africa. This is the purposeof the current Chapter.

Seekings (1988) provides a sociological framework for the urban "unrest"
which characterised the townships of South Africa in the period 1983-1985, by
placing it within the context of the "urban movements" .0 Latin America, as
defined by Castellsl (1983). Having drawn this parallel, Seekings then traces
the thread of housing through the historlcal developments discussed in this
chapter and states that "the mast important effect of the state's fiscal crisis
(during the 1960s and 19705) was on housing" (Seekings, 1988:1;00-202).

Seekingsgoes on to say that "At the foot of conflict in the PWVtownships is the
built environment. . the most important of these has been the most basic -

/,

housing- although demands for other elernents . . are becoming more
impo.tant" (Seekings, 1988:201). Thus Seeklnqs argues that housing is the foe
of mobrllsation used by the urban movement in its struggle against the state.

Cocvadla differs in his analysis, and choice of focal Issue, stating that the
struggle was around "the needs and demandsof the urban poor, especially in the
areas of land, housing and services" (Coovadla, 1991 :334), a collection of
differem. issues, Collinge, on the other hand, emphasises the role of service
provision, arguing that it is "The pressures to negotiate on service provision to
entire communities. . . [which[ have shaped thinking on the long term nature of
civics" (Collinge, 1991 :8). As the case study of soweto in chapter 5 shows, this
last analysis is the most accurate. The township grievances underlying the rent
boycott were primarily concerned with service charges and levels of service.
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The state was able to suppress all opposition except that of the rent boycott. In

':'.\ literature from Latin America on urban movements, the role of physical

\~nfrastructure is relegated to a minor position. Yet in South Africa it became the

focus of the successful mobilisation of opposition to the state. This chapter will

analysedifferent aspects of opposition to the state and then examine the

relationship between services and the wider political struggle.

4.2 State policy for black areas 1902 - 1982

Grest (1988) takes a similar approach to Seekingswhen he states that the

. current crisis of local government has to be understood in terms of the historical

development of the system as a whole (Grest, 1988:87). He argues that control

over Africans was an early priority, leading to the emergence of uniform state

policy in the 1920s (Grest, 1988:88).

Prior to the Boer War a number of local authorities had made provision for the

separate residence of Africans but the only restrictive South African legislation

was in the Orange Free State, which passeda law controlling ownership and

occupation of land in urban areas in 1893 (Davenport, 1991: 1). In the face of

increa~IW African urbanisation foliowir1J the Boer War there was a dominant

fear of health hazards and the first legislation was passed to provide control over

the location of Africans, in both urban and rural areas, between 1902 and 1904

(Davenport, 1991:1).

After several attempts between 1910 and 1920 to pass further controlling

legislation, the Natives (Urban Areas) Act was finally passed in 1923. This act

provided the framework for a uniform national system of "Native

Administration" (under central government control) in which municipalities

had a key role as the local aqents of the central state. Residential segregation was

enforced by the municipal authorities which were delegated the power to build

and administer "native locations" and to control African housing. Central to this

was the concept that urban areas were Europeanpreserves and that Africans
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It?

Weretemporary sojourners, there to Serveonly as long as they were needed
(Grest, 1988:89 ...90).

"rhe administrative framework consolidated in the 1920s laid the foundations
upon which the apartheid state was built from the 19505. Residential
segregatiOnwas enforced by the municipal authorities which were delegated the
power to build and administer "native locations" and to control African housing
(Grest, 1988:90). The law was complex and had major loopholes, one of which
was considered to be the difficulty in controlling the infl\!'} of women. This led to,
the lntroductlon ot a permit system at both ends of a journey (Davenport,
1991:9), the first influx control laws. Under these laws the costs of urban
African administration were met from a separate Native RevenueAccount,
financed from the proceeds of the sale of sorghum beer under municipal
monopoly. Local administration of Africans was expected to be self-financing,
and municipalities were generally reluctant to consider any subsidy by transfer
from the general rates account to which whites contributed (Grest, 1988:90).

And finally, In terms of African involvement in the managementof their own
affairs, provision was made for municipalities to create purely consultativ~i)
Advisory Boards for the articulation of urban African interests. However
municipalities proved reluct<:'llt to take even this limited step and often failed to
give any real weight to the opinions expressed by these-bodies (Grast, 1988:90).

Industrial growth during and immediately after the 1939-1945 war accelerated
the urbanisation process so that by 1946 the number of Africans living in urban
areas (1 794 212) exceeded the number of whites (1 719 338) (Posel,
1991 :20). Two documents were produced in 1948 which addressed this
sltuctlon. The first was the Fagan report, commissioned by the United Party,
W(lich argued that the urbanisation of Africans w:as inevitable and the process
required overall supervision and control by the authorities. The second was the
Sauer report, commissioned by the National Party, which retained the concept of
urban Africans as temporary sojourners and which outlined the basis of
subsequent apartheid strategy (Grest, ·1988:90~91). The result was the
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strengthening of influx control under the Urban Areas Act (1952) and the

Prevention of Illegal Squatting Act (1951).

During this period the vehicle for local (African) consultation within the focal

authority system continued to be via the "Advisory Boards", but in 1961 this

system was replaced by the Urban Bantu Council (UBC) system, whereby a group

of purely advisory bodies acted as agents of the local authorities and were

equipped with some additional powers. By the late 1960s the process of

centralisation of administrative power by the Department of Bantu

Administration and Developrr.ent was far advanced, with the main thrust of its

policies being directed towards urban control rather than the provision of

services to the population. Finally, in 1971 the municipalities lost all control

over local (black) administration with the creation of 22 Bantu Affairs

Adminstration Boards, constituting a separate specialised branch of the state

(Grest, 1988:91).

In 1977 Community Councils were created to replace the moribund UBC'sand

advisory boards. They were intended to function as representative bodies with

greater executive powers operating alongside the Administration Boards. The

relationship was cast as that of "agent" (Administration Boards) and

"principal" (the Councils) «Hughes and Grest, 1983:12.5), but in practice the

boards continued to wield management power in the townships. Councillors were

thus nominally responsible but had no real powers. Ministerial power over the

community councils was total; the minister established the councils, allocated

powers and made regulations in regard of elections, period of office, conditions of'

service, conduct of meetings, employment and finance.

Community councils were designed to take over some of the responsibilities for

the provision and management of housingat a time when the state was trying to

shift the financial burden down to local people. At the same time there was a

growing recognition within the State that influx control was failing to curb

urbanisation and should be seen as a tool to make the flow of labour more orderly

(Posel, 1991 :27). Grest quotes Bloch (1982) as stating that the creation of
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community Councils was aimed at co-opting a section of the urban population as

agents for the state at the local. level through the extension of a limited range of

concessions (Grest,1988:94-95).

By 19BO about 224 Community Councils had been established in the face of large

scale rejection of the system by the vast majority of township residents, Polls

had consistently been very low and the Community Councils lacked political

legitimacy (Grest, 1988:95).

4.3 State policy for black areas 1982 - 1989

By 1982 the community council system had all but collapsed (Grest, 1988:97).

Elections scheduled for 1980 had been twice postponed at the request of

councillors themselves. FoHowin~1upon the recommendat'ons of the Riekert

Commission report (G!"est,. 1988:97) which articulated a new urban strategy,

the government passed the Black Local Authorities (BLA) Act h11982. This

provided the mechanism for the conversion of discredited Community Councils

into a system of loca! government similar to that operating for whites.

The BLA Act conferred certain powers on the new local authorities, giving them

greater status and a larger measure of autonomy. They were also vested with a

range of powers previously the function of the administration boards. However,

a large degree of control remained in the hands of the MinIster of Co-operation

and Development however, including financial control. Specifically this

Department continued to control township and housing development. The first

elections, tor 26 Councils, were held in November and December of 1983.

Shubane divides the period during which the BLAs have €ixisted into three distinct

phases. 1982-4 was the period during which the BLA's were introduced. This

period was characterised bV boycott campaigns and calls for residents not to avail

themselves for participation in tnese structures. When people stood and were

elected they were faced with demands to resign. The period from 1985~9was
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one in which the many townships be~,me ungovernable. The government

introduceufhe State of Emergency wl\ Iyh included a decision to shore up the BLAs,
\ \

by force if necessary, and to incorpora\~.the BLAs into the state security

network. In the third (post 1989) pend \ the state recognised that resolution of
\ \

the rent boycott needed the participation\ V community organisations.and a
\ \

process of negotiation was initiated (ShJ\~ne, 1991:67~72).

•~ Community Action in response " urbanisation policy

\ \

African opposition to the government urbanlsat )n policy has always been one of

the key elements of the struggle for political eel!~lity in South Africa. Opposition

to the carrying of passes by women had led to opt ~confrontation with the police

in the Orange Free State in 1913 and by male wd! kers on the Randin 1919

(Davenport,"1991:3). These anti-pass dernonstra Ions continued in the face of

increasingly stringent enforcement, culminating i~lthe ANC anti-pass campaign

and the Sharpeville anti-pass demonstration and 51 !bsequent massacre in April
I'

1960 (Davies et aI, 1984:287). This led to the bal,hing of the ANC and the
, \

formation of the ANCmilitary wing Umkhonto we 5., We. The state responded

with increased state violence and repression and D\ iconlan laws which

effectively prevented.all open opposition.

The early 19705 saw an upsurge of mass struggles Ii \South Africa, of which two

were particularly important, those of workers withln' \he Trade Union movement

and the growth of, largely student-based, black-consd busness organisation"

part of this challenge was the Soweto uprising of 1971 and the 9clleral strik,
which followed (Davies et aI, 1984:289-290). Again the state responded wit~\

repressive measures and banned 18 BlackConsciousnessmovements and a large .

number of leaders in october 1977 (Davies et a/, 1984 :307). In this way the

state continued to respond to political opposition by banning and detention.

The introduction of the Black Local Authorities Act in 1982 and the new

Constitution of 1983 was the next major impetus to opposition politics at the
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local and national level. By firmly excluding African participation it also led to

greater unity of opposition forces and the emergence of national groupings

committed to challenging state policy (Grest, 1988:101-102). The two leading

vehicles used to rebuild a broadly based natlonsl democratic resistance inside

South Africa were the United Democratic Front (UDF) launched rlationally in

August 198,3 and the National Forum (NF) which met in June 1983 (Barrell,

1984:6). The UDFdid not set out to be a political party, but rather an umbrella

organisation claiming, at its first national conference in December 1983, to
represent more than 560 affiliates from political, trade union, youth, sport,

religious, professional and other orqanlsations throughout the country (Barrell,

1984:17). The NFwas not an organisation but rather a platform for

organisations, with AZAPO as its driving force, with over 200 organisations

attending its first meeting (Barrell, 1984:11).

Overt political opposition of this nature and effectiveness provoked a rapid and

effective clampdown by the state. In 1985 the govemment introduced a State of

Emergency in a limited number of magisterial districts. This was revoked the

following year, but reintroduced nationally several months later. The first state

of emergency was used to detained many of the leadersof the above organisations,

considerablyweakening, but not destroying, them. Under the second state of

emergency the repression was taken further and all the major opposition

organisatlons, including the UDFand AZAPO,were banned altogether. This action

by the state was successful in preventing large and ongoing mobilisation. In

response however a range of other types of defiance activities were started.

These were consumer boycotts, stayaways, transport boycotts and rent boycotts.

The first State of Emergency had increased politiclsation in the African

community but it had also limited the.political space. In this environment

boycotts were seen by community organisations as relatively resilient in the face

of repression (Helllker et ai, 198\7:34). The boycotts began in the Eastern Cape

in March 1985 and rapidly spread throughout the country. The intention was to

mobilise business.against apartheid. However there were other objectives such

as the creation of class alliances (OOOryand Jochelson, 1985;10), to build a
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wider and more cohesive structure of mass resistance to the state. The offocts of

the boycott on businesswere mixed,with a hardening of attitudes on the one hand

coupled with increased sympathy for the plight of African people on the other.

Generally however a significant political gap opened between business and the

government during 1985 and early 1985, with a significant loss of confidence in

the state's ability to resolve political conflict and provide a stable economic

environment (Helliker et sl. 1987:39).

At their height there was strong support for the boycotts, particularly in the

Eastern Cape, and they were successful as a form of pressure on businessand

local authorities to achieve limited socio-economic gains; but the genesis of the

boycotts lay in heightened mass resistance (Helliker et aI, 1987:39). The

state's response to the boycotts is divided by Helliker et al into two phases

(Helliker et al,1987:47). The first phasewas up to June 1986 'Nhen the state

appeared to vacillate between obstruction and indifference. The second phase

beganwhen the state declared a national State of Emergency in June of that year

which launched a major offensive against organisations and prevented local

authorities from compromising with those organisations. The boycotts then

collapsed because of a leadershipvacuum and organisational weaknesses

(Helliker et ai,1907.:49) caused by banning and detention. Helliker et al argue
that commuP!~:'\sbecame demoralised as the possibility of making concrete gains

became ever rnore remote. while the boycott strategy, for all its resnience, was

not able ~nwithstand the onslaughtof the state launchedunder the second state of

emergency (Helhker et al,1987:49). This was in spite of the very high level of

public support. The importance of this will be demonstrated when discussing the

rent boycott later.

Transport boycotts, like consumer boycotts, have a long history, with well

known boycotts 'being in Alexandra in the 19405 and again in the 1950s. A

subsidised bus and train transport system was an integral component of the

apartheid policy which involved the relocation of three and a half million people

This resulted, by 1979, in 700 000 so-called "frontier" commuters (Lemon,

1982:85) over half of whom travelled by bus. 46,5% of these worked in the
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Pretoria, East london and Durban areas. By 1983 the cost of subsidisation held

reached R162 million and the state set LI) a Commission to find ways of reducing

this which resulted in proposals for fare incifeases (McCarthy and Swilling,

1984:28).

Major bus boycotts broke out in Durban, between December 1982 and May-June

1983, and in East London in July 1983 continuing sporadically into 1984. In

both cases the nominal reason was a fare increase but McCarthy and Swilling

highlight the general high level of dissatisfaction with bus transport and the

wider impact of transport in people lives. Thus they comment that transport

costs for Bophuthatswana communities near Pretoria were between 5 and 20% of

income in 1982 while in East London 70% of all working class respondents

identified transport as their most serious problem (McCarthy and Swilling,

198~:38).

Physically the boycotts achieved some success in retaining lower fares and

marginally improving services. Politically the boycotts generated the formation

of progressive community organisations in areas which were previously

unorganised. In spite of ...hie- however, and the fact that workers "have

frequently identified th, '.port system as part of the cause of their

exploitation" (R. Elsworth qUL zed in McCarthy and Swilling, 1984:34),
transport organisations have been unable to use boycotts as part of a wider

mobilisation process.

The mass-based work stayaway was another tactic of opposition to the state

which re-emerged in the 1984~1985 period (see Swilling, 1986). Again

though, as with other forms of protest discussed above, the State was effective in

immobilising opposltion with the State of Emergency of June 1986.
This inability to use real grievanc1es to build up opposition to the state serves to

inc-reases the significance of the rent boycotts, which also began in the mid

i9805, but which the state was never able to crush. The rent boycotts are of

particular significance to this thesis because they centred around physical

infrastructure services. This makes the mass struggle different from that in
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other countries, a factor which is not considered normally when researchers

draw comparisons with empowerment struggles in, for exareple, Latin America.

4.5 The rent boycott and the growth of the civic movement

The seeds of the rent boycott lay in the 1976 students' uprising. One of the

results of this had been the destruction of the liquor outlets of the Administration

Boards, which resulted in a subsequent loss of revenue. This led the Boards to

increase rents substantially, an action which had two effects .. a raising of public

consciousness (people were being asked to pay to support a repressive

administration) and a focusmq of attention on the Urban Bantu Councils. Thus in

soweto; for example, the Soweto Students' Representative Council (SSRC) led a

successful campaign against such a rent increase, while local demonstrations

caused the resignation of the Councillors (Lodge, 83:353).

This stalemate lasted until 1978 when tne Community Councils were elected.

Seekings argues that initially these councils enjoyed a degree of leritimacy, being

seen in the role of makgotla or arbiter of family disputes (Seekings, 1988:206).

However they were in a difficult position They had been given some

responsibility for housing at a time when the state was trying to shift the cost of

housing and service provision to a local level, and were made responsible for the

collection of rents. However, important components of local government

remained outside of their control. Thus there ensued over the next 4 years an

increasing tension within the Councils, under pressure from residents on the one

side to limit rent increases, and from the government and Administration Boards

on the other side to increase rents. Many Councillors recognised the

contradictions and sought to achieve a balancing act by demanding continued

financial support from the state (Seekings, 1988:204). However the

contradictions became more acute with time and Councils resorted with

increasing frequency to coercive measures against sesidents, It was this ongoing

struggle between Councils and residents, in which the Councillors were becoming
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increasingly isolated, which led to the development of community based

organisations.

The first major attempt to form a community organisation was in June 1977
when 61 Soweto notables elected a "Committee of Ten" (l.odge, 1983:253).

Their first project was to develop a plan for Soweto's autonomy. A[though

enjoying a degree of local support one of the major criticisms levelled against

them was that they were slow in building a political structure which would allow
,

their constituency to participate in decision making rather than merely ratifying

decisions at public meetings (Lodge, ,1983:3!i4-355). This led to the formation

of the Soweto Civic Association (SCA) in 1979, an organisations which was less

elitist than the committee of 10 and more directly linked to the grassroots

constituency. This organisation grew rapidly (;0 that by 1980, when the Soweto

Community Councils proposed a 1GO%rent increase, the SCAhad 33 branches

and was in a position to spearheadan extremely effective campaign against the

increase.

The second major community structure launched in South Africa WClS the Port

Elizabeth BlackCivic Association (PEBCO),formed in October 1979. Again the

pr.rblerns were the same as in the rest of the country (and covered in greater

detail in Chapters 5 and 6), namely poor hdJsing, sub-standard health

conditions, minimal services and lack of room for expansion of urban land

allocated to Africans.

The aims and objectives of Pebcowere to fight for equal civil rights for all the

people of Port Elizabeth, as well as for broader national lssue., Pebco was

defined as a civic organisation as opposed to a national political one and had as its
main aim the creation of a unified local authority. The distinction between a

civic organisation and a national political one was to prove ambiguous and led to

different interpretations of the organisation's functions. The relationship

between the civic struggle and the national struggle was articulated by defining

Pebco's aim as being to unite and conscientise people at the local level by faking

up everyday issues.National political issueswere seen as taking place at a higher
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level and often losing contact with the people. By dealing with local issues a civic
body could prepare people for the time when a national body was formed. This
national body would either be as a result of Pebco's expansion or its inclusion in
another body (cooper and Ensor, 1981 :20).

The reason for Pebco's meteoric rise is given as (1) that it constituted for the
black population a platform for political expression at a time when organised and
overt poUtical activity was non-existent; (2) there is a strong militancy whleh
characterises the Eastern Cape area (Cooper and Ensor, 1981 :49). A large
degree of its popularity derived from its readiness to fight both for Icng term
wider political goals as well as to involve itself in immediate local problems.
The depth of people's resentment and bitterness over the appalling living
conditions in the townships and .the threat of removals were key factors in
support (Cooper and Ensor, 1981 :52); and (3) the charismatic leadership of
Thozamile Botha (Cooper and Ensor, 1981 :52).

The most damaging action taken by the state (which lead to the decline of Pebco)
was the arrest and subsequent banning of Mr Botha and other members of the
executive. The loss of leadership caused disarray in PESCO'sranks. The new
leadership failed to formulate a clear strategy and PEBCObecame racked by
internal conflicts. Thus My late 1980 the organisation was largely ineffective.

In 1984 Grest and Hughes argued that "The state has responded to local crisis by
modifying existing structures for partlcipation and creating new ones, without
conceding ground to opposition groupings" and that while "State inltiatlves have
afforded community organisations an opportunity to strengthen their position, ..
none of them has succeeded in forcing the state to modify its structures
fundamentally" (Grest and Hughes, 1984:60). Thus it appeared at the' time that
the state had managed to suppress and contain the community based organisations
in the same way as it had other organisations which opposed its C},. 10rity. A
recognition that this was not the case began to appear in late 1984 with the start
of the rent boycotts.
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The term "rent" inr§outh Africa does not have the conventional meaning, sin1ceit
has two components: a "rental" component made up of site and house rent fo,'
state housing tenants; and a service charge c9yering the cost of township capital

" )

development and the provision and main~~m~riQJ~of services. In practice these
';>':-:,:-:/' //

components are indistinguishable t~ftownship((resjdents as they are billed and
} OJ . \:~" _;

paid together. ThUS,a rent boycott involves a refusal to pay both rent and service
charges. The cost of housing historically has been very low so that service
charges actually constitute most of the rent in many townships. In Seboken~~for
example service charges comprised 83% of the proposed total rent for 1904~85
(Chaskelson et aI, 1987:53).

When the first SLAs were appointed in November and December 1983 they were
under severe pressure to improve the level of infrastructure services, which
had deteriorated substantially since the appointment of the Administration
Boards in the early 1970s (see Chapter 5). Prior to the election some parties
(eg.. the Sofasonke Party in Soweto) had promised rent CIJtS, While others (e.g .
.the Vtfr'P in Mamelodi, Pretoria) had opposed high rents. Once in office however
all were faced with the M~~dto balance budgets and this could only be done by
increasing rents; the prirr,\l~rysource of income. As a result 1Sl84 saw an
unprecedented rise in rents in townships throughout the country, as Councillors
more and more frequently ~)residedover rent increases and resorted to coercive
measures against squatters (\Whodid not pay rent). In addition -they came
Increasingly to be seen as corrupt, unaccountable and irresponsible as they
attempted to resolve the financial problem at the expense of their political
credibility (Chaskelson et aI, 1987:55). The. increases were being applied
during <? period of falling real incomes, so that the effect was more apparent.
Thus in the period between 1980 and 1985 conservative estimates of research
data indicate that at least 25% of PWV residents had falling real incomes
(Chaskelson et aI, 1987:55) while in the. Vaal Triangle rent increases during
that period comprised 56% compared to rises in real Incomes of 17%
(Jochelson, 1986:17).
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The rent boycott is generally considered to have started in t~e Vaal in September
1984 (Jochelson, 1986:15; Swiiling and Shubane, 1991 :2~3), Vaal local
authorities ran at a profit, due primarily to rent increases of over 400%

between 1977 and 1984. Wh~n the August 1984 increase of RS,90was
announcedthis created strong objections and a march was plannedon the
Council's offices on 3rd September to protest. Police fired on the crowd and
created ongoing protests in which sixty-three people were killed in one week.
Prior to 3 September, Vaal residents did not intend boycotting rent (Chaskelson
et a~ 1987:57) but after the clashesall payment stopped

Chaskelson et alstate that widespreadhostility and an inability to pay do not in
necessarily lead to a boycott. In the South African situation there were three
root causes (Chaskelson et al. 1987:56-58). The first was a collective decision
arising from moral outrage, as in the above case, ano similarly in the "Mamelodi
Massacre" of 21 November 1985 (see Borraine, 1988); the second evolved out
of uncoordinated mass non-payment, due to financial constraints and an inability
to pay; and the third (the smallest) as a tactical decision.. Different causes
became evident in different parts of the country over the following twelve
months as the boycotts spread, to the extent that, by September 1986, there had
been at least ~9 rent boycotts (.Iochelson, 1986:15).

4.6 State response to the rent boycott

The state had set I~Pa National Security Management System in 1979 (Ratcliffe,
1992:3) to. co-ordinate security activity and this body was to gain increasing
infl "nee C'· ~r the next ten years. Whenboycotts began the first action of the
:.itaN vs: G to detain those consideredto be leadersand to ban all public rneetinqs.
Initially, however, the state does not appear to have formulated any wider,
overall plan to counter the rent boycotts, believing that they were the work of
agitators and intimidators and that this minority contrasted with the mass of
"reasonable" residents who would recognise that paying rents was 'in their own
interest (Chaskelson et sl; 1987:60-61). Thus they concentrated on faCilitating
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«safe" payment by alternative methods. There was also a fear of provoking

further violent conflict as well as a notable lack of success in using the courts to

enforce evictions.

By late 1985 the state had moved to a more coercive stance but this shift did not

reflect a fundamental change in thinking as to the cause of the boycotts; rather a

recognition that new responses were required (Chaskelson et ai, 1987.:64). To

control the increasing level of dissent a State of Emergency was declared in 36

magisterial districts in July 1985. The state attempted to counter the

increasing ungovernability of the affected townships through armed occupation

by the military and there were mass arrests. The state of emergency was lifted

in March 1986 but reimposed nationally in June of that year (Grest,

1988:106). In Alexandra, for example, the entire civic association leadership

was detained; the SADFcordoned off the township and mounted 24-hour

roadblocks at every entrance; high mast lights were installed and search lights

set up on high ground adjacent to the township (Jochelson, 1988:14).

This approach became one component of a wider strategy which was adopted

during 1986. First a series of joint management centres (JMCs) were

established. These were combined teams of security and state administrative

personnel who would co-ordinate actrvltles, The JMCs then identified 34

townships as so called "oil spots" (the image is that of pouring oil on troubled

waters), these being strategic centres from which it was believed the security

forces could "regain control" over t:Je black population (Borralne, 1988-;19).

In major centres, such as Alexandra, dedicated "mini-JMCs" were established.

This then provided the structure for the wider "three-pronged" policy.

The first prong was that described above, namely elimination of all opposition,

followed by an ideological offensive to counter the popular offensive. Those

arrested were to be tried in an attempt to crlminallse township leaders and their

radical ideas (Jochelson, 1988:14). The second was to upgrade the socio-

economic conditions that "agitators" usedto mobilise people and restore the

authority of the town council; and the third was to turn councillors into
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"political representatives" by incorporating them into regional and national
councils (Borraine, 1988:19). The second prong, which revolved around the
improvement of physical infrastructure, was considered such a key element that
the Defence Minister took personal responsibility (Borraine, '1988:19). Thus
in the period which followed the government made upgrading of services the
central focus of the ideological struggle that was taking place.

Inspite of the efforts of the state to crushthe rent boycott in the sameway as it

had crushed other forms of resistance, it was unable to do S02.. Thiswas in spite
of detaining or forcing into hiding every activist considered to be involved.

While the civic movement operated at a grassr90ts level, with area and street
committees; this was not a closed cell system designed for operating underground
Thus, while this structure was useful in transmitting information; its leaders
could not operate openly. Hencethe structure alone cannot explain the ongoing
successof the boycott. Rather, it had to do 'r\J.thtwo underlying issues. The first
is the real and ongOingdissatisfaction of African township residents with the poor
levels of physical services which played such an important part in their daily
lives. This can be demonstrated in two ways: (1) by examining the effect that
poor services had on ordinary people and exploring their feelings and
perceptions of service levels (Chapter 5); and (2) by looking at the response of
Civics to this issue in the post state IOf emergencyperlod (section 4.7).

The second issue is the paying of arrears. Chaskelsonsr aJ state that "Rent
boycotts easily develop their own momentum. They involve immediate material
benefits to participants, and as arrearsescalate the cost of ending the boycott
rises. Not only do residents have a direct financial stake in its continuation, but
past a certain point they do not have the financial resources even to consider
breaking the boycott" (Chaskelson et al. 1~\e7·~9). This is only a partial
analysis. Of greater importance is the recoqnition mat what people are receiving
by way of services in their everyday lives is not worth paying for. This point is
illustrated by, and discussedat length in, the case study of KwaThandeka
(Chapter 6).
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4.7 The role of civic organisations in political transition

Civic organisations articulated their demands at the beginning of the rent boycott

and, although repressed during the State of Emergency, re-emerged to take up

local demands in 1989. However this was in a political environment which was :

significantly different to that of 1985. Over the period 1989 to 1991 there was

a high level of debate about the role of civics in a changing society, not only

among researchers but also among civic leaders themselves. Coovadia, for

example. argues that civics are local social movements accountable to local

comnn ';itil.), ·...ith the extent of their support beino r!ependent upon their

capacity tv articulate C ,y'-to-day grievances of tt"lr ordinary township resident

(Coovadia, 1991 :336).

The way in which this type of social movement should develop however was not

clear. In that period prior to 1989 the state had made urban infrastructure

provision its top priority, in line with its three-pronged strategy described

earlier. But this upgrlding of services was not proceeding well. It had been

introduced in haste. and implemented without taking into account the needsand

expectations of the community; the rapid demographic changes taking place in the

townships; and the long term operat.onal and maintenance capacity. The result

was inappropriate services, inadequately designed. which enqsndered a high level

of resentment and opposition among local residents-. When the civics were

unbannedand regrouped they were forced to respond to this existing agenda. This

pressure to maintain infrastructure as'the central issue at a municipal level was

continued by the introduction in 1991 of the lOT capital subsidy scheme (see

Chapter 8).

The dominance of infrastructure provision on municipal level politics can be

judged from the policy direction taken by the association of civic organisations

(later the South African National Civic Association - SANCO). In the run up to a

national consultative conference of between 600 and 700 Civic organisations in

May 1991 three possible directions were considered (Collinge, 1991 :8). The

first was to be replaced by African NationalCongress branches or to become ANC
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residents' associations. The secondwasto attempt to take over the.

administration of towns and cities; and the third and most popular was that "the

civic movement must remain autonomous, a broad mass-based structure, which

will not attempt to take over local government" (Collinge, ,1991 :H, quoting
coordinator of the National Interim Civics Committee, P Lephunye).

Nzimande and Sikhosaoaof the ANCargue strongly in favour of integration with

the ANC (the first option), 00 the grounds that the political perspective of the

ciV!~movement is the sameas that of the liberation movement (Nzimande and

Sikhosana, 1991 :38). Nkwint.i, also of the ANC, argues for the third option,

stating that "there is a need for grassroots democratic organisation in all

societies, that social movements -because they relate directly to social issues

that shape peoples lives, and are not mediated by the necessity of holding or

attaining power - are best place [sic] to answer this need." (Collinge, 1991 :8).

At the May 1991 conference to form a national civic organisation, delegates voted

for the third option.

There are two major implications to this decision, in the light of the above

debate, both of which influence the role of community participation in South

Africa in the 1990s. The first implication is that, in opting for autonomy, the

civic movement rejected the political integration of local and national

government as attempted by the government during the state of emergency, and as

proposed by Nzirnande andSikhosana. This concept was later confirmed by the

ANCat its policy conference in 1992 when it expressed a Lelief in strong local

govemment and stated that "Local government should actively promote the

process of sustainable and participatory community development" (ANC,

1992~15) and 'I. . . [this] includes facilitating a strong, lndependent civil

society" (ANC, 1992:14). This is significantly different to the situation in

Latin America where the distinctions between national and local government are

blurred and where national political patronage is a key factor in setting local

government priorities.
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The second implication is that, in making the decision) the civics retain an

independent voice to argue for people's needs in the provision of services. The

implication for community participation is that this decision increases. the

number of parties that need to be involved in the development process. In

addition infrastructure remains a central issue on the civics' agenda. As Collinge

argues "The pressures to negotiate on service provision to entire communities •.

. have shaped thinking on the long term nature of civics" (Collitde, 1991 :8).
Drawing on lessons from the electoral overthrow of the Sandanistas in Nicaragua

Lephunya states that "You may have very good revolutionary theories but

without delivering material returns to people you will never remain in power ..

. the chall,engeof the civics is partly to deliver the goods to the people, to ensure

that there are real improvements in their harsh living conditions" (Lephunya,

quoted in Collinge, 1991; 11').

4.8 Conclusions

The ~gccess of the civic movement in winning major concessions from the state

(s~e-(.fl~~~napter 5) appears to support the empowerment approach to

community participation described in Chapter 2, while the nature of the struggle

has similarities With several Latin American examples. However there are two

significant. differences which indicate that a new approach to community

partlclpation is now required. These are:

1, With the political transition, the civic movement has taken a democratic

decision to maintain autonomy from other political structures, operating

on the basis of negotiation, rather than confrontation, with the state. The

ANC is also supportive of a strong demarcation between national and local

government.

2. In South Africa community organisations have mobilised around the

provision of urban infrastructure. The case stuoy of Soweto in chapter 5

gives further evidence for the importance of services in the urban
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struggle. This has a significant impact upon the type of negotfation

required.

Another important conclusion, whitl, is discussed further in chapter 71 is the

way in which community organisations interact with other parties around the

issue.of infrastructure provision. "(his interaction is different around services

than around land or housing. In the latter cases the notion of two negotiating

parties (e.g. those controlling resources and those seeking to benefit from the

resources). as in the empowerment approach, may be a valid assumption. I,', the
case of service provision the roles of a number of other parties (e.g. technical

professionals and financial institutions) become important and the ensuing

negotiating process becomes more complex.

Endnotes

1. Castells describes urban movements as "in general, a somewhat

homogeneous phenomenon" which share the following basic

characteristics:

'" they consider themselves as urban, or Citizen, or, in any case,

related to the city ...

2 They are locally-based and territorially defined ...

3 They tend to mobilise around three major goals .. ,; collective

consumption, cultural identity, and political self-management ... "

(Caste lis, 1983:328).

2. The rent boycott continued in many areas beyond 1990 when the national

party government's political reforms were announced in parliament.

3. This situation has been analysed in detail by Abbott (1992) in an

evaluation of the upgrading of Alexandrd township. Th»swork was then

incorporated into lee (ed.) (1992). The final version of this report had

not been released at the time this thesis was submitted.
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CHAPTER 5

A CASE STUDY OF SOWETO

5, 1 Introduction

This chapter provides the first of several case studies whJ{:bwill examine

different aspects of infrastructure provision to African townships in South

Africa. Whereas chapter 4 looks at African urban development from the

perspective of state policy, this chapter examines the history of one specific

area, Soweto, in terms or the development of its physical infrastructure,

Current levels of service are described based upon the results of a random

survey carried out by the author in 1988-1999, followed by an assessment of

how this information was used by the Soweto People'sDelegation who

commissioned the study. This work links back to chapter 4 to show the critical

role that infrastructure has played, and continues to play, in the political

development of South Africa,
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5.2 Soweto

Soweto is situated in South Africa's largest metropolitan area where there is a

long history both of development and of struggle against the regime, resulting in

a highly politicised environment. Soweto itself is an artificial township, created

as a dormitory suburb for black people working in Johannesburg where over

90% of all employed Sowetans work (OSSA,1988, 10). Greater Soweto is

divided into three separate municipalities: Soweto itself, which is by 'far the

largest, with 82 116 ':ormal housing units; Oiepmeadow, with 29 123 and

Dobsonville with 61 84 formal housing units (Transvaal Provincial

Administration quoted in Swilling and Shubane, 1991 :226). When the term

Soweto is used here it will refer to Greater Soweto.

5.3 The historical development of infrastructure provision for

Soweto

5.3.1 Introduction

Soweto is an acronym for South Western Township. The first settlement of

people in the area is dated at 1904, with the establishment of an urban

settlement at Klipspruit (subsequently known as Nancefield location and then

later a:; Pimville), a piece of land adjacent to the site of Johannesburg's first

sewage treatment plant wl"-ir.hwas owned by the Johannesburg City Council

(Payne, 1988:2). Prior to that date, and from its inception as a mining C81.1pin

the late nineteenth century, Johannesburgwas both workplace and home to

people of all races. The main area of occupation was in what W3S known as the

Brickfip fs/"Coolie Location" area (now Braamfontein and the railway shunting

yards), a working class suburb where Indian traders, poor Afrikaner and

African workers lived (Payne, 1988:1-2). This situation, whereby African

labourers were allowed to live in close proximity to work, changed in 1904,

when an outbreak of bubonic plague prompted the destruction of the shanty town

and the removal of its inhabitants to Klipspruit. Here they were provided with
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"temporary" corrugated iron shelters, water tanks which had been cut in half
<\_

and sealed at one end with rJ wall, which were in fact inhabited for thirty years
(Payne, 1988:2). The area was highly unpopular because of its distance from

\

work. As a result that the majority of the African population still found
accommodation in the suburbs surrounding the commercial and industrial centre

of the city (Payne) 1988:4).

5.3.2 Th, .phased development of Soweto

TIle main development of Soweto can be divided into three phases, spanning the
period 1923 to i990. Prior to the passing of the Natives (Urban Areas) Act in
1923 attempts to provide formal housing for black people in the PWV region had
been minimal. 227 houses were recorded as being ~uilt between 1918 and 1921

but there isno indication of service levels.

The first development phase is the long period between '923 and 1969 when
administrative resp6nsibHity for Soweto lay with Johannesburq. The second
phase was between 1969 and 1979, when control was transferred to the West
Rand Administration Board, while in the third phase between 1SQ9 and 1990 the
area was administered firstly by a community council and.then by a local
authority. This phase ended in August 1990, when discussions between the
Transvaal Provincial Administration, the three Soweto councils and the Soweto
PeoplesDelegation reached agreement on ending the rent boycott and establishing
a long term restructuring plan (Swilling and Shubane, 1991 :223), This called
for a metropolitan chamber to design and implement a new "non-racial and
democratic" urban structure (Swilling, Cobbett and Hunter, 1991:190).

The three phases from 1923 to 1990 are important in understanding not only
the different modes of development of infrastructure services in South Africa but
also the perceptions of those services by the residents.
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5.3.3 Phase 1: 1923-1969

The Natives (Urban Areas) Act of 1923 placed the responsibility of housing

provision for black people in urban areas on local authorities. This led to an

initial boost of 1000 houses for Western Township, as well as the establishment

Eastern Township, with 400 houses. By 1927, however, the councd had still

only managed to provide 15 000 of the 96 000 Africans with houses. A large

extension programme was started in 1928 so that by 1930 a total of 2 625

houses had been built and Orlando township established, By 1939 a total of 8700

houses had been provided in the three townships. Unfortunately the population

had also increased significantly over the same period, to 244 000 people, so that

the percentage population supplied with housing rose only from 15,6% to

21,4% (the latter figure being based upon a population of six people per house).

Services over this period were minimal, comprising standpipes, a nightsoil

bucket removal system and untarred access roads.

The demand for black labour caused by industrial growth during the second world

war drew in more rural people. By '1946, there were an estimated 395 231

black people living in the area underthe control of Johannesburg. The new

residents were not accommodated by the Council and 11 new squatter settlements

sprang up to accommodate them. The connell then provided the Moroka

emergency camp where 11 000 sites were laid out and provided with elementary

services. In 1948 over 8 0.00 houses were constructed at Cr1ando East and West

and in Jabavu, now all included in Soweto.

The National Party came to power in 1948 with a policy that all black people

living in urban areas were temporary sojourners, who would eventually move

back to the rural "homelands". Although the Johannesburq Council was

controlled by the United Party, who opposed this policy, the Council itself was

reluctant to pursue a house-building programme in the period 1948 to 1953.

Housing wa= fInanced out of loan capital and the Council's concern was that black

pecple \v0uld leave the city before the repayment of their 30 year loans. rhus

there was effectively a moratorium on house construction, so that the total
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number of hcuses in 1953 was stili only 17 765, with additional hostel

accommodation for 10 ~~j 7 men.

The situation improved dramatically after 1953, when the "Bantu Services Levy

Fund" was established. Under this scheme employers who did not house their

employees had to make a monthly contribution towards the provision of housing

and services in the black townships. In the. same year the Site and Service

Scheme became state policy, Under this scheme sites were allocated to those

awaiting housing and basic services (access roads, communal standpipes, refuse'

removal and bucket sanitation) provided.

In 1954 the Johannesburg City Council created a separate Housing Division for

black accommodation. These developments, plus other initiatives such as a six

million rands housing loan from Anglo American in 1956, created a major house-

building programme which iasted through to 1969 (Mandy, 1984:4). They also

effectively set the standard for the future design of the township so that, for

example, the concept of one dwelling per stand became entrenched and plot sizes

standardised, to give and average density of 17 houses per hectare (Brand,

1988:15).

In June 1969 the population of Soweto was estimated to be 556 031 (Lewis,

1969:51) on 90 000 stands (Lewis, 1969:14). Of these 33 000 had been laid

out by the Council and serviced with water, sewerage, tar roads and refuse

removal (Urban Foundation, 1980:2), At that point almost all black residents of

Johannesburg had a site, R66 million had been spent on development in Soweto

(Lewis, 1969:17) and a further R20 million budgeted for upgrading (Lewis,

1969:45). Although there ' ....as no electricity, the Council had agreed to a ten

year plan whereby all houses in Soweto would be supplied with electricity by

1979 (Lewis, 196~:16). At that stage the major services comprised 934krn of

50mm water pipe (SSAP, 1980, appendix:1), 528km of sewer pipe (Lewis,

1969:15) and 960km of roads, of which 403km were tarred (Lswis,.1969:1 5-

16). In essence then the housing backlog had been eliminated, albeit with the
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assistance of the influx control laws, and there were plans to upgrade service

levels.

5.3.4 Phase 2: 1969 - 1979

Until 1969, although sowero was designated as a separate area, it had fallen

under the jurisdiction of the Johannesburg City Council, who took full

responsibility for maintenance and shared responsibility with the state for

upgrading, In 1969 however the government Instructed the JeC that

respOnsibility for Soweto would be taken over by the State and a separate

government department would be set up to deal with the area. The capital

spending plans were frozen and development effectively stopped. Control of

Soweto was fully transferred to the West Rand Administration Board (WRAB) in
1973. Between 1946 and 1969, the JCC rate account contributed to the Nativa

Revenue Account, which financed the adminstration of Soweto, an amount varying

between R200 000 and R900 000 per annum (PLANACT, 1989:74).

With the advent of the WRAS the policy for Soweto changed to one of economic self-

sufficiency, although it was recognised that this could not be achieved by

conventional means (e.g. rates and taxes levied a£j:::inst individuals), there being

no industrial or commercial base. Instead revenue was generated by taking a

profit on the sale of liquor within Soweto (which was a monopoly operation).

However, even with this income there were insufficient funds, so that capital

works virtually stopped, malntenance declined significantly and the quality of the

services deteriorated. In addition the WRAB operated at <1\ loss (on service

account), which r"',>e to R2 million in 1972 (Morris, 1980:16),

In 1979 the population was estimated to be between 658 000 and 900000

people (SSAP, 1980, appendix; 1), while the 1980 census figure later placed the

population at 864 000 (Ecoplan, 1979:34). The WRAB estimated that "illegal"

residents could account for an additional 20% not included ln the census figure.

Thus the population virtually doubled in the ten years from 1969 to 1979. Yet

the number of sites in 1979 was given as 101 000 (Ecoplan, 1979:iii). an
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increase of only ten percent o~~,r the same period, Influx control and other

apartheid legislation prevented squatting so that new residents had to find

accornro=+atlon within the existing townships, This led to a secondary rental

market of sub-tenants who rented rooms on existing pro-perties. This increased

population placed additional strain on existing services.

These services had also been badly neglected over the period from 1973 to 1979,

both in terms of providing for new capital works and in maintenance. The water

system remained virtually unchanged (Ecoplan, 1979:ii), while the water

reticulation network became encrusted and corroded so that, by 1979, the

system was neither capable of meeting domestic demand nor of providing adequate

pressure and volume for tire fighting needs (Ecoplan, 1979:ii). The level of
deterioration was such that, on summer weekends, open taps sometimes failed to

deliver water (SSAP, '1980, appendix 1). In 1978 an estimated R2,4 million of

water was lost from the reticulation system as a result of the disrepair

(Ecoplan, 1979:11). Bulk service standards were also deteriorating in this

period, with total reservoir capacity estimated to provide only twelve hours of

storage for average da.ily demand (SSAP, 1980, appendix: 1 ). The sewer system

was equally poor and virtually unchanged over the period. By 1979 the

reticulation system, comprising mainly 1SOmm pipingj was overloaded, as was

the main outfall sewer, which was also subject to severe silting and corrosion

(Ecoplan, 1979:ii).

In 1979 there was a total of 1 023km of roads in Greater soweto, of which only

440 km were tarred (Ecoplan, '1979:27) This represented an addition of only

36,8 km of tarred road over the decade and a lower proportion of tarred to total

roads than in fact existed in 1969. The existing tarred roads were in a bad state

of repair and their deterioration was accelerated by poor stormwater drainage.

There was no main stormwater drain system and even major streets had

inadequate stormwater facilities. Untarred roads were dusty, muddy, potholed

and caused damage to vehicles (Ecoplan, 1979:42). There were only three

major road links connecting soweto to the different work centres and the level. of

traffic control was poor.
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The proposed electrification of all of Soweto's houses did not materialise. By
1979, when the plan was to have been completed, 80% of the 101 000 houses
had no electricity and the system serving the remaining 20% was heavily
/c .... I'.

bverburdened (Ecoplan, 1979:iii). This was clearly'demonstrat~d by the fact

that 70% of the power failures that occurred during the winter months of 1978
were due to overloads (SSAP, 1980, appendix:2). Thus residents of Soweto had
witnessed a major deCline in service levels over the decade while the services

which did exist impacted negatively on the quality of life, in terms of overf Ning
water and sewerage, potholed tar roads and muddy gravel roads.

5.3.5 Phase 3 : 1979 - 1990

By 1979 the condition of services in Soweto was clearly critical, yet it was
political pressure, stemming from the 1976 student uprising, rather than social
or technical factors, which caused the government to seti'up a commission to
investigate the state of services. This resulted in a technical report to : . de
the area, submitted in 1980 (SSAP, 1980). Just prior to this a secor

technical jeport had been prepared for the newly formed Urbah;Bantu Councils of
soweto ~hd Diepmeadow (Ecoplan, 1979).

The first report estimated that a total of R703 million would need to be spent
between 1979 and 1984 to eliminate the backlog In services and upgl ade the
existing system. The report recommended a major increase in reservoir
capacity (SSAP, 1980, apppndix:2) and the upgrading of all water main1 to
either 75mm or 100mm in diameter, as well as metering. Wastage was such
that per capita consumption was estimated to be 2951 per person:per day (SSAP,
1980, appendix 3). Similar upgrading of the sewerage system and th~rtreatrnent
facilities was also recommended. A separate analysis indicated the extent of the
road and stormwater problem when it recommended:

"a. The installation of stormwater drainage on approximately 38Skm
of existing surfaced roads that did not have storm water drainage.
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b. The installation of 300mm mountable curbs on approxirp?,cely

427km of existing surfacedroads that did not have curbing

c. The construction of approximately 14krn of single and dual

carriageway arterial roads.

d The rebuilding of approximately 34km of existing surfaced /foads

that showed signs of severe failure.

e. The resurfacing of approximately 173km of existing surfaced

roads (preventative maintenance).
f. The construction of approximately 270km of heavy duty

pavement.

g. The construction of 524kmof surfaced roads of various widths,

complete with curbing and storrnwater drainage." (Villoen,

1987:6 quoting a report by van Wyk and Louw of 1979).

!/Both this, and the Ecoplan Consortium report, based their proposals for service

improvements purely on technical criteria. While both reports gave an estimate

of the capital cost of improvement, neither considered: (l) how this money would

be repaid; (il) what the maintenance requirements of the improved system would

be; (iii) where the human resources (professional, skilled and unskilled) would

come from to operate the system; (lv) how much it would cost to maintain; and

(v) whether the construction and operation of the new system met any

affordabllity criteria. Nor did the reports give any consideration to what the

wider social needs of the residents might be which could be addressed by the
services.

Over the ten year period from 1979 to 1988 approximately R400 million was

spent on the upgrading of Soweto. However the lack of recognition of the above

factors shows clearly both in the author's survey of 1988/89 (discussed in

sections 5.6 and 5.7 below), as well a.:;in the findings of the Brand report of

1988, which stated that "The Soweto Community Council is at present seriously

inadequate in fulfilling its role ln the creation and maintenance of a physical

environment in which its inhabitants can produce, trade. work, socialise and

enjoy recreational activities. This is the result of three main problems. The
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recurrent expenditure budget for maintenance does not reflect actual' needs in

terms of general repairs and preventative maintenance. The capital budget

reflects ad hoc adjustments which negate priorities set in advance, and the

provision of services is heavily politlcised. This influences standards, cost

recovery, collections, maintenance and terminations of services" (Brand,

1988:2).

5.3.6 The condition of services in 1988

The estimated population in 1988 was estimated by Brand to be between 1,2 and

2,0 million (Brand, 1988:10) living on 110 000 sites (Brand, 1988:15),

while PLANACTestimated a population, based upon several different sources, of

1,74 million (PLANACT, 1989:21). Over the 20 year period from 1969 to

1989 the population of Soweto grew by a factor of approximately four times,

while the available number of official sites grew by only twenty percent. In that

time the estimated population density increased from 6,2 people per stand to

between 13,6 and 22,7 people per stand. In 1988, two new studies (Davies

Bristow & Ass., 1988; DBSA, 1988) presented the following information on tile

condition of services.

The water and sewerage systems are in danger of collapsing. There is 90%

coverage of water reticulation and 60% coverage of sewerage (Davies Bristow &

Ass., 1988:3). There are 100km of steel primary mains which are undersized

and require repair, at a cost of Rl ,4 million per year. A five year programme to

replace 600km of secondary mains is necessary, to service the whole of Soweto

and thereby permit residents to upgrade to !geyserand bathroom requirements.

Reservoirs need to be constructed urgently (OSSA, 1988:26).

The sewerage system is difficult to maintain because of three factors. Foreign

materials (especially newspapers and rags) are used instead of toilet paper;

manhole covers are stolen and there is deliberate vandalism (Urban Foundation,

1987:20). Maintaining the present sewerage system is estimated to cost R2

million per year. 400 blockages are reported as being cleared each month, while
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the 13km of trunk sewer have to be systematically cleared on an ongoing basis

(Urban Foundation, 1987;20).

A large proportion of the tarred roads (715,5km) requires total reconstruction

because of deterioration due to inadequate or inappropriate stormwater drainage

(OSSA, 1988:26). Most minor roads are untarred, a.. too wide ar·cl ill-defined,
carry too much traffic, are in a bad state of repair, and have inadequate

stormwater drainage (Urban Foundation, 1987: 19).

101 000 houses were electrified and connected to the distribution system

between 1979 and 1986 at a cost of R206 million or R2 034 per house. Of this

house wiring cost R414 and the distribution system cost Rl 620. The (never

completed) remote metering and control system installed added a further 8,5%

to the system costs. The consumer was required to pay a R700 connection fee and

a typical bill for 364kwh prior to October) 987 was R41,36. Of this R1,30 is

an electrification levy, R29,OO is for capital redemption (later dropped to

R12,OOdue to unrest pressure), and R7,71 the unit cost for 354kwh (Davies

Bristow & Ass., 1988:3-4).

~rhiswas the overall situation when the qualitative survey of services was

carried out in December 1988.

5 .4 Background to the survey

In December 1988 the Soweto Peoples Delegation (SPD), initially comprising

seven prominent leaders of the community, was formed by the Soweto Civic

Association (SeA) to negotiate an end to the rent boycott on behalf of the Civic

structures, which were then still restricted in terms of the emergency

regulations (Swilling and Shubane, 1991 :237).

The SPDcommissioned research to provide the factual situation on the rent

boycott and identified two issuesto be addressed:an evaluation of the existing
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housing stock, and an assessment of the current levels of services (Planact: \\
-:::/

1989b:20). The latter, carried out by the author, was based on a survey bf
Soweto residents, examining the services. The objectives of the survey were to

quantify the. efficacy of service provision in Soweto; to find out people's

reactions to, and views on, the individual services; to find out whether the

services were technically satisfactory; and, if unsatisfactory, what the wider

implications of this were in terms of health, social wellbeing and overall quality

of life.

5.5 Methodology

Due to time constraints the survey poputation was of necessity small. To

overcome this, and ensure that the survey was not weighted, a random survey

was carried put. A map of Soweto was first divided into suburbs, which were

then demarcated. A student with no knowledge of Soweto XI,i,m used pins to choose

one block in each suburb and then, llsing a larger scale map on which all stands

were demarcated, a specific house was chosen using the same method, Where a
suburb, block or house was chosen more than once the latter results were

dlsre "trded, until a house had been pinpointed in every suburb. This method

proVl Jed 20 houses for interview from the following areas:

Table 's.1: list of households interviewed

Suburb Erf NIQ_" Street

Orlando West 7G12 Makheta St.

Orlando East 477 Makubo st.

Meadowlands West 3627 Van Onselen St.

Jabulani 883 Bendile St.

Diepkloof 278 Moledi 5t.

Jabavu 132'7 Diokane Drive

Emdeni 1565 Mandela St.
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Zola 1738 Zid St.

Dlamini '1209 Sandwane St.

Moletsane, 530 Matlakala St.

Morcka 1537 Lefatola St.
1

Mahlobo St.Dube Extension 1596
Klipspruit 430
Molapo 782 Dire St.

Thadi 1098 Majoro St.

Jabavu Central West 510 Mahlomola St.

Mofolo South 277 Matsobane St.

ZonJi 578 Lumkwana St.

Orlando West Extension 11456 Jernlanc St.

Naledi 1449 Pululago St.

Before starting the survey it was agreed that. where no one was present in the

house-the adjacent house to the right would be interviewed. In the case of a house

sub-division A, B, etc. A would be interviewed.

5 . 6 Details of findungs

There were.en a111erage10,' people per house and 50% of the houses contained

more than one occupied dwelling (either a converted garage or rooms). All

dwellings were constructed of brick/block and mortar. The following data were

obtained from the interviews.

5.6.1 Water

In all cases a water tap was provided in each yard, situated on the rear boundary

of the plot on the toilet outside wall nnd discharging to a gully connected to the

sewerage system. 8 households had installed additional taps in the house at their

own expense, all of which discharged to gullies connected to the sewerage system.

In addition two of the eight had installed bathrooms. The design was reasonable in
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that water from the taps was generally contained by the gully and did not ~gill
into the yard. Only one case of a broken gully was noted, and this had been done to. \

accommodate stormwater run-off from the road. "

17 households reported that the water supply had been disrupted in 1988. The
frequency and duration of the disruptions are given in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.

Table 5.2: Frequency of disruption to household water supply

FREQUENCY
(tlmes/yr)

o
1-3

4-6
6-12
>12
Total

No. reported

3

9

o
1

...2
20

Table 5.3: Duration of disruption to household water supply

Duration No reported

no loss of water,
<6 hours

6-24 hours
1-3 days
3-7 days

>7 days
Total

3

5
6

3
1

..2.
20
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From discussions with residents the water supply situation appeared to have

deteriorated significantly since the rent boycott started, and the feeling among

the residents lnterviewed was that the council is using water as a weapon to force

residents to pay rents. Prior to 1988 the water supply situation appeared to

have been slightly better, with fewer breakdowns (although still a significant

number) and shorter periods without water. One case was identified however

where the water was cut oJff regularly, at approximately two week intervals, in

spite of those particular residents paying rents regular;y. No reason was given

for this. In those household which were themselves free of water problems the

users stated that neighbours ir, 2rij<.1Centareas suffered from serious water

problems.

The detrimental effect of a poor water supply can arise either from an

insufficient supply (quantity) or poor quality and with both of these the effect

can be manifested either directly or indirectly. In terms of quantity, the water

supply network is grossly overloaded (Haslett, 18/01/1989). The immediate

effect of this is a lower pressure in the system and a lower flow at the taps. Thus

flow measured in the survey varied between 0,24 and 0,40 l/s, compared to

typical values of 0,4-0,5 l/s in Johannesburg. The primary outcome of this

lower flow would be a lower level of convenience to the user (see Chapter 7.4.5

for a full discussion on this issue). More important however is the regularity of

supply. 85% of house reported stoppages during the past 12 months, 35% of

which occurred more than once per month, while 15% of household reported

stoppages 1!3stin£1in excess of 3 days (the longest period being approximately 3

weeks), It would appear from the lntervlews that the position deteriorated

substantially in '1988, compared to previous years, and that the Soweto Council

deliberately cut off water to people's housesfor extended periods to try and make

them pay rent.

When the water is cut off this appears to have been carried out over a large area.

Because of the travel distance involved, this meant that people could obtain only

limited quantities of water. In addition to the inconvenience factor the following

problems associated with the stoppages were also identified:
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1. People had less water overall andwere thus forced to wash less

frequently. This enforced drop in personal cleanliness could nave a
detrimental effect on health.

2. People washed clothes and dishes less, both again reducing the overall
level of cleanliness and encouraging disease.

3. There was lnsuffleient water to flush toilets properly or often enough.
This represents a health hazard in itself, given that there are between 11
and 2.3 people per toilet, aswell as contributing to Sewerblockages and
sewage overflow, a serious hazard discussed in the next section.

Under normal operating conditions (i.e, without politically motivated cuts in
supply) the water supply would appear to be poor to moderate, with an average

shut down occurring 2-3 times per year.

Ii.6.2 Sanitation

All houses had an outside toilet situated on the rear boundary, usually sited in
such a way that the dr<;:linagecould link directly with three other toilets from
adjacent plots. One toilet had a problem with contlnuoes fl\.lshing but otherwise
the toilets themselves appeared to work well.

Disposal of sewage represented a serious problem for many residents, with 14
out of the 2Q,households interviewed reporting blockages either in the drains
(within the property) (7 households) or in the sewers (in the road outside the
property) (seven households). Details are provided in tables 5.4 and 5.5.
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Table 5.4: (,O~tai' of drain blockages

household frequency of block repairer

No. -ages in 1988

1 2 p.a, council

2 monthly contractor

3 1 p.a contractor

4 1 p.a. council

5 1 p.a. owner

6 3-4 p.a. contractor

7 3-4 p.a, council

period before

repair

1 day

3 days
1 week

1 day

The general cause of sewage overflows from drains would appear to be blockages
rather than surcharging, since aUdralns are a minimum of 100mm diameter.
This appeared to be due to the use of non absorbent materials (such as
newspapers) for anal cleaning. The situation was exacerbated by water
shortages. Thus, when water is cut off for prolonged periods or at frequent
intervals, toilet flushing frequency reduces. To overcome the associated
problems people use more paper to cover faecal matter, thereby forming layers
of paper and faecal matter in the toilet. When the toilet is finally flushed this

causes balling and subsequent blockage.

Thus, while the sanitation system itself cannot be controlled by the Council for
political purposes to break the rent boycott, a major effect of cutting off the
water was in fact to increase the incidenceof drain blockages. This led to sewage
overflows into people's yards and created a major health hazard for residents, as
well as being unsightly and unpleasant.

The response time for repairs to sewers was variable but generally pON Three
of the seven cases did not even consider waiting for the council to carry out
repairs. One householder waited a week and received no response while a second
waited three days. Only two cases reported an adequate response time of less than
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one day. Unless this slow response time is deliberate (which does not appear to
be the case) this, implies that the Council lacks the necessary maintenance skills
to operate the system efficiently.

Table 5.5: Detail of sewer blockages

household frequency of block repairer period before

No. -ages in 1988 repair

almost weekly council seeendnote1

2 monthly· council 1-2 weeks

3 2 p.a council
4 monthly council 2 weeks

5 1 p.a. council 1 day

6 1 p.a. council 4 months

7 1-2 per month couw'n seeendnote2

The condition of sewers ttl Soweto is chronic. 35% of households interviewed

reported sewage overflows in their street with tlk problem in some cases
continuing for months. Tl"Jisappeared to be a widespread and ongoing problem
unrelated to the rent boycott. At least 5 casesof sewage overflow were noted
during the survey, one of which occurred outside a health clinic and, when seen,
was in its third day. As wAil as the danger to the health clinic, fruit and
vegetable hawkers could be seen selling their wares within metres of the sewage
flow. The potential danger to the health of residents is clear.

5.6.3 Roads

Of the 20 homes visited two were on or immediately adjacent to a major road and
the remainder on service roads. Nine of the houses fronted onto gravel roads,
nine onto tar roads and two were corner plots with one gravel and Gille tar road.
Of the two major roads one was a dual roadwhile the second was a 7,5m wide
single carriageway. Both had defined edging and the surfaces were in good
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condition. In the second case however the road was wltho,ut markings'and badly
planned, with a large taxi ranI! opposite and a sharp bend 'J OOmaway, and with a
food shop on the opposite side of the road to the houses. That this is dangerous
was confirmed by residents who reported that accidents involving pedestrians,
mainly children, occurred frequently (every one to two months). The major

cause appeared to be Carscoming around the bend hitting children crossing to the
shops.

The condition of the (.u roads was mixed. Roadcondition were generally good
(although one very badly potholed road was encountered) but only one of the
roads actually had markings; the verges were generally poorly defined; there
were no real footpaths; and in several Instances there was I'TllJd on the road which
totally obscured the tar. Residents reported that several of the roads became
very muddy during rain.

The gravel roads in contrast were uniformly poor in condition. The overall width
between house boundary fences was approximately 9m, but within that distance
there was no clear distinction between road and verge. All the roads were badly
potholed and there was no indication of the roads being scraped or levelled
recently. All residents reported major access problems during rain and in at
least half the cases it was difficult to see how residents could in fact walk ~lpng
any section of the street without passingthrough mud and/or water.

5.6.4 Stormwater drainage

Only three of the streets surveyed had piped stormwater drainage and in one of
the cases the side entry gulleys were broken and had collapsed into the drain. 19
of the 20 houses interviewed reported some problems with stormwater, although
in two cases this appeared to occur only in very heavy storms.

14 households suffered from flooded yards during rain. Of these, one reported

water enterlnq the house, and a second water lapping the door sill. In many of the
yards poor design meant that the water could not flow away freely, so that there
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was either standing water or residents themselves broke into the gulleys or

broke through boundary walls to give the water passage (generally into

neighbours yards). This practice, for which residents could see no alternative,

appears to be a major source of friction between neighbours.

The survey was carried out just after moderately heavy rains and the conditions

described by residents were confirmed visually. Several yards were extremely

muddy With standing water and the condition of the streets was such that there

was.no dry access to peoples houses. In addition serious design faults were noted:

Thus:

1. No provision appeared to have been made for the egress of stormwater

from individual properties, .resulting in the problems described above.

2. Properties sited sideways on to steep hills were particularly vulnerable

to this Jackof stonnwater drainage...Here water ran freely from one

property to the adjacent lower property, increasing in both quantity and

flow velocity. Not only does this mean that substantial quantities of water

reached the lower properties, eventually to accumulate there, but also

that the water in the lower reaches had a significant scouring effect, both

on gardens and on house foundations. These conditions are particularly

dangerous for young children as well as being a source of significant

potential damage to the house foundations.

3. Insufficient provision was made to prevent storrnwater running from the

street into properties sited below street level and this appeared to cause a

significant portion of the yard flooding reported.

5.6.5 Refuse disposal

Two households reported that refuse was collected by the Council whilst the

service for the remainder was operated by a private company. The service in all

cases was considered reasonable, with rubbish being collected twice per week.
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All r~siqents reportej a major improvement, either since the service was
privatised during the latter half of·1988 or, in the case of the Council service,
since the begii1ningof the year. Prior to that pOint the service appears to have
been either very intermittent or nonexistent. That the service was until
recently extremely poor was confirmed by the farge amount of rubbish which
continued to lie on street corners and open spaces.

Before collection, refuse is stored in standard dustbins in the yards: However
none of the bins had lids and it was reported that these were all removed by the
Authorities after the 1984/85 unrest and had not been replaced. This
represents a serious health hazard.

5.6.6 Electricity

16 of the 20 residents reported that electricity had been cut off at some stage
during 'i 988, with the worst case being 2 years without any electricity. Sinc:e
,the beginning of 1989, tile situation appeared to have improve significantly,
with only 3 residents still suffering problems in this regard'. Details of the
power cuts are detailed in table 5.6 below.

Table 5.6: Details of electrical power cuts
ir

ResidentNo. frequency of cuts duration of cuts

7
11,12,14

13

18

bimonthly
biweekly
3..6 times {.J.2.

no cuts
continuous
daily for 1 month

once, continuous
no electricity

',,3 days
4..6 firs

1-12 hrs

1,6,'0,15,19
,2

3.4,9, 1~J20
5,8,'7 n/a

2 yrs

1 hr

4-5 months
nfa
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The nature of the electricity cuts varied between areas within sowetoil!with the
frequency and duration having an apparent random pattern, The fact t!)at the
situation improved in 1989 is supportive of the accusation, made by residents,
that the power cuts were part of a deliberate policy response by the BLA to the
boycott. Resident?reported that they were given no warnings either of the
timing or the duration of the power cuts.

As a service, the electricity supply appeared to be adequate, although somewhat
erratic in certain areas, Prior to 1989 the service was cut off at frequent
intervals, apparently as a deliberate act against residents in response to the
boycott. As with water no warning was given of this retaliatory action.

5 .7 Analysis of results

The key issuewhich arises from the study is the extent and uniformity of the

level ang qualit~\of services. Only 10% of the population occupying the main
house on a stand had a bathroom, whilst 40% had an indoor tap. Withan'average
of 3 families per site ("lnly one of whom occupied the main house) this equates to
3% of the population with access to a bathroom and 13?41 with access to an inside
tap. This is in an area which Brand describes as disp1aying"the highest level of
development of all the major Black urban areas" (Brand, 1988:9). He slso
states that "Soweto has the most educated, sophisticated and highly paid
concentration of Blacks (sic) in any urban area" (Brand, 1988:9).

The.malority of the people interviewed (90%) wer.edeeply unhappy about the

generakondition of the services. Of the two families expressing satisfaction
with the quality of the service one had a bathroom, the other an indoor tap. Both
had housesfronting onto a tar road. Both stated that stormwater ingress had been
a serious problem in the past but both had concreted their properties fully and
channelled stormwater run-off into the street.
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The level of anger in the interviews was very noticeable, as was the concern

about sewerage in the streets and about dangerous roads. People interviewed

were able to see, and draw a distinction between, services on two levels. The

first was the performance of existing services,where the recognition that

services were failing to perform adequately waswell understood and was the

major reason given for refusing to pay rents. This contradicts the view of

Seekings, that housing lay at the root of the boycott in the PWVtownships

(chapter 4.1), as well as Coovadla's view on the dominance of land, housing and

services (chapter 4,1). The argument that service levels were the primary

CCl use of the rent boycott was supported by other researc't carried out as part of

the Soweto renlboycott study and went forward as one of the findings of the study

(Planact, 1;989a). rhe second level on which people drew a distinction between

services w~~ti1e~'issueof relative levels of service between .Johannesburgand

Soweto, with the levels of service in Soweto being recognised to be well below

that generally provided in Johannesburg.

Unlike the case study of KwaThandeka (chapter 6) however the anger was

directed strongly against the councillors and the Soweto administration. Whereas

in KwaThano€ka the councillors were merely seen as opportunists and verbally

criticised as being weak, in Soweto there was a much greater sense of councillors

as part of an oppressive system. They were seen as far more directly

responsible for the poor condition of the services.

There were several differences between the rent boycott and other forms of

protest, which led to the ongoing successof the boycott in spite of the removal of

ali levels of leadership. As noted in Chapter 4.8, Chaskelson et 81state that a

major factor in mass support for the boycotts was many households' growing

inability to pay rents (Chaskelson et aI, 1987:55). However the Soweto survey

supports the response that this alone was riot the reason. It was not the inability

to pay per se, but rather the clear perception of people about the poor levels of

service and what this meant to them, particularly the lack of correlation between

what they believed they were paying for and what they were receiving. This

concept is supported by work carried out elsewhere (eg Abbott at aI, 1988) and
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is examined in greater detail in chapter 6. Associated with this werethe very

high levels of.individual anger about the services and the degrading, undignified

living conditions. These were the driving forces. The fact that support could.be

passive, i.e. that non-payment did not require any positive action on the part of

residents, served rather to facilitate the continuation of the boycott, when

residents were faced with countering strategies by the authorities.

5.8 Implications for community participation

The purpose of this chapter has been to highlight the central role of services in

the process of urbanisation and in the wider political struggle. South Africa is

currently in a state of transition and needs to resolve how this can be carried

forward. At present there is a choice of two possible routes for the provision of

services in Soweto. The first route is the one currently being negotiated in the

discussion forum of the Metropolitan Chamber. This is to merge Johannesburg

and Soweto and manage the two as a "conventional" locel.authorttv, providing

Soweto with the high levels of services currently available in Johannesburg.

However this route is based upon three assumptions. These are:

1. That the technical capacity exists to install, operate and maintain the

services.

2. That sutficient funds will be.available to install, operate and maintain the

services usilnga cross subsidy formula. The Planact report (Planact,

1991 a) indicated that Johannesburg ran a major trading surplus on

electricity and this, plus the rating of industrial and commercial

property, subsidised private rates. This surplus provides scope for

extending the subsidy throughout the combined area.

3. That the common boundaries of the new metropolitan area exclude all

informal settlements.
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If these assumptions are met and this route succeeds it must be recognised that

this is only because soweto is a Qnjt~uecase. It already has a relatively high level

of infrastructure and the highest per capita. income of any township in South

Africa (Devetcpmerr; Bank of Southern Africa, 1988). Most importantly,

i~'')rmal settlements form a significant percentage of the population of many

jOlfl··lreas els~where, whereas this is not the case in Soweto. It remalrs to be

seen whether the route chosen by the Metropolitan Chamber proves to be

affordable and sustainables,

The second possible route is the provision of varying levels of services to

different sectors within the wider municipality. Although rejected for political

reasons this may be the better long-term solution for Soweto. This route is

widely applicable throughout South Africa, including the remainder of the PWV,
and to urbanisatlon in Africa as a whole. However, it carries with it major

social and political implications, which make service provision in this

enviroiiment a process, rather than simply the supply of given standardised

products. This process needs to be understood before it can be meshedwith the

community participation process. The case study presented in the next chapter,

Kwafhandeka, explores in detail how service provision in low-income areas

needs to be consiqi,eredas a process.

Endnotes

1. This problem was due to a surcharged manhole with a broken surround

which was only fixed in December 1988 after over 1 year of regular

surcharging into the street.

2. The Council ignored complaints in this instance. Presumably the

overflow is a surcharge problem which eventually clears itself .

..}. See van Ryneveld (1992) for an analysis of affordability criteria for the

PWV.
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CHAPTER 6

A CASE STUDY OF KWATHANDEKA, EASTE.RN TRANSVAAL

6 ..1 Introduction

Chapter 5.8 shows how, in the new combined metropolitan area of Johannesburg/

Soweto, all the key actors anticipate that Soweto residents will have a level of

infrastructure which is on a par with that of residents in Johannesburg. This is

situation which all residents and community organisations would like to see

throughout South Africa. However, as chapter 7 indicates, this is unlikely to

happen. Instead the situation which applies in other African cities is a more

likely role model. Thus many residents outside of Johannesburg! Soweto, but

particularly those in informal settlements, can expect a lower level of services,

w.hile, increasingly, the capacity of the local authorities in many of these areas

will be stressed, financially, technically and administratively. Further, this

inability to meet expectations on services levels will CGi:1e from a new,

legitimate government.

Understanding this changed environment is central to understanding how

community participation will function in this environment, since the type of
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community interaction with the authorities which is required in this situation is

totally different to the political interaction described in chapter 5. There are
compromises t? be made on a variety of issues and technical deciSiofj-making

plays a greatly enhao(:.e,d~q!e.:7(fl0ntw~chapters which follow explore these
.lnteractlons, Chapter 7 concerns itself more \..,;th a theoretical analysis of the
stresses placed upon local authorities, as managers of urban infrastructure, in
developing countries. This Chapter is a case study,)JJhir:h explores the differing

perceptions of infrastructure provision, on the part of technical professionals

(engineers and planners) and ..~:community-based organisation. Understanr(;ng'

these differences in perceptiorii~ is a necessary"~(EHequisite to the developr;nent

of meaningful community participatio~.c;trllcture'~.

This case study covers work done on infrastructure provision in a small tOM! in

the Eastern Transvaal (KwaThandeka) over a four y~ar period (Abbott et ai,
1988; Abbott; 1990, Abbott, 1991). Aithoug~\~.§.;'iiling with widely differing

I'· "

communities both the soweto and ~\waThand€kq,'studies began with similar

objectives, namely to quantify the levels and operational performance of

iofrasitructure services and.to obtain the views and perceptions of residents on

these issues. However the KwaThandeka study is more intense and involves a
much greater involvement on behalf of the community in the negotiation process,

It is more concerned therefore with explorlnq: the perceptions of different

parties. This in turn lays the foundations for the new conceptual framework

developed in chapter 9.

The. two studies, when taken together, highlight different aspects of community

participation. KwaThandeka is a small, well-defined community with clearly

identifiable {.'roblems. The residents have opposed attempts to have them
i "~

removed byforce but there is nC)real history of struggle. This permits a good

understanding to be gained of the i)e~~d$and aspirations of people in the

community. Where there is a long history of struggle this tends to dominate

thinking and subsume other issues.
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Soweto on the other hand is large and complex. In terms of service provision, it

has a clearly documented history of service levels which date back to its

incepttcn, This makes it valuable as a documented history of service provision in
a black dormitory township. Given the seeming disparity between the two

projects the case studies in fact show remarkable similarities in terms of needs

and attitudes towards services, They indicate a very definite w:,~yof thinking in

commonitles around the issue of participation; a!bout the role and function of

services; and about the role of local authorities.

The results of the Kwafhandeka surveys indicate a situation which is typical of

many black townships in South Africa. The area, which serves as a labour pool

for the "white" town of Amsterdam in the Eastern Transvaal, suffers from

overcrowding, lack of amenities and a very low level of service provision. The

level of detail provided by the surveys, and the degree of professional support

received by the community organisations, meant that the authorities (in this

case represented by the Transvaal Provincial Administration - the TPA) could

not dismiss the findings and found it necessaryto engage with the Amsterdam

Horne Committee (AHC) (see section 6.3) and their advisors. The nature of this

engagement differed from that in otner areas, where a strong collective civic

leadership had formed (e.o. Soweto, Chapter 5). In the latter case there was a

strong political component to the negotiation process. In KwaThandeka this was

not possible, The town ;s small and far from the political centre and external,

support was limited. As a result the TPA considered itself to have political

dominance, as witnessed by its ongoing commitment to a non-representative

council (section 6.3).

Given this negotiating environment the TPA attempted to focus the agenda

constantly on technical issues (e9, a physical town plan; specific service

requirements) which necessitated a detailed analysis, not only of social

conditions in the township, but of how these conditions affected the engineering

and physical planning issues which the authorities considered important. This

forced a quantitative assessment of the interaction between social, technical and

economic issues to be undertaken. It also, through the nature of the ongoing
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negotiation process over a period of three years, gave an understanding of the

perceptions of V:I~differeilt parties, particularly with regard to physical

infrastructure provision. It is this understanding of these perceptions which is

of particular relevance, and a~?ists in developing a wider understanding of the

community participation process.

. 6.2 Description of KwaThandeka

KwaThandeka is a small town situated 313km east of Johannesburg near the

Swaziland border, between Ermelo and Piet Retief. The population had been

under threat of removal to I(a~lgwane!since 1974 but was reprieved in August

1987 after a long series of neqctiatlons with the authorities (interview with the

AHC, 27/04/1988).

The adjacent ¥white" town bf Amsterdam functions as a central place settlement

and agricultural service centre and, more importantly, as a military base, due to

its close proximity to the Swaziland border. State structures in Amsterdam are

still controlled by the National Party, althO';'\lh the maj>orityof the farmers in

the area support the (pro-apartheid) Conservative Party.

According to the census of 1985, the total population of I<'wathandekaW~JS 1 557

people. Researchundertaken during the study however, showed this figure to be

grossly inaccurate (see table 6.1). The census data collected by the state,
excludes people who Were in the area "illegally" (the census took place prior to

the removal of influx control) but, while this may account for some of the

discrepancy, there are other, more significant factors involved. There would

appear to be hostility to state representatives by members of the community,

which leads to a reluctance to provide accurate information. Equally important,

however, is the reaction of the ;:Illthorities themselves. There is evidence from

research by McNeill (1985), to, example, that the State is not neutral in its

approach and that population statistics are understated so as to avoid meeting the

real need for housing, education and other lnfrastructural requirements.
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6.3 A brief history of KwaThandeka

The history of KwaThandeka is typic~1 of the growth of many small towns in:~~'

South Africa. Prior to the arrival of white settlers the local Afric('frl people welt."

farmers. In the period after the Boer War (1902) the land the inhabitants had

been farming was gradually taken away through legislation. At the same time the

debate on urban tenure for Africans, discussed in Chapter 4, catried on,

culminating in the Natives (Urban Areas) Act of 1923. Amsterdam was one of

the areas pr6c1qiimedunder Section 12 of this Act, on 1 December 1924

(Government ~~:<:ette,No. 1418, 1924:379).

The principle of individual tenure had been rejected in parliamentary select

committee. Thus, under the Act as passed, the "white" local authority of

Amsterdam was empowered to set aside land for African occupation in defined

locations, or to house them, or to require their employers to do so (Davenport,

1991 :7). The 1923 Act was designed primarily to solve the housing crisis in

the growing industrial urban centres, rather than addressing the needs of rural

tOWI/,sand many Or Yle latter made no provision for housing. This was the case in

Amsterdam so that those evicted from the farms had to find a white farmer on

whose land they would be allowed to live (Fine, 1988:90).

The farmer who allowed them to stay was called scheepers and the eldest son of

each family was required to work for him, for 6 months without pay, to enable

the family to stay on the farm. In 1930, Scheepers no longer required the son to

work for him but instead levied a rent of 20 to 30 cents, increased in 1936 to

35 cents. A "village for the residence of natives" was established by the

Minister of Native Affairs under the Native Urban Areas Act 0,!,,1923on the 12
January 1940 (Government Gazette, No. 2721, 1940, 58) and thereafter the

farm was sold to the Provincial Administration (Fine, 1988:90). Between

1942 and 1984 the township was administered by the TPA, the municipality, the

Peri-Urban Board and the Administration Board, after which it was administered

by a local authority set up under the Black Local Authorities Act of 1982 (.\bbott

et sl; 1988:2).
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In 1974 a move to KaNgwane was first raised, which was publicly rejected by
the community on the grounds that 'l:iieyhad been paying rent for a long time and
they would not get their money back; that thF.;lstood to lose the houseswhiChthey
had built themselves; and that the community liQeyhad come to be a part of, and
the area they had lived in for a long period, would be destroyed. The councillors
continued to try to persuade people to move until August 1987, when the
community was told that the area had been "reprieved" and that they were no
longer to be removed. Thus for the first time in 1.3years, comnamity attention
could focus upon im.proving conditions locally (interview with the AHC,
21,(04/1 ~88).

\',
,)

During the same period' (the late 19705 and early 19805). there was a steady
increase in rents, culminating in a 20% rent increase proposal by the newly
appointed local authority of KwaThandeka (KLA) in 1984. This increase had
been instigated by the Eastern Transvaal Development Board (Memo, January
1988) but was in factillegal because it had not been published in the
government gazette (Fine, 1988:95). The community's response to these two
actions (the rent increases and the move to KaNgwane)was ttl form an
organisation, the Amsterdam HomeCtiR1!l1ittee(AHC) to oppose them. and to refuse
to pay rent (interview with the AHC, 27/04/1988).

A further issue of concern to residents at the time was the availability of land for
housing. Residents began trying to obtain additional land for housing once the
threat of forced removal waswithdrawn. 80 families had either applied or were
on the official list by the end of August 1987 (Minutes, 31/08/1987).
However conflicting views were given by officials With the township
superintendent saying that 350 sites were available and officials of the
Department of Constitutional Affairs saying that there was a shortage of sites
(Abbott et aI, 1988:3). Finally, in January '1988 the TPA admitted that the 350
sites were available, but stated that the stands could not be alloc:atedbecause the
sites could not be identified. Consequently the township had to be planned, other-
wise this could result in conflict between the plan and the random allocation.
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No elections for any form of local government for KwaThandekawere held for a
\number of years (prior to October 1988). According to officials of the
DeVeJ5pmentBoard, a Local Authority Council (the KLA) was established in
terms of Section 5 of the Black Local Authorities Act of 1984. ;:~(vepeople were
elected at :a meeting of residents in September 1984 and these names submitted
to the Minister for approval. Ministerial approval had been confirmed in
November 11)84. Ii'} October 1986 a notice:'in the Government Gat~tte by the
St';!te President sta'Led'tflat all local authority positions were to 6e frozen until
the October rssa elections.

There was dispute between residents and members of the Council over a meeting
which was supposed to have taken place on the 7 Septern~~r 1984 to elect the

: "

Local Authority Committee. The AHCstated that there W~$ no public notice and
therefore residents did not know of the meeting (interyi~ws with the AHC,
27/04/1988 and 02/0811988). An official of the/Department of
Constitutional Development stated at a meeting with the community that as far as
the Department were concerned those peopleWere legally elected and would
remain the representatives until october 1988 (Minutes, 31/08/1987).

Powerswere given to the Local Authority Committee on the 21 October 198'7
(Minutes, 3011 0/1987).

At that stage the township management structure comprised a Council of S
members, together with a manager, transferred from the old Administration
Board, ;,lho was employed on a 1ull time basis. From interviews carried out as
part t;lf the survey it was clear t~1at there was a great deal of unhappiness within
the community at this appointment. It was perceived as a continuation of the old
apartheid style Administration Board, with all its connotations.

Given this history, it became clear that there was a great deal of mistrust and
misunderstanding between the authorities and the community. This study
attempted to evaluate the situation in KwaThandekaobjectively, in order to
provide a basis for future development of the areawhich would be acceptable to
all parties.
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6 .4 Background to the project

In an effort to end th~ rent boycott in KwaThandekaand to address some of the
community's needs representatives of the TPA adoressed a public meeting and
requested the AHC to assist the development process for their area by providing
input into this plan (Minutes, 31/08/1987). The AHC then called in a group of

professionals, under t\:~eleadership of the author, to assist in this process.

Having been given official sanction to participate. in the process it became clear

that the AHCperceived that the issueof a physical plan was only one aspect of a
much greater needs profile for the area, and as such could not be divorced from
other aspects such as services, house construction, ~ \ling needs and even
work opportunities (inte1"iewwitl1 the AHC, 27/04/1988). Working within
limited financial t1:onstr1,i{nts,the group decided to limit the study to the areas of
greatest need. The study therefore centred around the provision of physical and
social services and housing, specifically addressing two. issues:

1. Quantifying existing levels of service, confirming demographic data and
identifying community needs (the survey).

2. Identifying or quantifying the minimum levels of service required to meet
individual and community needs.

The development of these study objectives WQ$ carried out in such a way as to
form the basis for a long term development plan for the township. This in turn
led to a report (Abbott at aI, 1988) which was submitted to the TPA and from
which the data quoted in this Chapter is taken.

In parallel with the above the KLA appointed a town planner who, in 1989,
submitted a township application which had been prepared without any
community consultation and which was opposed totally by the residents of
KwaThandeka. This plan was developed using a single criterion of minimised
capital costs for infrastructure provision which, if implemented, would result
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in multiple sub-divisions of existing stands. In accepting the planner's

submission the TPA ignored the community's report. An objection to the

township application was then prepared (Abbott, 1990). This incorporated a

second, more detailed survey of the township (Social Surveys, 1990), aimed at

acquiring specific information to use in motivating the objection. This looked at

the social, political and economic implications of stand sub-division, taking into

account factors such as the contribution of home-grown food production on health

and on the local economy; the social impact of increased densities; the increased

unemt,'~yment and the impact upon the social fabric of the community. The

conclusions were that multiple sub-division would have a significant negative

impact in all of these areas. After nine months of indecision and prevarication,

the TPA finally accepted this objection. The AHA then prepared alternative

proposals for the development of KwaThandeka(Abbott, 1991) and these were

accepted fully by the TPA in May 1992 (Minutes, 11/05/1992). In

KwaThandekathe community succeeded in dOI'l1inatinga neg')tiation process which

centred around a technical agenda defined by the authorities.

6.5 Research methodcloqy for the KwaThandeka study

In conducting the research into conditions at KwaThandeka five methods of

research were used. The first of these was a series of discussions with members

of the AHC (27/04/1988; 28/05/1988; 02/08/1988). The second was a

mass meeting with the community, held on 28 May 1988, to discuss needs and

problems. South Mrica was under a State of Emergency at the time and public

meetings could only be held with the written permission of the magistrate. As

only one meeting was permitted, consultation with the wider community had to

take piace via informal meetings between community groups and individual

members of the AHC.

The third method was a social survey of the township. Here, because no official

plans of the area existed, and becausethe demographic pattem was known to

comprise large numbers of extended families, every stand was visited and an
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attempt made to interview more than one houseoccupant per stand. The

questionnaire comprised predominantly closed questions, aimed primarily at

gathering demographic information. The questionnaire was translated into Zulu

and a pilot survey carried out among members of the AHC. The questionnaire was

then modified and a full survey carried out over a 3 day period, using between 5

and 8 helpers from the community who were briefed and trained beforehand (the

english translation of the questionnaire in given inAppendix B). In total 341

households were canvassed and support for the survey was strong. with only 12

people refusing to answer questions. Data was gathered on house distribution;

household size distribution, age distribution, school attendance and income

distribution.

The fourth method was:an examination of engineering records, while the final

method of research was the a review of secondary sources such as personal and

public documents in the Legal ResourcesCentre (LRC). Ongoing participant

observation was also considered to be valuable as a means of obtaining additional

information.

6 • 6 Details of the survey findings

The study concerned itself with three areas of need in terms of service provision:

physical infrastructure. education, and housinq. This analysis will be concerned

only with physical infrastructure. "rom discussions it became clear that the

community had identified three broad areas in which they found the existing

services to be unsatisfactory, namely cost, level of service and general efficiency

of operation. These issues were central to the analytical process underlying the

evaluation of the services themselves and were considered particularly

important in evaluating different perceptions of service provision. Table 6.1

below is a summary of information related to plots, houses, population and

densities. Details of the various physical services is then provided in t ne sub-

sections which follow.
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Table 6.1: Demography of the area

(a) General

no of stands, recorded by authorities

no of stands identified by survey

No of occupied stands

266
266
263

(b) Information pertaining to stands visited and interviews conducted

No of stands visited

No of houses visited

Total no of houses counted

No of families recorded

No of persons recorded

(0) Extrapolated data (based upon 534 houses)

Total number of stands

Tota! number of houses

Total number of families

Total population

(d) averages

No of people per stand

No of people per house

No of people per family unit

No of houses per stand

No of fa:nHies per house

No of families per plot

266
351

534

469
2773

266
534
c713

42:19

16,0

7,9
5,9
2,0

1,3
'2,7

'I
\~
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6.6.1 Water

Water was supplied to the township from a water treatment plant in Amsterdam,

via a small reservoir, from where it is distributed via a small bore (SO and

25mm piping) to communal standpipes. A total of 27 standpipes were identified

of which three were broken. The reservoir was extremely small, with a c,p.<i~.ty

of only 2,6 hours at peak flow. In addition the flow into the reservoir was

extremely low, being measured at 41/s.

The main complaint that people had was of an intermittent supply. Prior to the

survey the system was reported as providing water for only 3 days per week. In

part this was traced to the council cutting off the supply in an attempt to break

the rent boycott. This practice stopped during the survey but the supply was

still found to be inadequate. Randomchecks over the six month period during and

after the survey indicated an average operation of 5 days per week. In six

random checks the reservoir was found to be full only once. On the remaining

occasions it was either a quarter full with :3 falling water level; empty but with

water passing directly through the system; or empty with no flow. All checks

were made in the early afternoon. On the occasion when the reservoir was full

the flow from the standpipe nearest to the reservoir was 251 in 100 seconds.

There was thus a significant difference between the supply and draw-off rates.

The average availability of taps was one tap per 175 people but, because of the

skewed distribution of taps and the varying density of housing this increased to 1

tap per 400 people in the worst case. Similarly the worst case for walking

distance was 350m from house to tap. No provision was made for drainage

around standpipes, resulting in pools of stagnant water accumulating at each tap.

Finally the thre·etaps which were broken had not been adequately sealed off and

consequently leaked constantly, thereby reducing water availability still

further. When there W,:lS no water, or water of inadequate quantity, residents

used the river, situated approximately O,Skm from the nearest dwellings. The

access point on the river was downstream of the outfall from the Amsterdam

waste-water treatment plant.
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6.6.2 Sanitation

The system of sanitation employed in the township was the bucket system. 251
plastic buckets were supplied to each house; where they were placed under a

frame and seat in a toilet outbUilding. Twice a week the used buckets were placed

in the street outside each dwelling, by the residents, for collection and

replacement. To handle and treat the waste an evaporation pond system was con-
structed approximately one kilometre south east of the township, where the

buckets were emptied, washed and reused. The collection system was manual.

Specific problems associated with the sanitation system as installed ill'
KwaIhandeka, \Nere identified as follows:

1. Buckets were emptied twice per week but the emptying service was

erratic, so that buckets could be left standing in the road\'';-cn ~ to 4 hours.
"This created a fly nuisance and increased the potential for disease.

/', .. .. ,.,

Buckets were frequently knocked over by dogs, exacerbating the problem.

2. With a mean stand density of 15,9 people per stand, and based upon

typical figures for excreta and urine production. supplied by the World

Bank (World Bank, 1990a) a volume of 951 of waste material would be

generated over a four day period on a site served by one 251 bucket. This

excludes cleaning materials, which could increase this volume by up to

50%.

3. Toilets supplied by the authorities were of poor quality and badly

constructed.

4. The treatment system for night.,oil comprised 3 digestion/oxidation ponds

in series. However, due to a lack of a permanent water supply, only the

first pond was used as an anaerobic treatment pond (being diluted with

water brought to the site by tanker), and functioned only because of the
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limited quantity of faecal material collected, Yet the cost of the full

~em was debited to the KwaThandekaaccount.

6.6.3 Roads and stormwater drainage

Roadswere constructed of in-situ compacted material. KwaThandeka itself takes

the form of an ellipse, with the, long axis paralleling the contours. The main
roads along the axis are wide, with no provision for storm water removal.

During rains, the water first accumulates in the roads and then runs off through

the yards of people an the lower side oUhe road. There were many indications of

the erosion of foundations. There were also indications (in support of residents'

complaints) that water actually ran through peop~elshouses during storms,"

r" ••.<!

The effeb,,'on the minor roads running east to west across the contour was equally

bad, although the detrimental action in this case was on the road condition itself.

The stormwater washed out the finer material from the road surface, leaving

coarser stones arid cobbles on the surface and leadin'gto extensive rutting and

pothollng which made vehicular access extremely difficult.

6.6.4 Rubbish removal

This service was not provided.

6.6.5 Other servlcas

There (~~asno electricity in KwaThandek~l.and, with the exception of one line to

the Sf.f.!.~,school, no telephones.
}(

6.6.6 Demand for land

The survey found that, in addltioa only to the 263 existing residential stands,

there was a need for between 271 and 450 additional sites. The lower figure was
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the expressed need while the higher fjgure reflected the total number of

addltienal nuclear families sharing existing sites.

\ ')

6.6.7 A comprehensive planning perspective

The report outlined from the beginning the need to view KwaThandeka from a
more comprehensive planning perspective, rather than simply providing a

physical plan" The need for this approach was confirmed as the results of the

socio-economic study were produced. Throughout the report stressed the need to

consider the information gathered as the basis for a development process, so that

the physical plan could then be optimised and integrated into this process. In

addition this-report produced recommendations on service levels and proposals

for cost restructuring of tariffs .. At that stage the report highlighted the low

income profile of the community and indicated that the large plots currently

provided served ~ wider role in terms of producing food for local consumption,

but did not go into detail (Abbott et ai, 1988).

6. 7 The follow-up survey

In March 1990 a firm of Town and RegionalPlanners appointed by the KLA (with

the approval of the TPA) submitted a township establishment application for

KwaThandeka to the TPA. This application prdl':1oi:;edthe multiple sub-divlslonof

stands in the area, coupled with provision for a major denslflcation in terms of

the local population. The rationale behind this plan was that optimising plot size

would increase housing densities and thereby minimise service installation costs.

From their submission it was clear that the planners considered that the capital

cost of services was the only criterion of importance in determining the physical

planning layout. In developing their proposals the planners did not consult with

the community at any stage. Instead they based their proposal solely on

information provided by an aerial photograph of KwaThandeka, which they

commissioned.
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Physically the siltuatiod on the ground appeared to be the same, inJhat the ~urvey
house count W3!S 534 idwellings,while the number of dwellings counted in the
aerial photograph wa~i521. However, the way in which this situation was

ii

interpreted Wl1$ totall!v different. Firstly the planners ignored existing site
boundaries and iiSSUm(~dthat the 521 dwellings were occupying a non-demarcated

"

piece of land, i.e, that ,KwaThandekawas an informal settlement. Secondly they
took the demand;fjgur~!ssi{lii!arto those in the AHCsurvey and added these to the
521 existing sites. Thirdly, the planners made provision for a very large
number of addi1;ior;all~ites, which resulted in their final plan allowing for 1841
sites in total, comparel~ to between 534 and 713 in the surve'jirF'~~;:hrt.The only
possible reason for such a high figure had to be an aHolNancefor an influx from
surrounding "white" farms, This coincided with a new government strategy
(rigidly enforced by the TPA) of classification of all f,~rmworkers, coupled with
the forced removal of those who could no~prove that thl~ywere employed (e.g.
relatives of farm workers and disabledorretireQ fan'n workers).

/:,. v

This planning appllcatlon was totally unacceptable to the community. H:·,tly,
the planners failed to recognise the strong senseof ownership associated with the
larger sites, which had been allocated to the registered occupants legally.
Secondly, the planners assumed that many of the occupants were "squatters",
who would support their planning approach. The survey showed in fact that thls
was not the case. Very few site owners actually SUb-letparcels of land to
outsiders. The large majority of the additional people living in additional
dwellingson toe demarcated standswere in fact related to the head of household
occupying the main house. And thirdly residents claimed that the plan, if
implemented, wouid seriously disrupt their =s and make them poorer.

These plans, a~ submitted to the TI)A, had ITI'Jui ..:.:conomic,social, political and
technical implications. In order that these could be more clearly quantified, a
second, follow-up survey of the area was carried out, this time by a professional
social survey company whic.hspecalised in this type of work (Social surveys,
1990).
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In the second survey 17'1 household interviews were conducted on 1..wothirds of
the stands, wi'h one household interviewed per stand. For this survey a
household was defined as all those people living under one roof. The stands on
which the interviews took place were selected using a completely random sample,
with strict substitution and call back rules used in accordance with this
technique (Social Surveys, 1990; 1).

This survey elicited more information than the first in terms of the
relationships between the people living on the stands and provided a more
detailed breakdown of income distribution. It looked at employment levels; the
reaction of people to sub-division; the use of plots for growing food! keeping
animals; and the economic effect on plot dwellers of losing their plots. On the
basis of this data, and the previous information collected, the broader
implications of the impact of the plan on the social fabric of Kwafhandeka were
identified and summarised in terms of their economic, social, political and
technical impact.

From an economic perspective there were four major points of concern
expressed, namely the effects on: food production and survival; employment and
income; housing; and affordability in terms of infrastructure. The survey
indicated a high reliance on home-grown produce in an area with a very low
income distribution, where 93% of residents indicated that they grow their own
food; 75% indicated that they would suffer materially if unable to grow food; and
40 % indicated they would not have enough to live on if the supplementary food
source WaS unavailable. The massive influx of I1eW residents resulting from the
provision of so many stands would lower the mean income still further since
there are few Job opportunities in the area; tne loss of homes to road reserves
etc. would create unnecessary hardship; and the proposed plan would not
necessarily provide the lowest infrastructure cost as indicated in the planners'
submission.

Socially the plan would result in a general deterioration of the health and well-
being of the community and a deterioration in the quality of life of residents; the
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expanded site would encourage the local forced removal of farm labourers; and
finally this influx would remove both the farm labourers' and the town peoples'
means of support. Politically the plan had within it the seeds of major unrest,
since it was so strongly opposed.

And finally, technically, the increased densities would necessitate the installation
of a water-borne sewerage system (given the health hazards and social
unacceptability of the current bucket system). This would also necessitate water
to every site. Given the socia-economic profile of Kwafhandeka such a system
would not be the most economical, whilst the operational and maintenance cost
was likely to be beyond the ability of the largemajority of residents to afford.

These findinglswere subm'tted to the TPA in the form of a legal objection to the
prsposed development of KwaThandekain May 1990 (Abbott, 1990) where they
stayed, without an official response, for nine months. Finally the TPA accepted
the objection and stated that recognition would be given to the existing situation.
They also stated that a new approach to planningwould begin and requested the
MiC's assistance in demarcating existing boundaries (Minutes, 21/03/1991).

In August 1991 the TPA called a further meeting at which they requested a
development plan from the AHC, having produced no plans of their OWn(minutes.
22/08/1991). After an acrimonious meeting the AHC agreed to produce a
development proposal which they did in September (Abbott, 1991). 'The
proposalwas based upon: linking the developraent and the economies of
KwaThandeka and Amsterdam; additional land for small-scale agriculture
development; the cost and level of infrastructure; access opportunities to work
and facilities; transport costs; education, health and other ~Iocialfacilities; and
user preference. The findings of this report were presented at a meeting on 21

<

September 1991' (Minutes, 2.1/09/1991).

At a meeting on 12 March 1992 the TPA and the Council, through their town
planner, stated that they accepted the recommendaticns set out in the above
report (Minutes, 1210311992). Over the next few months meetings were held
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with a variety of parties, culminating in a meeting on 17 July 1992 at which the

A"!}'iJgreed to reform itself as a civic organisation, employ lhe services of CI NGO
specialising in small scale agriculture and support the formation of a small
farmers group (Minutes, 11/07/1992). This group was formed on 15 August
1992.

6.8 Analysis of the Kwa'Ihandeka project

The community participation process in KwaThandekawas both ihtense and
complex. Unlike Soweto, where the primary thrust centred around political
neqotlatlons, that at KwaThandeka centred around technical issues. The prlmary
interaction from We community side was thus with technical specls'tsts rather
than politicians. As a result it was possible to analyse differing perceptions of
what constitutes a service independent of a political agenda. Thus, for example
there has never been an "el11powerment" drive behind the actions of
KwaThandekaresidents, in the way that there was in Soweto and other
metropolitan centres. There W~~ vre!lt boycott because people were dissatisfied
with the services provided. In public meetings the needs expressed were for
employment opportunities, water, schools, improved sMitation and roads. These
needs, and frustration with the performance.of existing services, constituted the
driving force behind the rent boycott. This dtfference with the metropolitan
areaswas also evident in the attitudes of the &ommunity towards the different
authorities. Thus the KwaThandeka Local Authority was considered illegitimate

I

and oppo,~,edby the majority of residents, and the AHC refused to deal with
councmo~,directly. The TPA on the other hand was recognised as a legal
authority. The community elected a committee (the AHC) to represent their
needs but there was no indication of a desire for power or control in the sense
expressed by Moser, and as practised by the civics in the PWV.

Several differences with Latin America case studies can be seen clearly in this
study. Peoplehad land, and this Wasassuredonce the threat I)f removal to
KaNgwanewas removed. What played itself out was the underlying technical
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issue of the different parties (the technical professionals in the TPA together
(,

with their consultants on the one side and the community on the other) playing
out their different rationalities (Chapter 3.7) in respect of upgrading and the

role of services. Central to this interplay were the differeli~ perceptions of what
actually constitutes a service. I

6 ••9 Differing perceptions of service provision

The series of h1~etingon KwaThandekaindicated that professionals andQffici~)~!of
, ,,"','

the TPA shareq'a common, very clear, perception of what constituted a service.
This perception is based upon a first world view of services, operated and
maintained to provide maximum user convenience within a strong technical
operational and maintenance capacity. This technicist approach views services
in terms of their performance against the original design specification, the
quality of the workmanshipand materials of construction. The differing
perceptions of service performance were summed up, unwittlnqly, by an official
of the TPA, in a discussion with community representatives on service charges
(notes of meeting, 19/08/1988). Hestated that the principle behind the
negotiations over the payment of ssrvlce chargesmust be that people agree to pay
for what they get (by way of services); i.e. that services must be paid for.

There are actually two statements there which express the authorities' concern
about non-payment of services. The first is that Upeople must pay for what they
get" and the second that "services must be paid for". Superficially these two
statements appear to say the same thing. In the context of KwaThandekahowever,
the two statements actually highlight a fundamental difference between the
perceptions of users in the community, whose interpretation is based upon the
first statement, and professionals and officials, who base their actions on the
second. This distinction, which has relevance for service provision in many
developing countries, is one of t~d underlying reasons for the difference between
ethical and technical rationalities.
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Thus, in discussions with officials on this issue, the "officia!" view ~. service
cost recoverywas that a cost had been expendedand must be recovered. Although
it was acknowledged that the sesvicesgenerally were of poor quality and not
performing satisfactorily, the officials were adamant that cost recovery
remained a valid objective. When the services had been installed they had met
the necessary technical criteria laid down in terms of the workmanship and
materials speciflcatton, as well as the design \,,\.rerla specified. The cost had
been amortised over 30 years and this cost had to be recovered.

The community took a different view. To them the services were not performing
their function satisfactorily and should not be paid for. However this view was
not simplistic. From discussions in both public meetings and small groups it
became clear that in fact the perception of se;:rviceswas quite complex and that
the issueof performance of a service was viewed on several different levels.

6. 1 0 Defining service performance

From the analysis at the services discussed earlier, together with the feedback
frorr, meetings and interviews, three components/of service performance were
identified. The first component centred around reliability. This reflected the
level of operation and maintenance of the service as well as how effectively it met
the technical design criteria. Thus it was a quantitative measure, defined as the
"efflciency-zelated component of performance". The second was the issue of
health and safet)!. Here individuals raised the issue of health hazards in water
supply, sanitation, and roads and stormwater drainage. Thus this component
measured, qu.ditatlvely; the relationship between the output or capacity of a
particular service compared to the need for that particular service. This was
defined as the "quality-related component of performance". The third
component reflected how far the service went towards satisfying the needs and/or
aspirations of the community, l.e. the socio-cultural and/or soclo-polltlcal
values of the community. This was termed the "political component of
performance" .
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The various services available to the community in Kwarhandeka were then
evaluated against the above criteria.

6.10.1 Water

The water supply in KwaThandeka was intermittent and of variable flow. The
residents did not know when it would be working nor how much water would be
available. The supply was therefore unreliable. The limited per capita
availability made personal hygiene difficult and thereby encouraged the spread of
water-borne diseases. In addition, because of the poor and intermittent supply,
many people used the river to supplement their requirements. This need for
mgular supplementation negated any public health benefit that a potable supply
might (and should) provide. Thus, although the supply was in itself of adequate
quality, the net result was an unsafe water supply situation for residents. With
regard toomeeting needs and aspirations, the community accepted the principle of
communal standpipes. The number and spacingof the standpipes however were
not acceptable.

The water supply therefore failed to meet any of the performance criteria
adequately so that the value of the supply to residents was greatly diminished. In
fact it could be argued that, as soon as people are forced to use a poor quality
source of water On this case a river downstream of a treated sewage outfall) on a
regular basis, the supply of water lost all value in terms of benefiting health.

6.10.2 Sanitation

Whilst buckets were generally collected twice per week there was no fixed time
for collection and the buckets were often left standing outside for prolonged
periods. Furthermore the twice weekly collection was inadequate for· the volume
of excreta generated. Hence the system was unreliable. This inadequacy in turn
causes a serious health hazard which renderedthe system unsafe from a health
viewpoint.
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Finally the bucket system itself was highly unpopular and failed to meet the
social needs and aspirations of the community. This meant that people were being
asked to pay for something they did not want. The sanitation system was
therefore extremely inadequate, when measured against all three of the
performance criteria. Since there existed an efficient cheap alternative which
could be easily provided (l.e, ventilated improved pit latrines) this meant that
the sanitation system in KwaThandeka had no value whatsoever to residents.

6.10.3 Roads and Stormwater drainage

The conditlon of the reads was poor and the grading of roads infrequent. In
additlon provision fer the drainage of stormwater was nonexistent. The overall
result was a road and stormwater network which net only made accessing of
houses difficult for both pedestrians and vehicles, particularly during rain, but
also caused direct deterioration to houses. Measured against the criteria for
performance therefore the read and stormwater system was deficient on all three
counts,

6.10.4 Township mailageM~nt

The role of the Township Management was intimately bouneup with the services
provided and the level of those services. In the case of KwaThandekai where the
services had been shown to be of poor quality, this reflected upon the township
manaqernent and, because of his high profile, the Township Manager. In addition
the management structure was seen by the community as a continuation of
old-style .apartheid and was both unpopular and unwanted.

Township management cannot be quantified directly in terms of the performance
criteria of efficie;lcy and safety. However, since a primary function of the
management was ~o provide and maintain services, its performance could be

\
judged indirectly in :~erms of the level and quality of service provision.
Measured this way management performance was poor,
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6.10.5 Summaryof findings

Overall the infrastructure service in KwaThandeka, whose function should have

been to improve the quality of life of residents, actually had a detrimental effect

on their quality of life, negatively affecting the health, comfort and convenience

of the people living there, Whilst all services were of low quality when judged in.
terms of a performance specification, the sanitation system was particularly

poor as weI! as being totally unacceptable to the community culturally, socially

and politically. The system of township management, which strongly reflects a

"top- down" paternalistic approach, was also found to be highly unpopular.

6.1 1 A comparison of "costs" and "value"

The community or user perceptions of services described above enable a

comparison to be made between the different parties. From the controlling

authority's viewpoint a service can be-defined in terms of a monetary value

which equates to the cost of amortising and operating physical infrastructure and

is based upon a materials and workmanship specification. However the above

discussion has attempted to show that, from a user viewpoint, the perception of a

service may be totally different, since it is based upon a performance

specification, i.e. how well the service performs its task.

The latter specification has a qualltatlve as well as a quantitative component and

hence is more difficult to evaluate. Nonethelessthis section has attempted to

evaluate the services in KwaThandekaagainst a performance specification and has

shown that the services provided are of poor quality. This in turn raises the

issue of what is a "fair" payment for services.,

If the performance specification is lower than the materials and workmanship

specification then this implies that, between the supplier of the service and the

end user, there is a "loss" in the value of that service. The key issue then

becomes whether the user should pay for that loss in value, when he or she has
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had no say in the planning, provision and ongoing operation of that service. 'The

argument of the community, which underlies the rent boycott, is effectively that

the cost to the user should be based upon the value of the service he or she

receives.

In KwaThandeka this would imply that service charges should be virtually nil,

since only the water supply can justify even partial recovery. Obviously such a

situation would be difficult for the authorities to accept, since there are other

relevant factors such as costs incurred and affordabillty. In KwaThandeka it was

argued that this should be done by drawing up a performance specification in con-

junction with the community. The level and operation of services to meet this

performance specification could then be determined and casted. This option would

imply that certain costs associated with the present services may need to be

written off .
.'

Superficially this type. ofjnvolvement in infrastructure provision on the part of

the community appears to fall into Paul's category of community particlpatlon

for the improvement of project effectiveness. However, bearing in mind that in

KwaThand~kathe proposals for upgrading carne from the community, and took

four years of debate before they were.accepted by the authorities and their

technical advisors, this is an inadequate description of what is happening. In

Paul's interpretation the flow is outwards, from the project to the community;

establishing a project and then seeking the involvement of the community. In

KwaThandeka the direction was reversed, beginning in the community and then

moving inwards to express community needs through a project, in a process of

negotiation with the authorities. This is a form of engagement with the

author ities which is centred upon re-defining the role of infrastructure, and

establishing procedures by which priority-setting h'l infrastructure is achieved.

The output from the negotiation process in KwaThandekawas a recognition that

broader social and economic objectives were as important in achieving these as

were financial and technical objectives. This links back to Chapter 4.1,

supporting the concept that infrastructure provision. is a complex process in

itself, rather than Simply the supply of specific products. If both infrastructure
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provision andpommunity participation ~\~ complex processes in themselves,
\ \

then the crux of the debate on infrastruc, ~re provision is how to achieve an inter-
action between two processes. \ .

\ \
\ \
I, ;

'\ \

\ \, .
\ "

6.1 2 Conclusions ., \

\ '

The 1.vel of1(community interest in services in ~\\FThandeka was intense but,

unlike :,ow4~f),where the primary thrust centre~,'\around political degotiations, .
i',,' , \ _'/

that at KwaThandeka centred around technical iss \es. The prirnady interaction
u 1_", \ " if

from the community side was thus with technical \ 7ecialists rather than

politicians. This interaction illustrates the differe~, es in perceptions of

services that the two groups (community and techn ~al specialists) have, arising
\ \
1 ;

I l
i!

'(he Kwafhandeka study shows the way in which tech\,cal professionals use the
it

quantitative data of cost and technical specifications a~'\thebase measurement

criterion. This corresponds to Goulet's "technical r~ lionality" (chapter 3.7).
I

The study then demonstrates that the community uses\ \ more qualitative

criterion of value, corresponding to Goulet's "ethical\ rationality".

from their respective vantage points.

In a conventional approach to urban infrastructure pro. lision a project will be

designed on the basis of technical and financial criteria, a ld opposed by the

community using a totally different set of criteria (socla economic and

political). In order to prevent polarisation and integrate, hess two different

rationalities a new project methodology is needed.

The first step in this process is to produce arguments for and against different

project proposals (e.g. for each service level option) in terms of the whole range

of criteria (social, economic, political, financial and technical). This can be done

by carrying out a social survey which collects data on issues of importance to the

community and the project, in terms of all these criteria. This step leads
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technical professionals to appreciate the social and value-based criteria inherent
?

in infrastructure provision.

The second step is to draw a distinction between the capital costs and the

operating and maintenance cost of a project, and to treat the issue of cost

recovery for the two components separately. There has been an historical

aJialgamation of capital cost (through amortisation) with operating and

maintenance costs. This lies at the core of the differences in perceptions of

services mentioned above.

At present technical professionals look at what a service § and use a relatively

straig61:fbrward specification to do this, namely the quality of materials and

workmanship achieved during the construction phase measured against the

original design specification. Based upon this perception, technical professionals

tend to be pre-occupied with the recovery of capital cost. This issue is discussed

in more detail in chapter 7.

The community's measurement of the performance of different infrastructure

services is based upon tacit knowledge1 of what a service does at a particular

point in time. The KwaThandekastudy indicates that this tacit knowledge can be

expressed in terms of three quantifiable components of performance. These are:

1. Reliability.

2. Health and safety.

3. Social, cultural and political acceptability.

These performance criteria can be q\)antifiably compared to the issues of

operating and maintenance costs and affordability, This is the basis on which

both parties (technical professionals and the community) can view

infrastructure in terr; ! of how people live with a given level of service in the

long term - l.e, its sustainablllty,
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These two steps need to be integrated into the process wl-lich controls the
1"".1

provision of infrastructure, i.e, the way in which services are chosen, designed
and managed. Having looked at the choice of services in this chapter, chapter 7
now moves on to examine the management system.

Endnotes

1. See for example McCall 1987 for a discussion of the concept of tacit
knowledge in communities.
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CHAPTER: 7

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION AND THE ROI_E OF
TECHNICAL PROFESSIONALS IN AN URBAN CONTEXT

7.1 Introduction

The previous chapters examine community participation from a theoretical
perspective; look at the role of urban social movements in shaping perceptions of
participation; and identify community needs for improved services both as the
driving 'force which enabled the civic movement to grow to its current strength
and in providing the focus for improving community participation. Problems
arising from differing perceptions of services have also been highlighted.

'n this, predominantly political, context the logical solution would be to
"democratise" the existing local government structure to make it more sensitive
to the needs of the wideI' community, taking into account the problems and
concerns mentioned above. One recent journal argues, for example, that" ...
[commentators on local government] accept the need for greater efficiency and
effectiveness " ithin local government but see this less in the technocratic
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improvement of rules and procedures "andmore in terms of participatory .
structures, new partnerships with community organisation a;~a more direct
accountability to citizens." (Environment and Urbanization., 1991 :6). This
thesis, whilst recognising the validity of these points raised, takes a different
view, arguing that the role of technology is of equal importance to the democratic
structures. The impact of technQlogy is not confined to ~hetechnocratic
lrnproveraent of rules and procedures, but is much wid~r" affecting all aspects of
people's IiVE~S"as the case study of KwaThandekashows. This chapter explores in
detail the impact of complex technology on the management of infrastructure in' a
situation of acute resource constraints.

7.2 Municipal government in developing countries

There are three major systems of local government structures in developing
countries. Two of these are strongly lntluenced by colonial occupation by the
British and the French respectively. Th~third is that used in Latin America,
which is similar to the United State~~model. There are many differert~es between
them (for a comprehensive comparison of the first two see Batley and Stoker,
, 991 :23). However, in terms of relevance to this debate the two major
differences between them are (i) the relationship between the legislature and the
executive; and (ii) the relationship between central and local goventment.

On the first "Latin American municipal g(wernments tend to organize themselves
politically between the executive and the legislative. The first is usually
assignedto a single body (the mayor or intendent) and the second to a collective
body (a council chamber)" (Herzer and Pirez, 1991 :81). Often "the legislative
body is subordinate to the municipal executive" (Herzer and Plrez, 1991 :81).
In terms of the relationship between central and local government, the Latin
American system has two characteristics. The first is a linkage between the
legislative side of municipal government and party machines (Herzer and Plrez,
1991 :84), based upon a system of "patronage". The second is the strong
influence of what Herzer and Plrez call the dominant sector of local society over
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the executive, and employees, whose careers are often dependent upon being

"receptive" to this sector (Herzer and Pirez, 1991 :83).

The French system also has this dual elective system, which is dominated by the

chief executive (the mayor) but, in terms of the relationship between central

and local gOVemment, the Iinkag.e (with the system as operated in developing

countries) is much more of a bureaucratic one. Thus "The devolution of power to

local government (in francophone countries) ... operates within a well

established financial and administrative system that continues to mairtain tight

control (from the centre]" (Stren, 19!}1 :18).

Under the British system the two arms of the local authority are more distinct

with "the [elected] legislative arm (or council) concerned with policy

formulation; and the executive arm eoncerned with the implementation-of the

policies And composed of administrative and professional staff" (Bubba and

Larnba, 1991 :40). On the relationship between central and local government the

British system is different again from the other two. Here" ... a number of

important Anglophone countries [among devek)ping nations] already enjoyed a

considerable degree of financial freedom as well as a wide range of permissive

functlons at the level of local councils" (Stren, 1991 :16).

South Africa is similar to other anglophone colonies which, to quote Bubba and

Lamba's description from Kenya, operate "an urban administration system .•.

derived from the British local administrative system" (Bubba and Lamba,

1991 :37). For this ireason the discussion which follows will concentrate on the

British based model of local governmemt. The relevance of the findings of this

thesls to other systems of local government would be a valuable area of further

research.

prior to the Royal Commission of 1925-29 (Onslow, 1925;1928;1929), the

majority of the functions of local government in Britain had related to social

infrastructure such as education, watch committees, small holdings, care of the

mentally defective, etc. This emphasis on social services remain strong in
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England (for example, following the local government reforms of 1972, the

provision of social infrastructure again became the dominant function) and this

influences the way in which many british researchers view local government in

developing countries (as illustrated by the earlier quotations).

The incorporation of physical infrastructure management into the local

authorities arises from two distinct roots, one in public health and one in

transportation; As a result of an investigation into the poor laws in the mid

1980s a relationship began to emerge between disease and the urban

environment. This was established as an incontrovertible link by Chadwick's

Report on the Sanitary condition of the Labouring population of Great Britain in
1842 (Fraser, 1973:58). Chadwick recommended improved sanitation (water

supply and sewerage), controlled by a central authority (Fraser. 1973:58~75).

This mobilised local authorities who, whilst balking at the cost of service

provision, were not prepared to have centralised control for fear that this would

mean the loss of local government (Fraser, 1973:65). The result was the

Public Health Act of 1875, in which local government retained the management

of water supply and sanitation but central government took legislative

responsibility.

Transportation was different. Here" according to Onslow, it was only the County

Councils and the Metropolitan Boroughs (Cities) which were involved heavily in

physical infrastructure (meaning in this instance roads and drainage) (Onslow,

1925:81 ~88). In this instance it was the growth of (mechanical) vehicular

traffic following the war of 19 14~191 8 which forced a restructuring of the

system. The integration and rationalisation of all physical infrastructure was

finally addressed in the final report on Local Government reform, and three

broad technical functions of the large authorities were recognised: Roads and

Bridges; Public Health; and Housing (Onslow. 1929).

In parallel with the debate on management control was a second debate on

financing of infrastructure. With the debate on water supply and sanitation In

the mid- 1840s the choice was "between a joint-stock company deriving its
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income from those who used its services and a public authority financed by all
through the rates and backed by regal statute" (Fraser, 1973:63). The second
option was chosen, although those jOint-stoc~_.~}a~l:lrcompanies which had already
been formed were granted licence to c9r.t~riue.~he financial arrangements were
codified by the second report on the R~\formof L~f,,;!lGovernment (Onslow,
1928). The major imrlication of.this decision was the separation of the source
of income (rates) from the sources of expenditure.

The practical result of these local govemment reforms was the concept of
government management by line function, with the key areas being
administration (Town Clerk), finance (Treasurer) and physical infrastructure
(town engineer). While powerful in their own right the latter two were
nonetheless subservient to the first.

The local government structure which was set up in the Anglophone colonies was
based on t~~ model and remains substantially unchanged. However the functional
nature of local authorities in developing countries has changed significantly since
then. Thus, as Bubba and tamba state, "The main function of local authorities
[in'developing countries] is the provision of basic services" (1991 :42). Such a
dramatic change must impact upon local government capacity, particularly when
it is accompanied by severe resource constraints. This chapter examines the
implications of this change in emphasis, not only on local government but also in
terms of its effect on community participation.

It is important for the development of this argument briefly to examine
structures Of local government, and the differences between alternative local
government in developed and developing countries. The relationship between the
local authority, as the statutory agency responsible for urban infrastructure
provision, the infrastructure itself, and the different actors involved in the
process of providing and operating that infrastructure, is discussed. Having done
this the technology of lnfrastructure can then be placed in context.
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7.3 The influence of infrastructure provision on local

government in developing countries

The increasingly dominant role that infrastructure provision plays in local

government can be illustrated by two significant indicators: (i) community needs

and priorities; and (jj) local gov~rnment income, expenditure and employment

patterns.

On the first of these Stren states that the "combination of rapid urban

population growth, superimposed on a small urban base, is unique to black Africa

as a region. In combination with severe economic decline during the 1980s,

these two demographic' forces have enormously Increased the pressure for urban

services, particularly in the largest cities across the continent. This 'squeeze.'

between burgeoning urban populations and the services they need is already one

of the dramatic crises of the late twentieth century" (Stren, 1991:10). He goes

on to state that "Perhaps the most noticeable and enduring problem is the

absence or inadequacy of necessary supporting infrastructure and social

amenities in most urban areas. Water supply, sewers, roads, electricity, health

facilities, and social services am overloaded and unreliable... the environment

is dangerously polluted •.. [and] a high proportion of roads are in a state of

disrepair ... " (stren I991: 14).

On the second indicator, Lee-Smith and Stren quantify this crisis. After re-

iterating that" African cities have been undergoing a serious 'service squeeze',
j

according to which larger and larger urban populations are receiving fewer of

the services they need, on a per capita basis" (Lee-Smith and Stren, 1991 :24)

thev ~ ~te (:.:J\)ting Kulaba) that "Dar es Salaam ... during the mid-1980s, was

unable ') »t)(md more than the equivalent of $5.80 per capita [per annum] on

urban services ... [while] Nairobi ... [had] an estimated annual expenditure of

$68.00 per capita during the same period" (Lee-Smith and Stren, 1991 :24).

In respect of this second indicator in a South African context, figure 7.1 shows

the structure of the Johannesburq City Council in 1992. Six of the eight
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Of th~fl 266 employees, 12896 are employed in these units while a signifi~ant

proportlo~ of the 2352 support staff could also be allocated (in terms of budget)

to services for these units (Johannesburg City Council, 1992a:6). Thus

approximately two thirds of the. staff are involved with physical infrastructure

and the physical environment. In terms of expenditure, spending on activities

related to physicat infrastructure provision accounted for in excess of 70% of

total ca~~ital expenditure in 1.991~1992, and approximately the same in terms'

of operating expenditure (Johannesburg City Council, 1992a:5).

One way of viewing local government crises in developing countries is in terms

of an "Urban Management" approach (see for example Stren and White, 1989

for a wider discussion) - "the preferred approach of the World Bank in its

urban projects" (stren, 1991), However an alternative approach is proposed

here, which may be particularly useful for addressing the specific crisis in

urban infrastructure provision identified above, This approach focuses on

infrastructure provision and views the local authority from the perspective of a

support system for infrastructure provlsion. This discussion would be of

significant length if it were to address every aspect of local government.. It has

therefore been limited in this chapter to a basic outline, which is then expanded

to illustrate the implications for community participation in infrastructure

provision.
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r: FIGURE 7.1 : MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
OF THE JOHANNESBURG CITY COUNCBL
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7.4 The concept of local government as a support structure for

the provision and maintenance of infrastructure

In a developed country, the successful management of infrastructure has four

facets. These are:

1. There is an accepted, and broadly acceptable, system of local

representation, which enables people to express their views and exercise

thsir influence. This facet represents legitimacy of the local government

se.Jetl."It! 'dSQ whole.

2. The financial cost, although significant, is within the means of most of the

population, and mechanismsexist for helping those who cannot afford to

pay, so that no one should (at lEast in theory) be forcibly removed from

their homes or even lose the use of 'the services because they cannot

afford to pay service charges. The money to operate this local authority is

not necessarily COllectedlocally but may be provided by central

government. This is the affordability facet.

3. There is an adequate support system for infrastruoture operation, in

terms of management, financial and technical expertise. This facet is

described as the institutional capacity.

4. The infrastructure services provided represent the optimum technical

solution which provides maximum user convenience. Thus people do not

have to worry about the nature of the service, as it does not require them

personally to input more than minimum effort, An example here is the

flush toilet. Consumers are rarely interested j!:~the waste water

treatment plant unless it is in their lrnmedlate vicinity.

These four facets, of legitimacy, affordability, ililstitutional capacity and user
!

convenience are all under stress in anglophone;developing countries in Africa,

including South Africa. It is this stress which is exposing the weaknesses and
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deficiencies of local government structures in those countries. Thus any analysis

of local government in these countries has to address the impact of this stress.

Before looking in detail at the problems of Infrastructure provision however, it

is necessary to examine the way in which a local authority actually supports the

provision and maintenance of infrastructure.

Departments within local authorities are traditionally seen as having

independent line functions, but these are primarily operational structures. If

the local authority is viewed from a different perspective, namely in its role as a

provider and manager of physical infrastructure services, then the respective

functions can be seen in a wider management context. In this context the local

authority can be divided into a series of "control centres", with this term being

used to describe a functional type of control over a key resource necessary for

the provision and ongoing operation of physical infrastructure. This concept is

illustrated by figure 7.2. To supply and manage services, the local authority is

provided with legal responsibility (from central government) for the provision

of various services and is mandated by the users (ratepayers) to do this. In

turn, this requires that the local authority must be capable of three separate

functions

The first is to plan, design and develop both the urban environment and the

infrastructure to support that environment. This requires a level of technical

expertise, a part of which may be found outside of the organjs~ Jon (i.e. with

consultants and contractors). In the latter case the municipai authority would

still have the technical capability to oversee and control the work of those outside

bodies. The second function is to the effective management,operation and

maintenance of the infrastructure and requlation the urban planning process.

This is normally carried out as a departmental function, but again requires

adequate technical manpower resources.
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FIGURE 7.2: CONTROL CENTRES FOR THE PROVISION OF
URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
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The third function is that of financial planning. This in turn has two components:

the raising of capital and amortising of the loan; and the provision of funds for

the ongoing operation and maintenance. Financewould normally be raised on the

capital market with the interest ra ..~ being related to the credit worthiness of the

local authority or, in the case of a government guarantee, to a centralised local

govemment bond rate.

At this point the role of the different actors in the process can be can be examined

and their roles in the two situations compared. In a developed country, Unl..;iJr

the local government system described earlier. the role of the actors can be
clearly defined. Thus the controlling local authority dominates the decision-

making process, constrained only by the limitations imposed by central

governn)ent in terms of legislation and the specific authority's own financial

capacity..This control exists because the local authority has both de jure and de

facto p()Wer,the latter arising from its financial independence and the credibility

of the process through which it is elected. Thus whilst it may be influenced by

other parties, such as financial institutions, it cannot normally be dictated to by
them.

Coupled with this' definite control ;s the fact that, as mentioned earlier, there is

an adequate supply of skills to operate and maintain the project once it is built.

In this context the other actors have very specific roles. Thus the Consulting

Planner or Engineer has a very clear brief: namely, to produce a technical

design, using, in the Engineer's case, the best available technology. This is done

in the knowledge that the operation and maintenance of the infrastructure will be

handled by the client, and that the latter has the capability to carry out that

function. The technical professional must then ensure only that the construction

cost is minimised and that the project, as built, meets the technical specification.

The Contractor, who constructs the work, would normally be peripheral to the

decision-making process.

The above description represents an ideal situation. In the United Kingdom,

where the model originated, "the twentieth century saw a steady transfer of
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functions from local to centra! government" (Seeley, 1978:12), which

accelerated after 1976 (see John, 1991 :58-72). Prior to 1976 however the

provision of urban infrastructure was,probably the least ?ffected of('~he local

authority's services (in terms of managerial responsibility) and this is also
(1'~:-',;/

true for many developing countries, including'South Africa. From the

perspective of infrastructure provision then this "idealised" situation is

considered a valid base from which to begin the comparison with the de facto

sltuation ;n geveloping countries.

\':

7.5 Infrastructure provision in developing countries
\\

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 illustrate the nature and extent ofrthe j,lfrastructure crisis

in South Africa, while section 7.3 touches upon the situation in Africa generally.

The international literature quoted highlights two key issues; namely

institutional capacity andi'financial capacity, and views these as the major

problems of local government in developing countries. However, following the

construct developed earlier that infrastructure is becoming the dominant

component of local government, this leads to a different perspective, which is

supported by the South African case studies.

Section 7.4 identified four facets of the provision and implementation of urban
.::,

infrastructure (legitimacy, affordabtlity, institutional capacity and user

convenience), all of which are under stress in anglophone developing countries

in Africa. As such they may be termed areasof stress in the management of

infrastructure in these countries. These'\~tressescause a weakening of the local

authority s_tructure and this in turn leads to the involvement of an increased

number of parties in the provision of mfrastructure, This then changes the

nature of the dgdsion-making process. The role of the technical professional in

this situation is significantly dfferent to that in a developed country. The effect

of this series of changes is discussed in greater detail below.
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7.5.1 The weakening of the local authority

The inability of a local authority to act as an independent body on behalf of local
residents is severely hindered by constraints on managerial and technical
capacity and lack of fiscal lndependence, Bubba and Lamba (1991) discussing
the situation in Kenya, describe these constralnts as follows:

"One is increasing central control which Iv~sresulted in a shift of the
decision making power from central to local government. Another ... is
that of staff resources, and particularly quallrred personnel. This is
partly because of the uncompetitlve level of remuneration offered by
councils. Another major problem seems to be that councillors are
generally poorly educated ..• have little knowledge of the purpese and
practice of local government and are uncertain of their role as
councillors ••. and have tended to be mom concerned with the private
accumulation of wealth rather than the management of urban centres. A
problem common to most local authorities is the poor relationship
between the councillors and chief officers. Some of the councils are too
small to allow an efficient delivery of services" (Bubba and Larnba,
1991 :41 ~42).

All of these reasons are supported by South African experience (see chapters 4,
5 and G). These constraints, which limit the local authority's capacity to
provide and maintain adequate services, affect the legitimacy ofthe local

authority in the eyes' of the commUl.:ty. In addition, they provide openings for
other parties into the decision~making process. Two examples of this are:

1. The ....ffect of the decreasing fiscal base of local authorities in many
de" ..loping countries, and the subsequent reduction in their financial
dependence, means that the leverage of the Y-:nancialinstitutions who
provide the capital infrastructure projects is greatly increased. This
constral~t is affecting even the major municipalltles, such as
Johannesburg, where the influx of poor people has meant that the City's
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ability to repay its long term debt is being increasingly questioned in the
financial markets (Busiaess Day, 23/11/1992). This in turn restricts
the ability of the local authority to raise further loans through
conventional sources, These authorities are then forted to rely
increasingly on a limited number of development banks, rather than
commercial lending institutions, which increases the external leverage
even more.

2. The relationship between the technical specialists (both inside and
eutslde the council) and the councillors themselves. Thus for example the
power of external consulting engineers is greatly increased because the
local authority does not have the technical capacity to supervise and
control the consultant

Both of these effects are well illustrated by an evaluation study of the upgrading
of infrastructure for Alexandra township adjacent to Sandton (Abbott 1992). In
this upgrading, which was of major proportions, costing approximately R150
million and catering for approximately 200 000 people, there were six
government and parastatal bodies maki,ngdecisions on the level of services to be
provided (AbbOtt, 1992:41). However, none of these bodies was carrying the
ultimate financial responsibility for their declslons, The money was being
raised in the form c~Ja loan repayable by residents. Yet the needs and aspirations
of the people of Ale*~ndra were not even an input into the. process of decision
making which defined the final levels of service.

The net effect of the changes effected by these constraints is that external bodies
are perceived to control the declsic I-making processes and this exacerbates the
distrust felt against local authontles already perceived by community
organisations to be unrepresentative or lacking legitimacy. This further
restricts the ability of local authorities to function efficiently.
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7.5.2 The involvement Of an increased number of parties

The limited capacity in local authorities leads to increased central gl:l{jernment
involvement. At the same time the leverage of the lending institution is increased
and the position of the technical groups strengthened as described above.
However, these are not the only,external parties involved. Experience on urban
infrastructure projects in South Africa indicates that, once the council structure
weakens, more of the parties who previously had a peripheral role in the urban.
management process actually become much more heavily involved in the decision
making process itself. This experience supports the work of Angel, carried out
over ten years ago (Angel, 1981:15.,22). Unfri.'tunately this earlier work was
not carried forward. apparently because it was difficult to quantify and
contextua1ise. The parties identified by the South African studies are greater in
number than those identified by Angel and comprise the following:

the municipal authority;
national, regional and local government departments;
parastatal and private utility companies;
local community organisations, both political and non-political;
regional and national mass-based organisation;
individual families within the community, in the role of consumers of the
.servlce:

financial institutions;
development professionals;
NGOs (service organisations);
construction companies ..

The .nain impact of this proliferation of parties is to fragment the process of
infrastructure provision by focusing on the different control centres described
in section 7.4 as independent problem areas,without reference to the
rnanaqernsnt structure as a whole. What then happens, almost by default, is that
the technical '::1roup(of engineers and planners) begins to playa more central,
and critical role in the declslon-maklnq process.
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7.5.3 The changing role of the engineer.

In the same way that South Afrlca adopted the British local authority system, so

it adopted the British system for the management and operation of civil

engineering works, which include physical infrastructure. This system

designated an "Engineer" for each project, who is required to be independent (Le.

not gaining profit from the project); and separated the functions of the design

engineer from that of the construction comoany, In the United Kingdom, where

"the traditional separation of d.lsign from construction has been questioned"

(Institution of Civil Engjn~ers, 1991 :2),. this Is.now changing. The way in

which the construction process will be managed it~the future has been made more

flexible, by a revision to the Institution of CivilfEngineers Conditions of

Contract, the contract document which governs the management of construction

projects (Institution of Civil Engineers, 1991). These management changes

carry a warning to all Anglophone countries where this system of management

applies but, in South Africa and the other developing countries of Africa, the

problem is more complex than that. The changes taking place in urban

management (as described above) take engineers beyond technical management

and into the arena of decision-making around social issues.

Whereas previously South African civil engineers had a very clear, and specific,

technical task to perform in the design and construction of infrastructure, this is

no longer the case. Firstly engineers must now take cognisance of the views of

three distinct groups of people: those in authority associated withthe local

authority, as described above; the financing institution; aod the community

organisations and their own professlonal NGOs, who O~POs~\the local authority

and seek greater involvement. As will be discussed in Chapter 9 all of these

parties might have different agendas and priorities. In addition the engineers

must also take aCCOImt of several variables which did not exist before. These

include:

1 . The choice of technical option matched to affotdabilfw. It is no longer

adequate or acceptable for the engineer 'vb supply the best available
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technology. instead he or she must be able to provide a full list of
options, each of which provides a different level of service. This has
ramifications, discussed in section 7.6, which have not been fully

evaluated.

2. The use of different construction techniques (e.g. labour intensive
construction). Financial institutions and governments are viewing all
construction in developing countries, but specifically infrastructure
provision, as a vehicle for job creation on a significant scale. This not
only introduces new variables in terms of construction costing and
programming, but can also affect the design itself.

3. The operation and maintenance capability of the client. Both chapters 6
and 7 helveillustrated the increasing centrality of the long-term
viability of infrastructure in the decisiori~making around the initial
choice of such infrastructure. Different levels of service have different
implications for long term operation and maintenance, as well as being
closely tied to the issue of affordabillty far more closely than is the actual
provision of infrastructure (which can be supported by a variety of
capital subsidy options). This impacts upon the l!::sign, by opposing the
concept of "best available technology" with the concept of "simplest and
most easily maintained technology". It also raises the issueof the
engineer becoming involved in th~ training of personnel for operation, as
well as the ongoing operation ~ndmaintenance of the system itself.

The net result of this c"'Implex interaction is shown in figure 7.3 below. The need
to sat~sfydifferent clients with differing ,.Igendas;and to provide technical
solutions which themselves may be in conflict (e.g. the service which optimises
job creation may not be that vvhich minimisesmaintenance). These were not
envisagedwhen the current serlas of agreementsand contract documents was
developed and they highlight the need to explore new structures.
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7. 6 The impact of the changing roles of actors

The changes described in section 7.5 reflect a change in the balance .of power and
\

control over the decision-making processes around inrrastructure provision.

These changes in tum impact upon the areas of stress discussed in section 7.4,

namely on the facets of legitimacy, affordabillty, institutional capacity, and user

convenience. This is then exacerbated by the way in which the different actors

perceive their own priorities in this changing situation.

Thus the community organisations have concentrated on the issue of legitl ,
oJ

as was clearly demonstrated jn Chapters 4 and 5. Impiicit in this approach is a

perception that creating legitim\~te structures will also enable people's needs to

be satisfied. This issue will be returned to in section 7.8. The major financial

institutions such as the World Bank and, in South Africa, the Development Bank

of Southern Africa, have been concerned increasingly over the past few years

with the need to ensure institutional capaci:tY_(see. for example, Mctachla
1990, for the DssA perspective).

The ehgineering approach has been to concentrate on the issue of affordability.

Previously this was done using measures which reflected their own rationality

which, in a wider social context, are relatively crude and simplistic. At

KwaThandeka for example (Chapter 6) the planner employed by the local

authority produced a plan based upon the multiple SUb-division of existing

stands. The basic concept behind this plan was that reducing plot size woul~

increase densities and thereby minimise service installation costs. This notion

was shown to be incorrect. More recently the concept of afford ability has become

more holistic, recognising- the wider social needs. Nonetheless it is still

advocated as the primary determinant in dedding service levels, as illustrated

by van Ryneveld for example (van Ryneveld, 1992).

The local authorities, being squeezed between these various groupings, have

fallen back on their reliance on standards, i.e. the codified set of design

recommendations which have developed over a period of t~mc;~nar~ 'It:'(:~mpno
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optimise risk (of failure) against capital cost in the provision of services in
developed countries. An explanation of the problems associated with the strict

/)

adherence to standards is given by Satterthwaite (1986:43-58).

The advocates of flexible standards fall midway between adherents of rigid
standards and those who support affcrdability as the primary criterion for th~
choice of service levels. This group argues that it will not be possible to provide
a high level of service to all urban residents in South Africa (e.g. Wall and
Jackson, 1992) but, at the same time, a level qf service is not imposed upon the'
community. Instead community participation is seen as an important component
in achieving acceptance of a lower level of service, a viewpoint similar to that
adopted by the World Bank in the Lusaka upgrading project (Rakodl, 1983:18).
This remains a manipulative use of community participation, since it is still the
technical professionals who decide the level of service.

7. 7 The impact of changing power structures on the wider

community

External lnterest groups have specific ideas of what criteria should be used to
determine levels of service, as described above. However the people in the
community will actually be using .the service and should choose what level of
service they will have, based upon the best information available to them. This
is \\iidely accepted by many parties as a principle of community participation,
but In practice is regarded as unrealistic (as discussed in chapter 1). The case
study of KwaThandeka presentedj chapter 6 shows that what is important to the
community is the performance specification, which in turn comprises three
components: reliability; health and safety; and social, cultural and political
acceptability. The understanding of these components is the key which permits
the idealistic view of community participation to be translated in practice.

Reliability can be quantified using technical criteria incllJdin~, for example, the
materials and workmanship specification described in section 6. It is in setting
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out the guidelines for the measurement of reliability that the separation of
capital and maintenance costs becomesimportant. A second important factor is to
make the technical professionals who design the infrastructure accountable and
to have the input design data agreedby all parties.

The second component, health and safety, can be quantified by using as a measure
the satisfaction of basic needs. This was the original objective of infrastructure
provlslon but has become less prominent with improvements of technology. For
example, the role of sanitation is to improve health and prevent the spread of
disease. The World Bank states that improvements in health are the main social
and economic benefit which plannersand economists hope to achieve by investing
in excreta disposal (World Bank, 1980a: 1). This role is the dominant one in
rural areas.

The third - social, cultural and political acceptability - is the one considered the
most difficult, yet it can be quantified by measuring the user convenience of the
various services. The World Bankmakes the point that the flush toilet, and its
associated waterborne seweragesystem, was designed to maximise user
convenience rather than provide health benefits (World Bank, 1980b: 1·2).
This strengthens the perception that waterborne sewerage is a "developed
country" level of service and leads, in tum, to the concept that each type of
service (e.g. water, energy, sanitation) can now be defined along a continuum,
with the basic (or zero) need being at the bottom and the service providing
maximum user convenience at the top.

Nhenengineers seek to "lower" standards,what they attempt to do is to
concentrate on the second component of health and safety (by ensuring that basic
needsare met) at the expenseof the third. This is because technical
professionals cannot measure this third component. Thosewho advocate flexible
standards are not necessarily intending to manipulate communities; they are
simply setting out those variables which they see as quantifiable as the basis of
community choice. To them social, cultural and political acceptability does not
fall into this category.
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In practice user convenience, the indicator of the third component, can be
quantified, but its measurement will vary between, as well as w.ithin, countries.

This is because what is actually measured is the reduction in user convenience

against a "norm" which is an expectancy standard. Two.' these, for £' Neto and

KwaThandeka, are described later in this section. They can be identified from

social surveys of the community. This loss of user convenience can take one of

three forms:

1. Increased user involvement in the service. In this situation the loss of

convenience takes the form either of increasedeffort on the part of the

user (e.g. in carrying water from a communal standpipe), or additional

personal time, or both. The communal standpipe is an example of both,

while an example of the second would be walking an increased distance to a

bus route.

2. There is an increased risk of loss of convenience (e.g. being unable to

reach work or home on certain days ln the year, due to flooding, where a

causeway has been used instead of a bridge). Alternatively there is

increased inconvenience to person or property (e.g. having to walk along

a muddy street to reach home or to have storm water running around or

through a house). All of the examples in (1) and (2) have been

illustrated in Chapters 5 and 6.

3. Finally the third user convenience factor is that which constrains the

u::;erfrom increasing his 01' her quality of life (e.g. where water is

supplied to a site through a low pressure outlet to a storage tank, in a

situation where there is electricity available). This would prevent the

quality of life improvements which would be possible with a piped supply

providing hot water "on tap").

The case studies of Soweto (Chapter 5) and KwaThandeka(Chapter 6) reflect

differing "norms". In KwaThandeka people were prepared to accept a lower
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level of service, in the form communal standpipes and ventilated improved pit
latrines. There was al'l acceptance at their level of poverty and a recognition that
they could not afford consumer goods which would affect the quality of life. Only
a small percentage of the population had actually lived in a larger metropolitan
centre where they had experienced a higher level of service personally. However
this case study, like Soweto, illustrated that there were strong expectations of
maximum user convenience around these agreed (lower} levels of service.
Thus in terms of the provision of water via standpipes, for example, there was
an expectation that the water should be supplied at an "adequate" flow (a
qualitative perception); that there should be a constant supply; and that the
water should be easy to access, l.e. that bucket filling is easy and the spillage

area clean.

In Soweto expectations were for a high level of service. ThiGwas partly because
the adjacent area of johannesburg had a high level of service bur also because
people had personal experience of the higher levels of service. The high number
of people using a single yard tap caused inconvenience,while one respondent in
the Soweto survey stated that showering daily was his most important
reoulrement, because of his dirty job and the absenceof showers at work. In
additioi, 'iere was increasing electrification and a higher number of consumer

~

From this analysis, supported by the two surveys, it is clear that, in addition to
whatever political forces were at play, there are significant social implications
to accepting lower levels of service. These now require to be integrated into a
unified procedure for decision-making which treats all of the variables equally.

7.8 The implications for community participation in
infrastructure provision

The different engineering approaches to services described in the. previous
section, which have their emphasis on technical criteria such as standards and
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cost recovery, while paying too little attention to the social implications of

infrastructure provision, serves to confirm that technical professionals do have

a value system which only recognises quantitative data having a measurable cost

implication. This attitude has in turn been interpreted as being supportive of a

"means" approach to participation, within the "means and end" duality (see for

example Mi>ser, 1989). In fact this does not automatically follow.

The problems with the "means and end" duatity are twofold. The first is that it

requires a given party to be placed at a pole, supporting either a means approach

or an ends approach. Even where Moser accepts that participation in projects

may require a transition from one to the other (i.e, along a continuum) this

remains the case. The second, inter-related problem, is the deflr.ltlori of

empowerment. Empowerment in the literature means control over political

power and socio-politlcal decision-making (chapter 2.4). This is clearly

illustrated in the FUNDASAL experience where Stein SPecifically dismisses other

areas of control as not providing empowerment (Stein, 1990:26).

This thesis has been exploring an alternative to this "means and end" duality,

based upon the concept that infrastructure provision is a complex process of

itself and what is therefore involved is the interaction of two complex processes,

with the second being community participation. While the two processes are

enmeshed, chapters 4 to 7 have concentrated on illustrating the complexity of the

process of infrastructure provlslon and its wider impact on the community,

Following the analysis in sections 7.4 and 7.S (he thesis can now examine the

problem from the other side, namely the impilcations for community

participation of interacting with the process I' ,: infrastructure provision. ThE~

starting point is to examine the inter-relationship between the four criteria (if

legitimacy, affo rdabllity, institutional capacity and user convenience.

The first relationship to be explored is that between legitimacy and user

convenience. In Latin America the literature surveyed in chapter 2.4 shows that

control over political decision-making involves the taking over of a functioning

urban management system and access to services relatively quickly. In addition



the levels of service installed have to be broadly acceptable. These are implicit··
requirements of the #meansand end" duality.

In the South African situation, where resources are a major constraint, and these
requirements cannot be achieved, there is a separation between the attainment of
political power and the sati~faction of personal needs. Having once attained
power however, the: groLltr; representing the people will be faced with decisions
requiring compromises which conflict with the needs and aspirations of their
constituency. In the duality framework this elected body would become the
authority and there would be a need for another body to represent the
community's interests, This is impractical. Chapter 9 explores these different,
seemingly conflicting needs and shows how they can be resolved.

This leads to the second relationship, bf' ~veenlegitimacy on the one hand and the
issues of affordabillty and institutional capacity on the other. Thls ., effectively
looking at the relationships between the community and the political leadership
onthe one hand and the technocrats on the ethel'. •',;:-Jilstmany technocrats may
support the official political structures which oay their salary it is clear from
the diagram ln figure 7.2. that t:his is not an automatic relationship, The
technocrats have a different set of priorities to the other two groups, as was
clearly enunciated by GO:Jletand described in Chapter 3.

Nor does the political alternative automatically follow, i.e. that technocrats must
be subservient to the demands of the wider community Who is their real client.
There are professional ethics lovoL ;:;~here. Professionals are correct to
highlight affordabllity problems or to argue that a water-borne sanitation
system, for example, is unlikely to operate if installed where there is a
recognised lack of institutional and technical capacity and that this can lead to
health risks. In a developed country this situation is catered for as described
earlier, The professional cubrnlts his concerns and the client takes the decisions.
In developing countries the capacity to take these decisions is often lacking. This
gives the professionals power through their control of knowledqe and experience.
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The current approach to this problem, which is receiving some support from the

World Bank, is to rely on technical NGOs or service organisations to advise

communities. This parallels the pOlitical duality framework with a technical

duality framework. However this type of solution still leaves many di'fficulties.

it does not define the position of the financing institution in the various

relationships, nor does it take account of the NGO's own agenda, to name but two.

7.9 Conclusions

This chapter has focussed on the institutional surround which conventionally

provides and manages urban infrastructure in anglophone countries, namely the

local authority operating at the third tier of government. There are four areas

which the thesis identifies as central to the successful provision and maintenance

of physical Infrastructure in developed countries, which can be summarised as

legitimacy, affordability, institutional capacity and user convenience.

In developing. countries all four of these areas are under severe stress. This

stress impacts upon the structure of the urban management system in a manner

which fundamentally changes that structure, leading to a spiralling downward

cycle of declining services. Existing studies of local authority management,

which tend to concentrate on strengthening the institutional capacity, have failed

to prevent this decline.

The cyclical impact of the stresses described above on the urban management

system is illustrated graphically in figure 7.4 below. The stresses firstly cause

3weakening of the power of the local authority which, because the stresses corne

from four separate areas, cannot be solved by addressingonly one of the

problems (such as, for example, institutional capacity). This initial weakening

of the management structure in tum strengthens the role of other actors in the

decision-making process around infrastructure provision. Again it is the

differing nature of the four areas of stress which is a complication, since

weaknesses are exposed and actors involved on four different fronts.
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FIGURE 7.4: THE CYCLE OF
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Becausethese actors have specialiS1:interest and knowledge, then once they are in
a position 'ito infl&ence decisions, they have a tendency to view the problem (of
service infrastructure arll.i operation) from their own perspective. Limited
resources means priority setting in the allocation of resources, but the different
actors perceive these priorities differently. Hence the four areas of stress
become an arena of debate around resources allocation, which leads to a vicious
circle of local authority fraqrnentation,

Urban infrastructure provision, operation and maintenance is viewed as just one
of several diverse local authority functions. An alternative is to look at what
type of structure is necessary '(0 rnanaqe infrastructure provision, when this is
viewed (i) as the primary task of local government; and (li) as a complex
process rather than the provision of a product. This leads to a radically different
approach to the problem. The casestudy of KwaThandekain Chapter 6 developed
the concept of a performance specification for infrastructure, from the

'\
viewpoint of the community. In this chapter this specification is taken,
converted into a more generally applicable form and quantified. The following
chapter shows in practice row the process of community participation can be
integrated with the process of infrastructure provision in the absence of adequate
local authority structures.
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CHAPTER 8

IMPLEMENTING COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN

INFRASTRUCTURE PROVISiON: THREE SOUTH AFRICAN

CASE STUDIES

8.1 Introduction

The hypothesis for the research component of the work carried out in this

chapter is that communities can playa meaningful role in the formulation and

application of decision-rnakinq processes around infrastructure provision. The

methodology was to undertake a series of projects in which the author's role was

to maximise community participation in a practical environment. Three of those

projects, which typify three different implementation strategies, are described

in this chapter. The implementation strategies evolved as the project

progressed, but were basedupon an awarenessof the need to achieve a balanceof

power between the different parties. Having completed the work some general

conclusions about implementation strategles can be drawn from the research.

These are discussed in chapter 9.8.
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Each of the three p-ojects discussed in this chapter !tas community participation

as its stated objective, but each one implements this participation in a different

way. All three of the projects are situated in Natal and all are funded by the

Independent Development Trust under a capital subsidy scheme discussed in

greater detail below. The three projects are: Stafford Farm, Madadeni, near

Newcastle; Sibongilej near Dundee;and Luganda, in Pinetown. Each represents a

different type of urban environment The first is close to a major urban centre

(Newcastle) but actually situated across a "border", within the "homeland" of

Kwalulu. The sec(,r'i is a conventional apartheid township while the third is an'

informal settlement, originally occupied by land invasion, which falls within the

boundaries of a large "white" muniCipality. These differences had a significant

impact on the community participation process in the three. areas.

8.2 Bl-ief intil~duction to the lOT

In the 1990 budget ih amount of R2 000 million was allocated to upgrading

social and physicallf.frastructure. Control over its expenditure Was given to

justice Jan Steyn, previously head of the Urban Foundation. Steyn then set up a

trust which was independent of government, comprising prcminentbusiness and

academic persons, to oversee the spendingof this money and obtain the support of

all major national political organisations.

Of this R2 000 million, R750 million was allocated to urban infrastructure, in,
a scheme whereby a sum of R7 500 would be allocated as a capital subSidy for a

serviced site. To ensure that the money was made available to low income

families an income ceiling of Rl 000 per month was placed on the main

breadwinner. Applications for the subsidy could be made by any group or

individual and was not limited to conventional developers or municipalities.

Within the lOT capital subsidy framework there are five major groupings of

parties: the rOT as financier; Community based orpanlsatlons (generally

supported by technically based NGO's); project managers (which may represent
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professionals, contractors, developers, or a combination of these); local

authorities; and provincial administrations. In practice the three main players

in a given project are the community organisation, the local authority and the

project manager. The lOT as fi~ancier theoretically remains aloof from the

negotiation process, although in the projects described in this chapter the

author; as lOT consultant, had to playa critical role in setting up the community
\ ~1

participation process. Other bodies, such as the Regional Services Councils that

provide bulk services, may have a peripheral role. Where this new system

differs from the conventional model of local government is in the changed

relationship between these different parties.

The lOT capital subsidy scheme differs from previous funding schemes in three

respects: (i) the very fact that it is a capital subsidy of a fixed amount. which

enables the system of, financing t6 be freed from the constraints normally

imposed by financial institutions, thereby opening the way for meaningful

project control at a local grassroots level;,(ii) the emphasis placed by the JDTon
il ~

community participation and control (fndepl:.'pdentDevelopment Trust, 1991 a);

and (iii) the fact that any group or organisation can apply for the subsidy either

on behalf of a group of residents or to develop an area for new development,

provided only that the applicant (in addition to meeting the Community

Participation requirements) has the capacity to manage the project and can

obtain interim finance (since the lOT provides end-user finance).

Not only does this system break the monopoly Of (he State structures to control

the development process, but (l) it provides, ihe opportunity for meaningful

empowerment of the community and their representative organisations; (ij) it

reduces the leverage of rl:!e financier and hence his ability to interfere with the

democratic process; and (iii) it increases the power and influence of the

technical group, described here collectively as the project manager. Where the

weakness of the system arises is in the contractual arrangements. Since the lOT

wlll only allow for one "applicant" (in the legal sense) this has a major impact

upon the relationship through the way in which it affects the balance of power.
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This i~;because the "applicant" becomes the "developer" j who is then the party
with full financial responsiblllty,

In the case study projects this resulted in three different power relationships.
In Stafford Farm (case study 1), although the project manager was the
developer, the authoritarian nature of the KwaZulu political structure placed
ultimate control over the decision-making process with the government, who
viewed the local authority as an arm of central government (similar to the
situation in many Latin American countries). In Sibongile (~he apartheid
township) (c'asestudy 2) the project managerwas the developer and there was a

<;~eak local authority. T~istnadtf'~he project manager the dominant party, albeit
/;

with a strong commitrr'(~i'lt to the principle of community participation. In
Luqanda (invaded larid in a "white" municipality) (case study 3) the community
orqanlsatioriwas the developer. This was made possible becauseof the strong
technical support it received from an NGO. Hence the community organisation
becamethe dominant party, although it was faced with a strong technical and<\,
administrative loca\\aut,hority.

The starting paint, conceived by the author, was to give each community the
maximum of control over the project aswas possible in the giver. situation.
Becauseeach of the three projects had associatedwith them a specific approach to
carr ''lulility participation, influenced by the circumstances described above, 'this
resulted in three proposed working models, each one distinct from the other two.
Even though these working models had beentailored to individual proposals the
practicalities of the negotiating process around implementation resulted in
significant changes having to be made to all of them. consequently the working

"

models as implemented were significantly diffrrent to and, in esse studies 2 and
3, far more complex than, the proposed working models. The reasons for this
are discussed in turn in the three sections (8.3 to 8.5) which follow.
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8.3 Case study 1: Stafford Farm, Madadeni,near Newcastle
":_'.j/
\(

8.3.1 Brief history

Stafford Farm is a low income extension to Madadeni,an urban area within the
I<waZulu"homeland" adjacent to thE!:'industrial centre of Newcastle. The land
was opened up, pegged and settled, without any services, in 1990 in a move to
prevent illegal squatting, The application to the IDT.was for service provision to
3 606 sites, comprising three wards. It was accepted. initially at least, because
the application showed a str6ng commitment to community participation from a
government structure with a poor historical record of participation.

The originCjlapplication for funding at Stafford Farm wasmade by the-Town
(Jauncilof Madadeni,with the assistanceof a housing utility company. The'
C0!1l1cil stated specifically that they had held discussionswith, and received the
support of, a variety of political and other organisations in the area. They then
stated that their intention would be to maintain contact with these (and other)
organi~ationsthroughout the courseof the project. KwaZuluis.;;Ipminatedby one

" ,
specific political party - the lnkatha Freedom Party. (IFP) - and all ministers,
councillors and government officials belong to this party, As the !FPhas, in the
past, shown strong antipathy to these other organisafions this willingness to have
discussions in a wider forum was considered to indit~te a significant shift'in
official thinking.

A second major statement of intent, made in the original application, was to the
effect that this project would be controlled by the MadadenlTown Council, Towns
in 'KwaZuluare, nominally, jointly controlled by the Council and the KwaZulu
Ministry of the Interior; but in practice dominated by the latter. Thus the
Stafford Farm application appeared indicative of a further shift in KwaZulu

..government thinking, in permitting the council a degree of autonomy over the
development of a large project.
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However, once the application had been provisionally acceR~~edand detailed

discussions started with the council, it became dear that the originat application

had been misleadingon two key issues. The first related to the autonomy of the

applicant (the MadadeniTown Council), to pursue a project independent of

(KwaZulu) Central Government and its appointed National Steering Committee

for Stafford Farm. The second related to the process of interaction with a

broader group of interested parties.

The KwaZulu National Steering Committee remained the controlling body for the

project, through \Njlom all issues had to be cleared. The Minister of the Interior
Ii

retained final,$ay Overwho would be consulted officially by the Council and what

that de9rE~,1~of consultation would be. Discussionshy the author with people in

the area ~!QQ~LQ2tO the local ANC,COSATUand Civic branches indicated strong

opposition to Council-led projects. They stated that they had not been consulted

earlier and initially refused to interact in any way. These problems were made

more difficult by an intractable attitude on the part of the KwaZulugovernment.

High-level negotiations between the KwaZulugovernment and the lOT failed to

change this stance. Eventually an instruction was received by the author from

the lOTin CapeTown to accept the situation and to attempt to achievea

compromise. During this period, which lasted from October 1991 until the end

of April 1992, all work on the project was suspended.

Negotiations were held with the progressive organisations (l,e. AN<;:'jCOSATUand

Civic branches) in the Newcastle/Madadeni area. Fortunately Stafford Farm was

not a typical upgrade situation, in that sites were already laid out and occupied

(albeit with no services) and there was a reasonabledegree of consensuson the

desired levels of service, which were of a minimal standard. This limited the

political opportunity value of the project and eventually a community

participation procedure was worked out which was acceptable both to these

organisations and to the Madadeni Council. In this compromise the utility

company was appointed project managerand developer and took over the

responsibility for informing all parties of site applicants and any action
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concerning the project which was geemed to affect 'the community. A mechanism

was then developed to deal with comments and complaints from these bodies.

Although this'agreement was accepted, under duress, by the progressive

organisations, the level of participation which was agreed fell far below that

envisaged by the IDT in its original plannihg as described above.

8.3.2 Model description

The structure of a theoretical working model for this project was taken from the

original project proposal submitted to the lOT. This is shownin figure 8.1. Had

this model been set out graphically in this way at the time the project was

adjudicated it would have been clear that it was impractical, given the structure

and attitude of the KwaZulugovernment describedabove. It goes beyond KwaZulu

government policy in terms of its negotiation policy withi\other parties and it
)j .

gives an independence and freedom of action to the local authority which does not

exist in KwaZulu law. When this intent was stated in words these limitations

were not fully recognised, but setting it out in the form of a wor:"lng model gives

a firmer impression of the structure being proposed and draws out the

limitations more clearly.

In this working model the project is controlled by the local authority but

responsibility for the detailed design and supervision of the project is delegated

to the project manager. There is extensive liaison with other community

organisations on all major issues ascweUas the formation of grassroots

organisations who will also be involved in the consultation process.
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FIGURE 8.1: CASE STUDY 1 (STAFFORD FARM)
PROPOSED WORKCNG MODEL
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8.3.3 Implementation

The structure which Was actually implemented is shown in figure 8.2. This

model is extremely common and reminiscent of models of community

development, which effectively it is. The relationship between the parties

charactel~sf.d by this model falls clearly into the category of participation

described By Moser as a "means" approach. Although discredited by the

"empowerment" school of thinking it is discussed here for two reasons. Firstly

it introduces the concept of the relational model, l.e, a graphical description of

roles and responsibilities of different actors. This /s a valuable tool with which

to explore implementation strategies (see chapter 9.'1-9.8).

secondly the analysis highlights the constraints which actually underpin this

form of participation in infrastructure service provision. This is a necessary

pre-requisite to the development of a community participation theory. It should

also be recognised that this type of model (information sharing) is used

extensively in South Africa (and elsewhere in the developing world) where it is

considered by many governments to be an adequate form of participation.

The purpose of community participation in Stafford Farm does not equate ideally

to any of Paul's objectives (chapter 3.3.5). The closest obiectlve is that of

effectiveness whereby "Effectiveness of a project demands that project services

are congruent with beneficiary needs and preferences" (Paul, 1987:19). Paul

states that "in all cases [where effectiveness was the objective], CP seems to.
have brought about a redesign of project services to better match beneficiary

needs" (Paul, 1987:20).

This statement has some validity at Stafford Farm and there are several

underlying reasons for this. Firstly the community at Stafford Farm is

ethnically homogeneous. It appears from discussions with member of the

community that the majority of the residents are members of the IFP although,

according to the progressive organisations, this is because membership of the

(FPwas a pre-requisite for receiving a site. Also, in allocating the land, the
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Council moved rapidly to pre-empt a serious potential squatter problem, an

action which was wIdely supported in the area.

I}

Secondly, in S'tMf...·ud Farm each person has a dearly defined site and the

Council's .policy has been to provide each family with services within two years

of settling. Services are basic, comprising standpipes, ventilated improved pit

latrines (VIPs) and gravel roads, while the electricitv utility (ESCOM) AclS

agreed to provide. electricity. 'The project marl:ager has built a number of

djfferent toilet structures for people to choose from (against the initial wishes'of
the KwaZulu government who would have prej'e.rred a single toilet option). !n

addition a major et\~ployment program is being dmveloped for labour-based
~. ..

constru,ction of toilets and water mains, and the setting up of three block yards, a

precast Concrete yard and door and wind0w frame \manufacture.

Thirdly there are other factors working. in f(lVQu,t n;: 'the project. The services~..:~ .
will to be provided free of charge a,nd that the ~~;rh~h'and sanitation option is, (". . .

governed by technical constraints on bulk services. A higher level of service is

not fl;asible technically at this stage, a factor which has been explained to the

community and accepted. Support for the. project is high and there is good

attendance at mass public meetings held by the project manager's team to discuss

various issues related to the transfer of land and services. The community has

been informed of the various technical and financial constraints on the project

but has not taken part directly in any of the decision making.

8.4 Case .study 2: Sibongile, near Dundee

8.4.1 B\;cef history

In the Natal Midlands there were (..\0 housing utility companies operating in

1991, both of whom saw the IO'T scheme as an opportunity to retain their

involvement in the ongoing development of the area. Sibo~gilc is a typical
'\

example of the approach taken by these companies to develop a project in
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association with the community. Of the 22 lOTprojects approved for Natal in
1991 approximately 60% were awarded to utility companies operating a similar
participat:")n process to that described below.

This project application, for 600 sites to be serviced, was originally a joint
application between a housing utility company and an.interim Development
Committee of Sibongile. However, the Ultimate intention was to form a
community trust prior to construction which would take responsibility for the
project as a whole. From a community participation perspective three issues
were considered important at the beginning (August 1.991): (i) the make up of
the Development Committee; (ii) the relationship between the Development
Committee and the utility company acting as project managers; and (iii) the
overall responsibility of the Development Committee In respect of this project.

This project was classified, according to lOT criteria, as a greenfield site for an
identifiable community. Even where there is an "identifiable" community, as is
thi~lcase, the community participation process tends to be limited, as there is no
residents group with which to negotiate. In Sibongile the Situation was perceived
differently, Although there were no houseson the sltathe existing communities
from which residents would be chosen were already defined. It was therefore
treated as an upgrade. The DevelopmentCommittee was drawn from the whole
community of Sibot)gileand determined that this project would be treated as a
Sibongile project which involved all residents. This was a critical distinction
which is important. In planning termino ogy the site was classified as
greenfield, but from a local political context it was perceived as an upgrade.
The oripl,1alDevelopment Committee which made the application comprised
members of the Council, Government Department professionals, and local
business and Church representatives. Discussionswere under way with local
politic::.1organisations but no firm conclusions were reached. Subsequently
discussionswere held between the IDT representative (the author) and the
various political parties, on a local level, in order to draw these organisations
into the process. Thus by October the Committee comprisad representatives of:
Health Department, ANC, Council, ANCYouth League, CIvic, business, churches
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and the Taxi Association (which attended the meeting setting up the Interim
Committee but later withdrew). At a public meeting inOctober the community
elected four independent representatives and this group subsequently joined }he

;

Development Committee. T~trewas no formal IFPbranch in Sibongile.

This process was repeated in all the areaswhere the application had been
instigated by·a utility company, in all cases successfully. The actual composition
of the Development Committee-varied, and different areas took a different view on
the .dlrect involvement of national political parties. Some areas had this political
party involvement and others, by mutual consent, did not. The early meetings of
the SibongileDevelopment Committee were marked by strong tensions between
two factions, one Council-led end one ANG..led. These were never fully resolved
but a workable compromise was finally accepted. At a meeting on 29 October
1990, agreement was reached to formalise the Committee and produce a
constitution.

The whole of 1991 was taken up effectively with trying to reach consensus
between parties as to the detailed objectives and final composition of the
Development Committee. Thus it was only(~t~omJanuary 1992 that the real
work of agreeing documentation could begln. The project manager and the
Development Committee reached agreement on all project documentation,
including a Community Participation Contract defining their own relatlonship, in
March 1992, and this was Signed.

The contractual documentation was submitted to the lOTHeadOffice at the end of
March and referred back with queries. It was re-submitted on 7 April 1992 for
signature. In terms of participation, a massmeeting took place on 2S March
1992 to gain approval from the wider community to proceed with the
development in terms of the project description. Representatives of all the main
groups were present at that meeting in their capacity as Development Committee
members and all supported the \ .Dject openly. There was strong consensus from
the meeting for the project to continue.
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8.4.2 Model description

The type. of community participation which evolved at Sibongile p'aee,~>the

project (and others like itj.outside the "normal" situation described in 8.3.2,
,.'hereby the primary relat:ol,ship is between the local authority and the wider

community. Sibongile was m~nageci by a separate local authority "elected" in

terms of the Biac~ Local Authorities Act of 1992. This authority had little

perceived legitimalCY and no financial resources. To receive IDT funding the .
project required broad-based support, which meant the formation of a committee

to manage the project which was independent of the local authority. tt.also

required proven technical expertise, and the only group able to provided this was

a private sector utility company operating in the area. Thrc)ugh circumstances

described in section 8.4.3 the utility company not only provided the project

management expertise but also became the "developer" I taking fllll financial

responsibility for the project.

Two factors stopped this project from becoming Simply a technically· dominated

engineering project and turned it into an alternative management model with

meaningful community participation. The first was a strong commitment on the

part of the utility cl1mp3ny, to ufull" community participation, although they

were not sure what this actually entailed when they first became involved. The

second was strong pressure exerted by the (luthor to provide contractual

commitment to shared deCision-making by the project manager and Development

Committee. TI1e outcome was the proposed working model shown in figure 8.3.
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FIGURE 8.3: CASE STUDY 2 (SIBONG1LE)
PROPOSED WORKING MODEL
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8.4.3 Implementation

When the IDr originally stated their intention to empower local communities
~h;Q\.Ightheir involvement in, and control O~:i;lOT funded projects, ~t~as
envisaged that many communities would be\;:r direct control, either alone or in
conjunction with projept managers, of the pibjects in all its stages. In the case
of sibangile, th~ ii1iti~n~ltention was for the development committeeAo ra;:;~the
finance and for¥e pn'.ject to.be ~ joint venture, effectively,"betwe~n the
development committee as developer (i.e. having fiscal responsibility) and the

,

utility company, acting as project manager, having technical responsibility.

As the lOTprocessdeveloped it becameclear that there was a change in power
relationships. The lOT was a provider of "end-user" finance, m~~ning that it
would only refund the capitalsubsidy amount to the «developer" on transfer of
the serviced site. Hence the "developer" had to provide interim finance. With
no financial track record the Development Committee was unable to. achieve this.
As a result flnancial responsibility reverted to the utility company (who was
also.the project manager); the concept of joint control receded; and the
Development Committee was downgradedconsiderably in terms of the potential
for meaningful input into, as well as their ability to control, the project.

It became clear to the author that the issueof relationships was critical to the
SUCCeSS of thecommunity participation process. Although there were strong
links from the beginning between the Council-led faction in the Development
Committee in Sibongile and the utility company, the Development Committee as a
whole ratified the position of the utility company as project managers to the
project in October 1991.. What then beganto happenwas that membersof the
Committee who were not involved originally began to question fundamental
issues,such as land siting, plot size etc. This was the essence of the
participation process but it soon became apparent that the disparity in knowledge
and power between the project managerand the Development Committee meant
that there could be no.meaningful participation in the decision-making process.
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This problem was rectified to some degree by a community participation
agreement between the project managerand the Development Committee. There
were two ways in which such agreement could be formulated. The first, adopted
in other parts of Natal, would have been to lnsert.a clause giving the committee
nominal control over the project or a veto on the actions of the project manager.
This was not considered adequate. A single, all-embracing clause would be
diffkult to enforce legally and would not overcome the problem of the disparity~\
in the skills and knowledge base that existed between the((two parties. The second
option, developed by the author, was to acknowledgethe difference in the
financial and professional skills capacity of the two parties, butJ:o commit the
project manager to a training role over the period of the contract. All aspects of
the deyelopment process would be discussedwith, ::;I~ thoroughly explained to,

~ J '

the committee. The training process was formalis'~.. ' y incorporating in the
particlpatlon agre~ment a list of key decision making issues. Primary
responsibility was allocated to a given party and the second party was provided
with a power of veto over any decision. The project manager would have an
educational role in respect of all those items for which it had primary
responsibility. The second option was adopted. A copy of the final agreement is
included as appendix C.

Theway in which the community participation agreement evolved I€~da further
major change to the relational model. The two parties agreed to form an
executive committee to take the daily decisionsand this changed the role of the
Development Committee further. Those membersof the Development Committee

,
sitting on the executive gained a greater understanding of the technical process of
development than did those excluded, At the same time the Development
Committee, in moving out of this decision-making role, became a better vehicle
for monitoring "grassroots" feelings about the project, because of this
"distance" from the technical decislon-msklnq process. This issue is discussed
further in section 8.6. These changes resulted in the proposed working model of
figure 8.3 being changed to the implementation model of figure 8.5.
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FIGURE 8.5: CASE STUDY 2 (SIBONGILE)
WORKING MODEL AS IMPLEMENTED
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8.5 Case study 3: Lug~nda, Pin~town

8.5. 1 Brief histdiy'
((\

Luganda is an area of ground which, when the lOT application was made, was
classified under the Group Areas Act as being an area designated for the use of
people of "Indian" origin. It use was therefore controlled by the House of
Delegates, the "Indian" parliament of the apartheid tricamerallegislature,
although ownership of the land resided in a private development company.
However for several years it had been occupied "illegally" byAfricans and when

Ii

the project applicaton was ma~e there was tacit agreement that it would no
;1

longer be racially segregated. Ownership of the land was a major problem,
which delayed the project for over a year. However the details are not relevant
to this discussion. The outcome was the eventual purchase from theprivate
developer by the House.of Delegates and the incorporation of the land into a
"white" municipality - the ~orough of Pinetown. The final relationship of
relevance to the community )~articipation debate was that or a formalised land
invasion area situated within a "white" local authority boundary.

\}

This project application was submitted to the lOTjointly by a non governmental
organisation, .the Built Environment Support Group of the University of Natal
(BESG)and the Luganda Residents Association (LRA). TIle application was for tile
servicing of was for 1861 sites. The LRAhad unanimous support among
residents in Luganda and malntain=d a high degree of community involvement in

\ \

the project, with community meetings held regularly every second or third
Sunday for report-back and discussion.

From the beginning Jt was recoqnised that the project had several features which
would make it difficult to develop in a conventional way without fragmenting the
local community. The community itself was cohesive, but relatively small. It
was in constant danger of armed attack from residents living in the trl' )al area on
the far bank of the river. And, finally, once the project was fully developed, the.
existing population would represent less than a quarter of the final population,
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population, which meant that great carewould need 'to be taken to incorporate a

relatively large number of new residents without destroying existing. community

(social) structures. For these reasons the community wanted to retain full

responsibility for the project.

8.5.2 Model description

As with case study 2, this working model started from an idealistic base. The

intention was that the community would "control" and manage all aspects of the'

project. This is very much in line with the conventional "ends" approach of

Moser (chapter 3.3.4), whereby the project objective is empowerment and all

aspects of the project are built around this concept. This idealisedmodel is

shown in fjgure 8.4: The only involvement of external bodies (such as Pinetown

and the NPA)was anticipated to be the technical approval of planning procedures

and engineering proposals.

In practice the situation became far more complex, for reasons discussed below.
;1 . . .~

The management of the project was separated from the civic function 0'(

negotiating wider issues relating to the community. A Development Trust was

formed to control the project technical, manage its finances and hold communal.. ~
assets (such as public sites and open space), as v{el1"as reporting to the lOTand

,'/

other guarantors. This Trust then appointed ~;/ProjectMarfagerwho was

responsible for the physical development of .the site. All of this was made
If

possible because the Trust was able to ralssfnterfm finance. Due to the high

political profile of the Luganda project, and the need to be seen to support some

community-driven projects, the lOT had agreed to provide the guarantees which

made interim financing possible.
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FIGURE 8.6: CASE STUDY 3 (LUGANDA)
WORKING MODEL 3 AS IMPLEMENTED
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6.5.3 Implementation

The approval of the project meant that Luganda residents became responsible for

managing a R13 million project and this necessitated a review of community

structures, The original negotiations had been initiated by the LRA but in the

intervening period the civic structure, with which the LRA was associated, had

developed into a more cohesive body responsible for negotiating, at a policy level,

issues such as service charges and the future of local government. During this

intervening period also, the Borough of Pinetown had taken over the

responsibility for the ongoi[lg maintenance of services and the future

administration of the area. The Borough was therefore proposing a closer

relationship wl.th the Civic on the lOT project.

The civic felt that they could be compromised in the wider political negotiating

process jf they were to become too closely involved with the BorQ'~i;!band that

another body would be a more suitable vehicle to manage the lOT (}Iuject

(Ltlg(mda\,~ only one of a dozen African settlements in the southern Pinetown area

and there would be major negotiations taking place in the coming months on a

variety of sensitive issues such as service charges, executive authority,

representation on a single municipality, etc.). There was already a working

committee in Luganda, at which the civic and various community groups (e.g.

women, youth, sport and religious bodies) met. to discuss the wider needs of the

community, but this was also considered inappropriate. As a result a third body

was formed, namely the Luganda Development Trust (LOT).

The net result, shown in figure 8.5, appears initially to be awkward and

unwieldy, but in practice reflects a deep understanding of the complexities of the

participation process on the part of the community. The Luganda project had

evolved naturally into three community participation components: a civic,

representing the political demands of the community; a trust, taking technical

and financial responsibility for a speclfic project; and the working committee

which, in Conjunction with mass meetings, was the vehicle for expressing

peoples needs and concerns on local issues.
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The final issue to be resolved was the relationship with the Borough of Pinetown,

A steering committee was formed, in which general progress and issues of mutual

concern could be addressed. In this way the Borough had influence over the broad

policy decision-making process but could neither dictate policy ncr interfere in

the direct management of the project. The cummunity thus retained a high degree

of autonomy.

8 . 6 Conclusions from the three ~ase studies

The projects demonstrate three different approaches to community participation

developed in three different environments. The first shows development by a

council in a "hometand", using a private developer. The second shows a

development by a private sector project manager in an area under the nominal

jurisdiction of a black local authority. In this. situation the private developer

has far greater latitude and control than would normally be the case under a

conventioriallocal authority. The third shows a development by a local

community organisation, with the support of a NGO, in a land invasion area under

the jurisdiction of a conventionalloca! authority, but under special

circumstances which provide a great deal of latitude and responsibility to the

local community.

A theoretical analysis of the three relational models which arose is given in

chapter 9.7. This section highlights the key issues arising from the specific case

studies. The first case study in Stafford Farm took place in an environment

where the (KwaZulu) government would not permit free political expression yet

where the financier (the lOT) attempted to maximise community involvement

under a project manager committed to this course of action. The result is

community input on issues such as the type of toilet superstructure, location of

standpipes, etc.; broad community support for the project (the level of theft, for

example, is far lower than on a similar project operated by the bulk. service

supply authority, without any community participation, in an adjacent area of

Stafford Farm); and maximising employment and job creation opportunities.
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As discussed in section 8.3 this project-is constrained by limited technical

options and by the refusal of the KwaZulugovernment to tolerate political

opposition. Nonetheless there is some involvement of the community in the

choice of product (e.g. the type of VIP) and through the work opportunities

f~enerated. That this level of involvement is recognised and appreciated by the

community can be measuredby the extent of community support. The

infrastructure supplied by the project is rnetefing a high priority need In the

community and people's opinions are being sought. In Paul's conceptual

framework this project carl be described as meeting the objective of project

effectiveness but there is no involvement in the decision-making process.

The second and third case studies are far more complex. In both there is wide

debate around key decision-making issues (e.g. the levels of service; who would

be allocated sites), together with a commitment to maximising the degree of

community control over the qecision-making process. The models which have

been evolved to achieve this level of community participation differ

significantly. The strengths and weaknessesof each will be outlined briefly.

Case study 2 (SibongiJe) highlights two strengths. Ihe fir~;':,~)how project

managers can playa significant role in the process or urban mfrastructure

provision, as discussed in chapter 7. The project management-driven projects

in the Natal Midlands (of which Sibongile has been chosen as one example),

indicate that the independent project manager is well-positicned to act as a

facilitator (l.e. the primary instrument of community participation), both In
hE:ilpingto prioritise conflicting internal needs of the community, and in

balancing internal needs against outside interests and agendas'. The second

strength is the way in which the community organisations are grouped in order

to carry out the project. Because of the similarities to Luganda (case study 3)

this point is discussed irter,

There is one major weakness, lying not so much with the model structure aswith

the original allocation of financial responsibility. As "developer" the project

manager is the dominant actor in terms of both technical and financial control.
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This leadsto a power imbalance between the project manager and the
Development Committee which is strongly in favour of the former. This was
recognisedas a flaw when the project was formalised but could net be changed for
the reasonsdescribed in section 8.4. To compensate, a community participation
agreement was been framed which (I) defined a training role for the project
manager; and Oi) gave the community extensive rights of veto (see appendix C).
The intention was to place pressure on the project manager to provide skills and
knowledgetraining to tile Development Committee. This has turned out to be the
wrong emphasis. Becausett;e Development Committee does not have financial
responsibility, it is not sufficiently motivated to take advantage of the trr\;illl'lg
opportunities. What has been created is a kind of "supply push" situation, with
pressure-on the project manager to provide knowledge and skills, whereas what
is needed is a "demand-pull" situation, where members of the Development
Committee demand training opporturutles of their own accord. Financial control
of the project by the Development Committee would create the conditions for its
membersto be so motivated. The validity of this statement is borne out by the
Lugandaexperience.

Casestudy 3 (Luganda) shows the role of the Community Trust as "developer"
with full financial responsibility. This forces the Trust to gain knowledge
rapidly and to take maaninqful responsibility for both technical and financial
declslon-maklnq. Another strength is the way in which the community
organisations group together to carry out the project.

Both the second and third case studies highlight a critical issue which began to
appear in chapters 6 and 7, 'namely the conflicting de .rmdsplaced upon the
community organisations in attempting to (::present constituency on an
issue as complex as infrastructure provision. In Lug"" ....:. .ne community
organisations foresaw that working closely with the local authority would
constrain their negotiating strategy and political tactics. Potential conflicts
were envisaged in (i) negotiating a new local government management structure
(political decislon-maklnq) working closely with the s.irne controlling authority
on a major project (technical declsicn-rnaklnq) and (ii) making corr-romlse
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decislons on issues such as the levels of service, construction programme, tytoe
of construction techniqus to be use etc. (an outcome of the community
organisation having full financial responsibility for the project), while (iii)
representing the needs and aspirations of cornmunltyresldents as users (Le,

consumers) of a service.

The civic continued to be the primary representative body for the residents of
Luganrla and retained its responsibility for negotiating wider political issues.
Responsibility for technical decisions was passed to the Trust while the Luganda
Working Committee became the primary vehicle for maintaining community
contact at a grassroots level. All three bodieswere available to report back at
massmeetings. In Sibongile the same potential tensions and contradictions were
recqgnised. Thus the political organisations retained their own identity and took
responsibility for political negotiation. The Development Committee became the
grassroots link organisation and the Joint Working Committee took the technical
declsions.

The primary weakness of the Luganda model lies not in the structure itself but in
the roles of the parties, particularly the role of the NGO, and the relatlonshp
between them. The Community Trust needs technical support, which is meant to
be provided by the NGO. However the NGO has its own agendawhiGhis a potential
causeof conflict. The NGO supports the aims of the progressivemovement and
assists communities to realize their "de r, ianos" against the apartheid state.
However the project itself makesc.onflicting demands on the NGO as on
community organisations, as described above. These conflicts affect the NGO in
the sameway that they affect the community organisations, but the NGO cannot
handlethem in quite the sameway.

The NGO deals with this by excluding its~lf from direct involvement in the
decislon-makinq process where compromise decisions might have to be made, and
placing itself as advisor to the Community Trust. This is a dangerous situation
since it separates decision-making on socio-econornlc issues, carried out by the
Trust but advised by the NGO. from decislon-makinq on technical issues, carried
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out by the Trust but advised by the project manager. The possibility of conflict
and polarisation arising from this situation has been recognised. This problem
was overcome in Luganda by aUthe actors (includillg the lOTand the
municipality) agreeing to provide additional technical resources to back up the
Tnfst. While this approach may be valuable as a learning experience, it is
neither a long-term nor a general solution. The use of technical expertise in this
way is both expensive and inefficient.

The central issue in both SibQngileand Lugandacomes down to the lack of
knowledge and resources of the community organisation and the power that this
control of knowledge places in the handsof external bodies. Currently the World
Bank"is placing increasing emphasis on the role of the NGO as a key pla~!,erin
projects such as urban infrastru¢;_qre provision, because of their close working
relationship with community orpanlsations (e.g. World Bank, 1990). Yet this
partisanship makes NGOsill-equipped to deal with the potential conflicts and

-':_':;'_,\

contradictions which may arise frOTT)the implementation of a complex project
with multiple objectives. What becomes clear from both of these projects is that
there is a massive need for technical training of community organisations and
that this is a partisan function. Project management, on the other hand, needs to
be as neutral as possible. The World Bankapproach mixes these two functions.

On the other hand the model illustrated by casestudy 2, which places the project
manager in a key role, has much greater potential fOf;iesolving these conflicts,
but this in turn requires a redefinition of the role of the project manager and
wider education and training of technical professionals. This issue is discussed
further in chapter 9.i when the results of this case study are incorporated into a
generalised implementation strategy.
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fndnotes

1. As one example of such outside interests the provincial government
(Natal Provincial Administration) was distrustful of the IDT projects
initially and, had it wanted to. could have.undermined the projects.
However the NPAwas prepared to deal with the project manager because
he was perceived as a technical professional with a neutral political
stance.
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CHAPTER 9

DERIVATION OF A THEORY OF COMMUNITY

PARTICIPATION

9. 1 Introduction

The need for community participation in the provision of urban infrastructure

in South Africa is a direct consequence of ".8 failure of the socio-political

structure of apartneid to maintain existing infrastructure and to provide for new

infrastructure to the African population, particularly in the period after 1970.

The result is that South Africa now faces an urban crisis which is similar to that

of the majority of African towns and cities, albeit not yet as severe. This has

severely stressed local authorities in four key areas associated with

infrastructure provision: legitimacy, affordability, institutional capacity and

user convenience (chapter 7.4). The result is a decline in the quality of

infrastructure and a political backlash from those affected. "Community

participation" is seen by a variety of dlffe- ant actors, including technical

professionals, as contributing to a solution (chapter 1.1).
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The practical implementation of community participation is, however, hampered
by two factors. The first factor is that there are differing perceptions of what
community participation means and how it might work in infrastructure
provision. This is illustrated by the diverse views expressed by different South
African actors (chapter 1.3), as well as by the list of differing objectives which
have been identified in projects of this nature (eg. Paul, 1987, Finsterbusch and
Van Wicklin, 1989). The second factor is the limited ( ne study material
available with which to d~:Velopan understanding of the relationship between
community participation and infrastructure provision. The Lusaka upgrade,
which ls now almost 15 years old, remains,the only critical analysis of
community participat.ion in infrastructure provision but this project has raised
more questions than it has answered. The recently completed evaluation of the
upgrading of services in Alexandra near Johannesburg shows that little progress
has been made in developing such an understanding in the intelVening period
(Abbott, 1992). Thus the starting point for developing a relationship between
the two (community participation and infrastructure provision) has to be the
experience of community participation in other fields, supplemented by
documented personal experience.

9.2 Approaches to community participation

The problem with the existing literature is that, while there is a substantial
amount which deals with case studies of interactive participation at a community
level, there is very little dealing with the conceptual development of community
participation, and none which tries to build a comprehensive theory of
participation. Two CP')tral points emerge on a conceptual level. The first is that
ail authors recognise that the community participation process has specific
elements, though different elements are stressed by different authors. This issue
of elements is contextuallsed anddiscussedfurther in section 9.6.

The second point relates to the concept of hierarchical structures in community
participation. Several authors argue in favour of linkages between development
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paradigms and what the thesis terms approaches to community participation

(chapter 2.2). There are two linkageswhich dominate. The first links the

community development approach to the paradigm of modernisation theory, while

the second links the empowerment approachto the paradigm of dependency

theory. In this argument empowerment is seen to displace community

development over time as dependency theory displaces modemisation theory.

Theoretical support for this notion of displacement is weak, as is the underlying

concept of linkages between approachesand paradigms, but this is a complex

debate. However what really calls into question the validity of the notion of

displacement is practical experience. Chapter 2 shows that, while there are

clearly projects where community development is not an appropriate approach,

there are other projects where it continues to operate successfully.

This leads to the concept that there are different arenas in which different

approaches to community participation are appropriate. Following from this

chapters 2 and 3 look at the projects in which the different approaches have been

appropriate and successful. This analysis finds that a given project can be

classified in terms of specific characteristics. By examining successful

community development projects and empowerment projects such

characteristics can be identified (chapter 2.5). Then, using this classification

system. a similar set of characteristics can be developed to evaluate

infrastructure provision projects. The analysis of infrastructure provision

carried out in chapter 7, supported by the case study work in chapters 6 and 8,

provides the basis for this.

The characteristics of appropriate community development projects,

empowerment projects and infrastructure provision projects can be divided into

five categories: openness of the decision-making process; type of decision-

making process (e.g. social, political, etc.)": degree of technical complexlty-;
degreleof community homogeneity and instruments of participation. A summary

of the categories and associated characteristics for community development

projects, empowerment related projects and infrastructure provision projects

are shown in table 9.1.
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Table 9.1: The" characteristics of community development projects,
empowerment projects and infrastructure provislon projects

DETAILSOF CATEGORY

Openness of government to

community involvemew:::1i(>
decjsion-makirig~ .::::c::/

Dominant type of decision-

making and complexity of the

variables.

Degree of technical

complexity.

Community structure in

respect of the project.

N......
VI Instrument of CPo

Community development

Open but limited. Extent

determined by government and

government policy.

Predominantly social. Issues

easily understood by community.

Time for debate. Time not

measured in monetary terms.

Technology not prominent.

Matched to capacity or users.

High level of homogeneity.

Community development worker.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PROJECTS

Empowerment

Close" to involvement of other

parties in decision-making.

Socio-polltlcal. One issue

dominates which is clearly

definable and achievable.

Variable but within the capacity

of the controlling authoritv.>> '0

-,,;:<_:/

Strong commonality of purpose in

respect of the project.

Non-governmental organisation.

Infrastructure provision

Open and recognising joint

responsibility for identifying the

areas of decision-making.

Technical-economic. Several

complex variables which are

difficult to understand. Time has

a monetary value.

Medium to high. Lack of technical

capacity and several options.

Heterogeneous, with different

needs interacting and conflicting.

Not clearly identified.



9.3 The characteristics of community participation

The five categories whose characteristics define the arena in which community

participation operates are discussed in turn below.

9.3.1 The openness of 9Qvernment to the inclusion of the

community in the decision-making process

By "openness" is meant the degree of support given by government to the

communities' involvement in the decision-making process. It is clear from the

literature that all community development operates within the confines of

government policy. It is the failure of government to be responsive to local needs

which has been the primary causes of disenchantment with community

development. In these instances government can be perceived as "closed" and

community participation does not function effectively. However, where

governments are supportive of the community development process then this has

laid the foundation for successful community development projects. It is in this

context that the debate covered in chapter 3, about widely different

interpretations of community participation, is situated. Openness in this context

does not imply democracy or even legitimacy.

The type of openness of government required in infrastructure provision

projects differs significantly to that required for successful community

development projects. Here openness requires more of a direct sharing of
I

declslon-maklnq responsibility. Thus there are differing degrees of openness,

which can be expressed in terms of a continuum, but not all will be adequate for

successful community participation in infrastructure provision.

Within the empowerment paradigm of community participation a different

situation applies. At national level the governments in the countries involved are

authoritarian and, further, have little perceived legitimacy, coming neither

from a democratic base nor a widely supported traditional base. As a result they

are threatened by local demands which are perceived to challenge their authority.
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This makes them closed to any support for community involvement in the

decision-maklng process. The point at which a government becomes closed is

itself a variable factor which is discussed further in section 9.4.

9.3.2 The nature of the decisionsto be made

Decisi'bns which impact upon groups and individuals in society have at least four

components: social, political, financial and economic. lncreasingly, many of

these decisions will also have a technical component. As decisions become more

complex, i.e. as the number of variables increases, this has two effects. The

first effect is to bring out tensions between individuals and groups, reflecting the

natural heterogeneity of the community. This is discussed in section 9.3.4
below. The other effect is to make it more difficult to for individuals to

internalise the problem and to recognise a solution. This dlfficulty can be

overcome in two ways: (l) by focussing on a single dominant isslue (as occurs in

many of the empowerment struggles'j' to the exclusion of other factors; or (ii) by

receiving external support from individuals or groups who have more

experience of the issues in question.

The second of these is a time consuming process. This may not be a problem when

the issues involved are predominantly social. However, as soon as the issues in

question involve the time value of money, then several problems arise. There is

pressure to reduce the time spent explaining issues to the community; the issues

are less clearly understood; and the opportunities for potential conflict increase.

This is often the case with infrastructure provision projects.

9.3.3 Technical involvement in the decision-making process

Technical decisions are often multi-variable. Time is generally expressed in

terms of monetary value, thereby leading to the problems described above. A

further difficulty arises because those professionals who make technical

decisions operate in what Goulet terms tileir own, technical rationality (chapter

3.7). Unlike community development workers for instance they are not trained
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\ \
to understand social problems. This leads to a lac~'of Integration of the social

\ \, \ ,

components of decision-making with the technical\ Thi,S is further complicated
by the more dominant role of technical professlonal \ In decision-making around

\ \
social issues community development workers play ~ supportive or faciiitating

, \

role in communities. Around technical issues, technic, " professionals have their
\ \

own set of decisions to take, for:which they are fully re\~onSible, and these are
made independently of community input \ \

\ \
i '\ ' , ,t

In developed ten,. Itries this problem does not arise becaus, \ infrastructure (the
technology) is perceived to operate in a supportive role to \ \~mmunities, meeting

\ \
social needs agreed in a democratic forum. However chapter, V showed clearly

\ \
that this requires significant levels of resources, Where the~ , resources are

\ \

under stress, as is the case with urban infrastructure ProViSi~\~ in developing
countries, then the role of technology becomes the dominant VI habre in the wider
geCision-makingprocess, and different ways of dealing with it ~ Ive to be
identified. \ \

\ \
'1 I

i 1 \
I!

9.3.4 Homogeneity of the community \ \
, I

\ \
One characteristic of the community development approach to p\ riCiPation is the
homogeneity of the target beneficiary group. By its very nature)\ ~ommunity
development is about group work and selt-help, which necessitatl '$ a unified,

1 i

communal approach to problem solving. This removes a complex\ \(ariable from
\ ..

the participation process. De Kadt (Chapter 2.5) argues that the \ lability to deal
with heterogeneous communities was one of the reasons for the faill ire of the

! i
community development approach to participation in Latin America" ,:However
there is no indication that the empowerment approach has addressed this issue in
a more satisfactory way. An analysis of the empowerment struggles in Latin
America (of which three are discussed in Chapter 2) indicates that they centre
around specific issues, such as land tenure. In these cases the communities are
not so much homogeneous,as bonded.by a very strong commonality of purpose
around a single issue. However the net result is the same, namely that, for the.
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resolution of the specific issue in question, a complex variable (heterogeneity)
is removed from the participation process.

Generallycommunities are heterogeneous. Smit provides a good analysis of the
problems which can arise in communities, and which impact negatively on their
homogeneity. He argues that "the notion of a community is always something of a
myth. A c0f111munityimplies a coherent entity with a clear identity and a
commonality of purpose. The reality is that communities, more often than not,
, .J made up of an agglomeration of factions and interest groups often locked in
competitive relationships. Development projects often have the effect of
accentuating differences •. ." (Smit, 1990:1). He then lists, as an example,

twelve axes of potential conflict, based upon experiences in South Africa. These
axes are:

" conflict between political organisations;
conflict between different organisations claiming to represent the
community;
conflict between landownersandtenants;
conflict between tenants of rental housing schemes and backyard
shack people;
conflict between hostel dwellers and local residents;
ethnic tensions;
conflict between youth and parents;
conflict between local businesspeople and residents;
conflict between shack dwellers and those in formal housing;
conflict between groups and individuals competing in the same
terrain (taxi wars);
conflict between traditional leaders and modernists;
conflict between men and women" (Srnlt, 1990:1).

These types of differences may be suppressedtemporarily to achieve a specific
goal (e.g. to achieve the commonality of purpose described above) but will
resurface whenever decisions involving difficult choices have to be made.
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Deciding on different levels of service in infrastructure which have a variety Of
r

social, financial, eccnorntc and political implications is typical of '61etype of

situation which exacerbates community tensions and reduces commonality of

purpose.

9.3.5 Instruments of participation

The support mechanisms given to communities to aid them in the decision-

making process are termed instruments of participation. A wider discussion of

instruments of participation. which may include differing types of· audio-visual

aid material as well as people ..can be found in Paul (1987). This section is

primarily concerned with the human expertise component. In community

development the dominant instrument is the community development worker.

Community participation in empowerment projects is characterised by the

dominant role of groups, e.g. massurban movements and CBOs,and the dominant

instrument also tends to take this group form, as a NGO. There is no recognised

primary instrument for infrastructure provision projects at this stage. NGO are

assuming this role but, as chapter 8.6 indicates, there are several problems

associated with this (see also section 9.8). The project manager is also a

potential partywho could play thls role. A third option is the use of an

independent monitor, as wa!.l\ .one successfully, albeit to a limited extent, in the

project case studies described in chapter 8. While further research is needed in

this area it is clear that ~,heresolution of some of the complexities indicated

above highlight an urgent need for appropriate instruments of participation.

9.4 The project environment

The characteristics described above provide an indication of w;lich approach to

community participation might be the most appropriate in a specific situation.

However, in this form they are quite awkward to use. Categories 1 (openness of

the decislon-makinq process) and S (instruments of participation) are very

specific and cannot be reduced further. However, categories 2, 3 and 4 can.
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A more detailed analysis of these three catel~\')riesindicates that both t~mmunity
development and empowerment, for example, deal with issues which are
relatively simple in terms of their capacity to be absorbed by the comm',"'lity.
There is generally one dominant issue, or a clearly defined set of social issues.
In neither case is the degree of internalising required by the community
particularly complex. In successful community development projects there is a
large degree of homogeneity among the communil.y. In empowerment projects the
community involved may be heterogeneous but there is a strong commonality of
purpose around the issue in question (e.g. land tenure).

Infrastructure provision, on the other hand, is extremely complex when it
involves a choice between different levels of service. Not only is there a choice
of options, but the implications of different options are extensive and diffici!lt t6
internalise. There is a high level of technical expertise required which further
removes the declsion-mskinq from the community. And finally, because there
are a number of solutions available, different sectors of the community having
different needs and priorities are likely to prefer different solutions. Hence
there is less commonality ('II" ' , . srest and the tensions inherent in a

heterogeneous community , ,,,')uohtto the surface,

The Changesthat occur in the different characteristics, moving. from community
development and empowerment projects through to infrastructure projects, all
reflect changes in the ease with which communities can make decisions about
projects, i.e. they are all indicators of project complexity. In addition all are
inter-related, i.e. all become more or less complex together. As a result the
three categories (2, 3 and 4) can be amalgamated into a single, broader category,
which reflects changes to project complexity.

1'h;5 ....nalqamarion reduces the number of categories from five down to three,
namely: openness of the decision-making process; complexity of the project; and

instruments of participation. Appropriate instruments of community
participation have not yet been developed for infrastructureprovlsion projects.
They are critically important but later sections will sho...• how their relevance
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relates to the successful implementa!!9r.of projects rather thanll0 the arenas of
participation. The removal of the instruments of participation from the arena
reduces the number of categories to two.

What has been developed here is an environment which can}~xplain how both the
approachesof community development and empowenrlenlas well as community
participatlon in infrastructure provision, operate successfully in different
arenas. This environment is illustrated graphically in l!igure 9.1. The wider
environment itself is defined in terms of the two categories placed upon axes.
The horizontal axis represents the degree of opennessof the community
participation process, starting with a closed system. The vertical axis
represents increasing project complexity in terms of the communities'
involvement in the decision-making process. This environment generates four
sectors, each of which represents a different arena of community participation.

The first sector is sited in the lower left-h::lfld corner, where the government is
closed to community involvement in the decision-making process but\:~here
projects are simple. The empowerment approach falls into this sector. Here
community participation is possible in spite of government opposition, but only
because the issue is a simple, straightforward one around which community
mobilisation can occur. In terms of community participation this sector is
defined as the arenaof confrontation.

Movement horizontally to the right leads to a Situation in which the project is
simple, but where the government is now open to a degree of involvement by the
community in the decision-making process. The community development
approach falls into this sector. Here the government supports community
involvement, but it takes place within a government-defined framework. In
terms of community participation this sector is defined as the arena of inclusion.
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Moving upwards and further to the right leads to the third sector, in which the
project is complex, but where the government remains open to the involvement
of the community in the decision~making process, Community participation in

urban infrastructure provision may faU within this sector, which is defined as
the arena of consensus. The debate on intensity ill chapter 3, which starts with
Arnstein and runs through the work of virtually aUauthors, reflects the

>~;

confusion in thinking that surrounds this issue. AlII levels of intensity reflect a
de!~reeof opennesson the part of govemment, anddifferent ones are suitable for
the satisfaction of different needswhen projects are simple. In other words all

':,

am capable of achieving some success in meeting specific objectives (as defined

for example by Paul, 1987). However once a project becomes more complex,
the role of other parties becomes more important to the successof a project. To
achieve a successful project under these circumstances the government has to be
more open and share the decision-making to a larger degree than is required for
the successful completion of simple projects. Hence the divide between an open
and a closed system moves to the right as project complexity increases.

The',final sector is one where the government is again closed to the involvement of
the community in the decision-making process, but where there is a high degree
of project complexity. This makes community cohesion difficult. The
government is in a very strong position to control the flow of information, which
is an essential part of decision-makinq on complex issues. This sector is defined
as the arena of exclusion. where community participation is extremely difficult,
if not impossible. An example of this is the Alexandra upgrading under
apartheid, i.e. pre-1990 (Abbott, 1992).

The siting of projects in different sectors, in the manner described above, makes
it possible to view community participation as a dynamic process. The political,
social and economic conditions surrounding a project may be examin i to see the
way in which changing conditions of government openness and changin9
complexity might "push" the project the project in the direction of another
sector, and thereby change the type of community participation which can be
achieved, FI:)rexample with the BuenosAires project (Chapter 3.3.2), Cuenya et
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at argue that the retum'to a democratic system of government means that the
previous channels by which participation was practiced (which were

con:rd~tational) become inad~qUate.. In~~~:~~_0f~~there. isa fo0rcepushing the
project from the arena of confrontatlorl>int,lthe arena of inclusion. If allowed to
proceed this would lead to what cueny£ et alcall ~~nventional urban politics.
However, if a need then .arose for greater community involvement in discussions
around wider urban issues, including technical issues, this would create a new
force pushing in the direction of the arena of consensus. A different type of
community participation would then become necessary.

This recognition that community participation takes place within a dynamic
social system. and that conditions can therefore change in a variety of ways
(including reversibility), is a factor Which is not dealt with in the existing
literature. Moser (1989) recognises that complex projects might require a
time period to change to participation as an "end" 1 but this an idealised one way
movement. In the environment shown in figure 9.1, the forces Which induce
change can be identified for different scenarios and can influence change in any
direction. The likely impact on the participation process, which may lead to a
change in the conceptual framework governing that process may thus be deduced.

As an example of how this might work, the various case studies which have been
discussed in this thesis are shown, in their associated sectors, in figure 9.2.
Here the forces operating on each one, and which may be pushing them in the
direction of another sector, are indicated (where applicable). A brief
explanation of how these forces arise is given in Appendix D.
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9. 5 conceptual framewor-ks in community participation

An approach to community participation sets out the way in which the

participation process will develop. It provides a conceptual map and a

methOdology for implementation. For each of the three operational arenas in the

wider environment (l.e. neglecting the arena of exclusion) there will be a

specific approach which is suited to conditions pertaining to that sector.

From the review of the international literature there is 110 recognised theoretical

structure to a community participation approach, However, this thesis proposes

that approachesdo have a structure, and that this is made up of three

components. The first component comprises the fundamental concepts which

underpin the approach. This is the conceptual framework. By definition this

framework is generalised rather than project-specific. In order to use a

conceptual framework the approach ha,sto be related more specifically to a

particular activ;;ty or project. Jhls'requires the second component of the
i' .' '",'

structure, ter~\(ed a working thode!. Finally this working model needs to be
translated into i~ality with~) the project environment. This third component is

defined here as the Implementation strategy. This leads to the structure shown in

figure 9.3.

The term conceptual framework has been used by other authors such as Paul

(chapter 3.3.5) and Oakley and Marsden (chapter 3.3.3). The interpretation is

similar to that given above, but in these cases it has been used in isolation, i.e.

without linking it to implementation. The most comprehensive work on

conceptual frameworks is that of Paul, where he develops a three dimensional

matrix comprising objectives, intensity and instruments of community

participation. However, a further analysis of the literature shows that the work

of other authors also fits within this context of conceptual framework

development. Thus Arnstein's work (chapter 3.3.1) can be explained as the

development of a conceptual framework focussed on "intensity", while the work

of the UNRISD(chapter 3.5) can be explained in terms of a conceptual

framework based upon "objectives".
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Although these conceptual frameworks are valuable, chapter 3.8 showed that

even Paul's conceptual framework limited community participation to only three

dimensions. There are other "elements" which need to be integrated into the

community participation process. In total the thesis identifies ten elements of

community participation which appear to be important and need to be accounted

for in the community participation structure. These are:

objectives (of participation);

intensity (of participation);

insj~1'...01'::'(1\ ') (~)fparticipation);

the arena or surrouno within which the particip, tion process operates;

identification of the primary actors;

the roles, agendas and relationships of the different actors;

the point of input into the. participation process, and who decides this;

the practical implementation of the participation framework;

the differing needs of the community;

the needsof the other actors.

These different elements need to be related to each other and weighted in some

way. For example some may be core issues, others may be only peripheral or

even descriptive, and some may not be at all relevant. To date this type of

relational analysis has not been attempted.

9. 6 The development of a conceptual framework for

infrastructure provision

\'
One of these elements, namely arena!J,has already beenJ!identified, and is situated

'I

in the project environment shown in figure 9.1. This Jnakes it the most critical

element, since the identification of the appropriate rstena will determine the

appropriate structure. Within each of the three operational sectors of the

project environment is a hierarchical structure olf the type shown in figure 9.3.

This hierarchy will now be developed for the arena;of consensus and the
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remaining elements will be dealt with as the various levels of the hierarchy are

created. This section deals with the conceptual framework.

A fundamental difference between community participation in infrastructure

provision, compared to that in other situations, is the number of attors involved.

The decision-makiNg process is no longer the preserve of the government and the

communtty orqanlsation. This is dearly demonstrated in chapters 6 and7, as
(J. .

well as in the published work of Goulet (chapter 3,7). All of these actors bring .
their own understanding (Goulet's "rationality") to a complex decision-making

process and make their own contribution to a solution. In doing this they also

bring their own expectations of the project outcome as well as their own agendas.

This is all linked to the element of objectives. Chapter 7.5,2 identifies possible

actors in this arena as:

the municipal authority;

national, regional and local government departments;

parastatal and private utility companies;

local community organisations, both political and non-political;

regional and national mass-based organisation;

individual families within the community, in the role of consumers of the

service;

financial institutions;

development professionals;

NGOs (service organisations);

construction companies.

Paul identifies five different objectives for community participation which are

potentially contradictory. In infrastructure provision for example this thesis

shows (chapter 7.6) that these objectives are advocated by different actors. The

most powerful actor claims his or her objective as the domlnansone for the

project.
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This thesis proposes a different way of treating these so-called "objectives" of
different actors. In the wider environment of figure 9.1, the arena of consensus
effectively defines its own dominant objective, which is the achievement of
consensus. However this can only be done by taking into account the needs,
expectations and agendasof the different actors. These needs,expectations and
agendas (collectively defined as needs for the purpose of this description) are not
objectives of the project. They are potentially contradictory req.. rernents
which reflect the complex nature of the project. The needs of external (i.e. non
community-based) actors are identified in chapter 7.5.3 and the needs of the
community in chapter 8.6. The combined needs are:

project time and cost constraints;

product quality;
afford ability;
job creation;
consumer satisfaction;
control over decision making;
control over skills and expertise.

It is the combination of actors and needswhich defines the conceptual framework
for community participation in infrastructure provision. In this way the needs
of the various actors supplants the objective and the latter ceases to be an
element of community participation.

9. 7 A working model for community participation in

infrastructure provision, based upon South African

experience

A serious flaw in much of the theoretical work described in chapter 3 is the
failure to explore the practical lrnphcattons of applying the theoretical concepts
developed by the different authors. The hierarchy set out in figure 9.3
overcomes this problem. This hierarchy is based upon a recognition, developed
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from lessons learned in the case studie:~(chapters 5, 6 and 8), that a conceptual

framework cannot be translated directly into practice. This practical application

is a two stage process. The first stage is to create a working model which is

concerned primarily with setting ...~,tthe ground rules for the project and

establishing a set of principles. The second stage, namely the implementation

strategy, is to tum this model into a workable structure. The South African case

studies described in this thesis were carried out with a view to the development

of working models and implementational strategies for community participation

in infrastructure provision. Hence it is possible to explore these concepts .of

working models and implementation strategies) in some detail.

Figure 9.4 shows graphically how a conceptual framework may be translated into

a working model, It is not drawn from any specific project but uses experience

from several different South African projects to reflect a typical situation. The

horizontal axis lists the seven major needs to be satisfied by such a project. The

vertical axis identifies the key actors involved in the provision of infrastructure

and links them to those requirements.

There are four major problem areas in the development of a working model. The

first is the point of entry of the community into the decision-making process

(one of the elements of community participation listed earlier). The conceptual

framework and working model are both based upon the premise that the

community is involved in the decision-making process from the beginning, but

this leads to questions such as how this is achieved and who represents the

community. A detailed social survey can obtain all the important information on

community needs and community dynamics but this leads to the issue of who

develops, carries out and interprets the survey. Resolution of this issue is

critical. Prom South African experience, community organisations see

themselves as the sole representatives of their communities, but do not at first

see the contradictions of their own position in trying to satisfy a variety of

diverse community needs. This role of information gatherer can only be carried

out by a mutually agreed, independent body acting as an instrument of community

participation (see section 9.3.5).
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The second problem is how to ensure acceptance, by the external actors, of the

principle of equal treatment of ':,eeds. Figure 9.4 lists the different needs

sequentially from left to right in terms of increasing quantification. The more

easily a need can be quantified the greater the weighting it receives among

external actors (especially technical and financial actors). A way of solving this

problem is by the use of the performance specifications developed in chapter 6

and quantified, in terms of user convenience, in chapter 7.

Once these two problems have been resolved, a mutually agreed set of priorities

must be produced. The third problem which now arises is that certain actors

have more than one need. A graphical example of this is shown in figure 9.5.

This is of particular importance to the community organisations since, as

chapter 8 posited out, the various needsmay be in conflict, and must somehow be
prioritised. Linked to this is the fourth problem, namely that one actor may

have a strong objection to the inclusionof the needs of a second actor.

Figure 9.4 shows the first step in overcoming problems three and four and

developing such a set of priorities. This relates to the internal prioritization of

needs for each actor. Four levels of linkage are defined. The first is the primary

(or dominant) linkage, which is identified by the sign "++". The second is the

secondary or peripheral linkage(s), identified by the sign "+". The third is

that where the relationship between an actor and a particular need is neutral,

which is indicated by the sign".". Finally theria is the situation where an actor

may actually oppose the integration of a particular need into the participation

process, a linkage which is indicated by the sign "=".

The four categories are treated dlft. rently. Category one (++) is the most

important and rated highly In the decision-making process, The presence of

rnore than one requirement by a particular actor would be handled by a process

of internal priority setting in the presence of all actors. The would then form a

part of the wk1erdeciSion-making process described below. The presence of

cateqory four (=) is indicative of serious misunderstandings over the process

and potential areas of stress. The aim must be to remove all "opposition
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linkages" by a process of education of the actors involved. It is important that
each actor recognises the validity of the needs of the other parties before the
neqotiation process on determining priorities is started. One important outcome
of this process is that one specific type of community organisation may not be
able to represent the diverse community needs adequately. Hencemore than one

community organisation may be required. Two examples of how this problem
was overcome are given in the case studies of Sibongile and Luqanda in chapter 8.
Once this internal determination of priorities has been done the different needs
are weighted by all the actors, a process which provides the basis for deciding
the levels of infrastructure. This is a form of multi-objective decision-making,
of which the KwaThandeka case study (chapter 6)',)rovides one example.

The process described above represents the "ideal" condition, where there is
complete openness between parties, full access to information and equality among
the parties. But then the working model is, to a degree, idealistic. It represents
a set of working' principles which all parties agree to as the basis for the project
and, as discussed at the beginning of this section, is the first part of a two stage
process. In a practical situation the weaknesses of this ideal situation will bs
highlighted and compromises will have to be made. This represents the
transition from the working model to the second stage, which is the
implementation strategy.

9. 8 Implementation strategies for community participation in
infrastructure provision, based upon South African
experience

Chapter 8 describes three case studies which explore tne concept of the
implementation strategy. Since such a strategy is, by definition, project
specific, the strateq-es developed in this chapter are illustrative rather than
prescriptive. !t It important to recognise that the development of
implemer.tation strategies can be a time consuming process. In the three case
studies described in chapter 8 thE:::negotiation process to constitute the
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implernentational strategy took approximately nine months, even though it

started with a clearly defined working model.

The primary task of the implementation strategy is to define the roles that each

actor will play in the project as well as the relationship between them. This is a

complex procedure and the concept of a relational model is developed in chapter 8

to describe this. The reason why the definition of roles and relationships is so

important, is because the procedure ensures that all parties commit themselves

formally to what was previously d set of theoretical principles. The case studies

highlight four potential constraints which can prevent, or at least hinder, the

successful implementation of an agreed working model. These are:

1. Parties being unwilling to carry through commitments agreed at the

earlier stage.

Case study 1 (Stafford Farm) provides an example of this, which is illustrated in

the change from the working model structure to the relational model as

implemented (figures 8.1 and 8.2 respectively). Although there was agreement

in the early stages thaia variety of political organisations would be Included in

the decision-making process, this was not carried through to the

implementational strategy. The project had already been limited to one basic

technical solution for all services (water, sanitation, roads, stormwater and

electricity). People were living on the sites, and there was an agreed service

charge. As a result of these factors this project moves out of the arena of

consensus and into the arena of inclusion. As the characteristics of these two

arenas is different this requires a different approach to community

participation.

2. Parties being faced with internal conflicts which were not recognised at

an earlier stage.

This happened to the community in case studies 2 (Sibongile) and 3 (Luganda).

In both cases the community organisations developed new structures (the Joint
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negotiation process to deal with the contradictions in their respective projects

and forestall internal confiict (chapter 8.6).

3. Parties being unable to fulfil their functions due to external factors

outside of their control.

From the experience of the case studies in chapter 8 this constraint could prove a

major problem inhibiting meaningful community participation in future

infrastructure provision projects. The reasons for this are twofold. Firstly the

projects highlighted the importance of the community organisations sharing

financial respons'blllty for the project. It is clear that such responsibility is a

critical force driving the community to demand resources, knowledge and sk!Hs

which are an essential component of the associated management function. The

issues of shared decision-making and shared financial responsibility are

inseparable.

Secondly the case studies highlight a large gap in technical knowledge, skills and

expertise between the technical professionals and the community organisations.

This is:highlighl,ed in chapters 6 and 7, but it is case studies 2 and 3 in chapter 8

which actually address the problem. Casestudy 2 (Sibor.gile) indicates how the

lack of knowledge of the technicalities of infr-astructure provision can be

addressed through an adequate training programme (see appendix C).

Unfortunately, in this case the funds were not available to provide the necessary

training independently and responsibility was given to the project manager. This

did not work. In case study 3 the ~nowledge transfer was more successful but

only because of the combined input of individuals from four outside parties,

namely the NGO,projec, .nanaqer, local authority and the IDT. All of these, with

the exception of the NGO,were exceeding their brief in contributing this support.
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4. The choice of the -nost appropriate instrument of community

participation

Case stuoies 2 and 3 have different instruments of community participation. In

case study 2 (Sibongile) it is the project manager; in case study 3 (Luganda) a

NGO,although in both cases there was additional support from an independent

facilitator. This is an issue which is critical to the success of community

particlpatlon in infrastructure provision but which requires more research

before definitive solutions can be given. Both have advantages and disadvantages.

On balance however the case studies ,indicatethat the independent project

manager, acting in a redefined role as project coordinator and facilitator, is

preferable to the NGOplaying this role.

This conclusion differs from current international thinking (e.g. Worid Bank,

1990) which sees the NGOplaying this key role. However this latter view is

strongly linked to an empowerment approach to community participation (where

the NGOls the facilitator). In this empowerment approach it is important that

(i) the NGOis closely aligned to the community organisation; and (ii) that it can

provide skills and training interactively. The needs of the facilitator for a

consensus approach to community participation are different. Here the

facilitator must be an independent party with a neutral agenda, and the role of

facilitator for the project is separate from the role of trainer to the community

organisation.

9.9 Classifying the elements of community participation

Section 9.6 gave a list of ten elements of community participation. As the

different parts of the structure shown in figure 9.3 were discussed so the

relevant elements were drawn out and linked into that structure. Eight elements

were allocated in this way and this is the number which make up the community

participation process in the arena of consensus. The result differs radically

from any previous work on community participation, since the two elements
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which have not been used in this structure (objectives and intensity) are the two

which were previously considered central to a conceptual framework.

Obje6tives has not been excluded as much assupersededby the needspi the

project and the needs of the community. This structure considers all needs to be

of equal importance until they are weighted by the actors in the development of

the working model. Objectives as they were previously defined (e.g. by Paul,

1987) no longer exist. Intensity, on the other hand, has a valuable contributior.

to make towards the community participation process, but in a different way to,
the eight elements mentioned above. Together with the degree of consensuS:

achieved in the project the intenmy of community participation measures the

success of the community participation process. These are the output indicators

of.:the community participation process.

1. This cat.rgOiY re~l,ectsthe number and complexity of the variables, which

in turn(~re indicators of the ease with which people in the community

will understand the decisions to be made.

2. This category was not significant in the analysis of community

development and empowerment projects in chapter 2. However it is a

significant characteristic of infrastructure provision projects.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS

1O. 1 Preconceptions of infrastructure provision and of community

participation

In developed countries infrastructure provision comprises the supply of a

number of collective services as a series of products, designed according to a pre-

determined technical specification, and the ongoing operation and maintenance of

these services. As such it has formed the basis of a technical discipline

(municipal engineering, a branch of civil engineering), and the technical

component of urban design for planners. This interpretation is often considered

applicable to all urban areas. In dev .loping countries however, where the urban

management system no longer functions effectively, and where this is coupled

with a condition under which different sectors of the urban population receive

differing levels of service, this interpretation becomes invalid. Under these

conditions, infrastructure provision becomes a complex process in which

decisions on levels of service have an impact in the wider socio-political

environment. It is then no longer adequate to take decisions based solely upon
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flnanciat and technical considerations. This is the arena within which

community participation becomes necessary.

There is no shared vision, at the present time, of what exactly is the role of

community participation in the provision of urban infrastructure in South

Africa. Technical professionals (primarily civil engineers and planners)

working on upgrading projects and the provision of municipal services have

found themselves unable to follow "normal" procedures and have "discovered"

community participation as a way of mobilising community support for projects

(chapter 1.1). However this project-based approach to participation is

dismissed by a significant body of international literature as manipulation of

communities. Instead what is recommended is an approach whose only objective

is for the community to take control of the decision-making process.

The basis for this empowerment viewpoint is also weak. The conclusion of this

thesis, arising from a review of the internanonal literature on community

participation, is that there is no cohesive theory or rigorous academic basis on

which an approach to community participation in infrastructure provision can

be developed. There are various definitions, goals and objectives, but no cohesive

structures underpinning the different viewpoints which have been put forward

by various authors. This lack of structure is reinforced by confusion over

terminology. This thesis has developed a new conceptual framework, working

model and implementation strategy to resolve these problems and provide such a

structure. This was done firstly by identifying threads and building linkages

within the existing literature. To a large degree it was the gaps in the literature

v, ch provided the greatest assistance. Findingsfrom the South African case

studies carried out by the author were then used to build the new structure.

1u.2 Community participation and infrastructure provision

The history of urban development in South Africa indicates that infrastructure

was provided for the African population without any consideration of the quality
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of those services or whether they met the needs of the population (chapters 4 and

5). This was particularly so during the period between 1969 and 1984, when

those urban areas designated for Africans were controlled directly by the state,

and during which time service levels deteriorated rapidly. The extent of the

anger and frustration over these conditions laid the bas "or a successful

struggle against the state (the rent boycott) by providing an issue around which

people could be mobilised. The extent of this anger cannot be overestimated. The

rent boycott of the late 1980s persisted and succeeded where other forms of

opposition, including pass, transport and consumer boycotts, and work

stoppages, had been crushed effectively by the state. It extracted major

concessions from the state and provided an issue which supported the growth and

development of a national civic urban movement (chapters 4 and 5).

In the context of community participation this historical development proved

important for two reasons. Firstly, the emphasis placed on this issue in South

Africa provided valuable experience, since there was so little international

literature on community participation in infrastructure provision. Secondly.

the relationship between the state, the civic movement and infrastructure

provision could be studied over time, because the issue (of infrastructure

provision) was central to the formation of the cMc movement. This proved

useful in drawing comparisons with other mass urban movements, particularly

those in Latin America.

Up to February 1990 the struggle for participation could be classified as a

textbook example of empowerment in the Latin American mode (chapter 2). A

massmovement was making demandson the state in an environment of

confrontatlon and was successful in its demands. When the transitional phase

beqan in 1990, urban infrastructure remained a top priority. The government

was prepared to allocate large sums of money to upgrading projects. However,

this could only be done with the support of local civic bodies who, even if they did

not control the townships completely, could prevent the government and local

authorities from implementing projects there. Public bodies were therefore

forced into a negotiation process. I' n example of this is the Witwatersrand
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Metropolitan Chamber, called to discuss the future of Johannesburg and Soweto.

As part of this negotiating process, all rent arrears were cancelled.

After February 1990 a new form of community participation began to develop,

although this had been apparent earlier in isolated instances. Firstly, the

contextual surround to the partlopatton process began to change. Although the

minority government itself remained illegitimate the structures of government
.,

which.~~\re negotiating infrastructure provision were themselves the focus of a

h~~i~r J;vel negotiation process. The negotiation process thus created a form of

le~(timacy. Secondly, the negotiations took place in a period of rapidly

increasing urbanisation and a deteriorating economy. This meant that

negotiations were about not simply the provision of infrastructure, but also

about the level of infrastructure, since the state's negotiators argued that there

were insufficient funds to provide full levels of service for everyone. Thus the

structure of local government and differing levels of service became the central

issues of the community participation debate.

Community participation per se is not always necessary in infrastruosure

provision. It is not practiced in developed countries where there is a high level

of service nrovided. In this situation the thesis identified four facets to the

manage", nt of infrastructure, which make that infrastructure acceptable to the

community and hence make community participation unnecessary. These facets

am:

, . The local government system itself has legitimacy.

2. The cost of providing services is affordable to the target user group.

3. There is an adequate institutional capacit~.

4. The infrastructure services provided represent the optimum technical

solution which provides maximum user convenience.
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When these facets are under stress there are two possible outcomes. The first is

to revert to the statu'> quo by increasing the resources available. This is what

Johannesburg and Soweto are trying to achieve in negotiations in the

Metropolitan Chamber. However, if these goals are achieved in Johannesburg/

Soweto, and this is by no means certain given Johannesburg's deteriorating

status as a borrower in the capital market, it will only be because: 0) the
existing infrastructure base is the highest of any combined area in the country;

(ii) the combined geographical area has managed to exclude virtually all

informal settlements; and (iii) there is a substantial injection of external

funding made possible bySoweto's high political profile (chapter 5.8).

The second outcome is the one which exists in other anglophone countries in

Africa and is likely to be the dominant one in South Afnca. The stresses on the

urbanmanagerr.ent system become too great to regain the status quo. In this

situation there is a perception of increasing illegitimacy, accompanied by a

deterioration in the power base of the local authority. This is due to (0 a loss of

power to central government; (ii) a deteriorating fiscal base which reduces the

financial credibility of the local authority and increases the leverage of lending

institutions; and (iii) diminishing technical and institutional capacity. The

weakened technical base in turn provides more power over the decision-making

process in infrastructure provision to the technical professionals outside the

10C<11 authority, and often outside the country, Concurrently the role of these

professional, particularly engineers, is greatly expanded. Whereas in developed

countries they would have a limited, clearly defined technical brief, in many

c.k'"!4elopingcountries they need to take coqnlsanceof factors such as job creation

(by labour-based construction for example), I !:':ntenance capacity and training

for maintenance, different cost-recovery scenarios and the multiplicity of social

factors, discussed briefly below, which are the product of any decision to lower

the standard of infrastructure service. The weakened ii~stitutional base

increases the power of other bodies such as parastatals, e.g. an electrical

authority, who have a peripheral interest in the: area. Finally there is the

weakened political base which strengthens the role of community and non-

governmental organisations. All of these factors act to diminish the power of the
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local authority even further and lead to the spiral of local authority --

fragr:nsntation shown in figure 7.4.

The role or technical professionals becomes a central one in this situation, They

are often given the power to determine the levels of service to be provided, which

is done on the basis of perceived affordability. However, choosilng different,
levels of service in t!1is wiiY-'f1aswid~r implications than are identified by a

simple analysis of cost an¢ technical sophistication. These extend into the social,

political and economic areas, as illustrated by the case study of KWathandeka

(chapter 6). The technical professionals' criterion of cost is set a'gainst wider

social political and economic needs of the community (chapter 6). I'nthese

situations community involvement in technical decision-making can become

more critical to the participation process than involvement in politlcal decision-

making. Technical professionals are thu. faced with interaction with the

community across a broad spectrum of issues.

1 0.3 Community participation and development

Development, in its wider sense".has provided a wealth of l!1xperiencein

ccmmunity participation. The literature on community participation in

development can be divided into two categories. The first, and by far the largest,

is case study material concerned with implementation, usually of specific

grassroots projects. To date however there has been only one substantial

published case' study of infrastructure provision (chapter 2~6.1). The second

category, which is more relevant to this thesis, is far smaller. This is the

literature that views participation from a conceptual perspective. This in turn

can be divided into two categories. The first looks at the macro perspective, i.e.

community participation in relation to social history and the history of

development. The second is concerned with overcoming the mass of

contradictions and interpretations, in order to provide some form of conceptual

framework.



A common interpretation of community participation is to place it within a

paradigm, based upon one of the theories of economic development. Thus

community development, as an early form of community participation, can be

linked to modernisation theory and the failings of community development can be

explained in terms of the demise of that theory. The rise in popularity of

dependency and underdevelopment theories has inspired new approaches to

community participation based upon concepts such as empowerment and

consciemisscion: This latter approach to partlclpatian was then considered to

have superseded community development, as dependency theory superseded

modernisation theory. This thesis showed that this is not in fact the case and, in

af~dition, that this interpretation, although popular, does not have a strong

theoretical basis. Community development continues to flourish in many parts of

the world and what is actually occurring is that, far from empowerment and

conspientfsaction superseding community development, each approach operates

successfully in different situations (chapter 2.5). However, neither approach

can be s-uccessfully adapted to community participation in infrastructure

provision ill those .areassuffering the ooJitical. economic and technical stresses

described in chapter 7.

By tracing the history of the two different approaches to community

participation (community development and empowerment) specific

characteristics were identified which categorised those approaches (chapter

2.5). From the author's South African case study material, comparable

characteristics were then identified which categorised infrastructure provision

along the same lines. The result was an interpretation of community

development, empowerment and infrastructure provision projects in terms of

five categories of comparable characteristics (table 9.1). These five

characteristics were described as:

.,. The openness of government to the inclusion of the community in the

decision-making process.
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2. The nature of the decisions to be made, e.g. social, political, ftnancial,

economic and/or technical (which reflect the number and complexity of

the variables within the project).

3, Technical involvement in the decision-making process and the associated

impact of the time value of money (l,e. that time expended costs money).

4. t'omogeneity of the community.

5. Instruments of participation.

By analysing each category in turn in respect of the three project types

described above, categories 2, 3 and 4 were all found to be inter-related, with

each one measuring a different aspect of the complexity of community

involvement in the decision-making process around those projects, while

category 5 was found to be of more direct relevance to the implementation of the

projects. Thus projects covered by the community development and

empowerment approaches to community participation, as well as those involved

with infrastructure provision, could all be defined in terms of two primary

variables: openness of government and complexity of the project. This led to the

unified project environment shown in figure 9.1.

10.4 Arenas of community participation

Further an~lysis identified four sectors within this environment, three of which

were different arenas of community participation, and the fourth an arena where

community particlpatlon was not viable. The four arenas were described as:

1. The arena of inclusion, where government dominates the decision-making

process but is open to community involvement. Projects in this arena

are simple. Successful community development projects fall into this

arena.
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2. The arena of confronta~ion. Here government is closed to community
"~I

involvement in the decision-making process but, because projects are

simple, the community is able to mobilise successfuUy around specific

issues. Successful empowerment projects fall into this arena.

3. The arenaof consensus. Here government is open to the involvement of

the community. However, because the nature of decision-making is

complex, neither the govemment nor the community can dominate the

community participation process and a new form of participation is

required based upon consensus. infrastructure projects fall into this

arena.

4. The arena of exclusion. Here a "closed" authoritarian government has

the power to prevent community access to information. Becauseof the

complexhy of the decision-making process, this makes any form of

community participation" extremely difficult.

1O. 5 The elements of community participation

Much of the conceptual literature on community participation is concerned with

creating some form of structure which will provide a basis for understanding

community participation, but this is all constructed around three elements of

community participation: objectives, intensity and instruments (chapter 3.3.5).

The outcome is three schools of thought, each basedupon a permutation of these

elements, which can be defined in terms of.three conceptual frameworks,

namely:

1. A conceptual framework based upon int~nsity. This indicator reflects the

degree of community invoh;{ement in the participation process. .Much of

the early work on community participation was built around "-,,is

indicator. Arnstein's ladder (chapter 3.3.1) is one example. This
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conceptual framework defines a community participation structure which

operates within the arena of inclusion.

2. A framework based upon objectives. Here there is a recognition that

there may be different objectives in creating a community partlcipation

process, reflecting, for exemple, the different perceptIons or needs of

different parties. The assumption implicit in this frarriework is that one

objective will dominate. Carried to its extreme this framework leads to

Moser's concept of the "means and end" duality of objectives, whereby

community participation exists either as a means to achieve an external

objective or as an end in itself (chapter 3.5). This framework is linked

to empowerment and describes the situation within the arena of

confrontation.

3. A conceptual framework developed by Paul (chapter 3.3.5) and based

upon all three elements of: obiectiv~5-intensity-inst.nll'nents. In this

framework, objectives and intensity are considered as separate

variables, both of which contribute to the definition of the participation

process. This is a more sophisticated framework, which can operate

within the arena of inclusion. It can provide an evaluation tool for

community participation projects operating in the arena of consensus but

is not a conceptual framework for this arena.

This construct explains the chronological development of thinking around

community development and empowerment. Noneof these conceptual frameworks

can pr-vide a satisfactory explanation of how community participation should

function in many current projects. This failure stems from the de-linking of

paradigms and conceptual frameworks in a changing environment. For example,

community development was linked to modernisation theory. Now, however, it

operates with successwithin a context of basic needs, y.,hichcan equally be
described as a development theory. Similarly in Latin Ar, :erica the efficacy of the

confrontational empowerment View, with its associated "means and end" duality.

is being questioned in situations of increased opening up and democratisation of
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government. The unified project environment defjned in this thesis provided a

broader perspective within which different approaches can be studi~d for

different types of projects.

The three elements of objectives, intensity and instruments described above

were found to be inadequate for community participation in infrastructure

provision. Other authors had identified other elements of participation which

needed explanation. Matching these w~ththe research carried out in the South

African case studies, a total of eight elements of community participation were

identified. These all need to be clearly understood for projects to operate

successfully in the arena of COfISfI7lSUS. The ei,ghtelements are:

instruments (of participation);

the arena within which the participation process operates;

identification of the primary actors;

the roles, agendas and relationships of the different actors;

the point of input into the participation process, and who decides this;

the practical implementation of the participation framework;

the differing needs of the community, which is rarely homogeneous;

the needsof the other actors.

What previous conceptual frameworks termed the objectives of community

participation now divides into two separate elements: the differing needs of the ..
\

community and the needs of other actors. intensity is also no longer considered \.'0
be an element of community participation. Within the arena of consensus the

successof the community participation process can be judged by the extent to

which consensus has been achieved, and by the intensity of parncipatlon. These

two criteria are therefore not elements making an input into the process, to be

defined beforehand, but output indicators, to be assessedduring, and on

completion of, the process.
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10.6 A conceptual framework for community participation in
infrastructure provision

The mail'!.difference between operating in a complex project environment and a

simple ora: is the number of actors involved. The decision-making process is no

longer the preserve of the government and the community organisation. In the

provision of infrastructure in South Africa these actors were identified (in

cKapter 7.5.2) as:

the municipal authority;

national, regional and local government departments;

parastatal and private utility companies;

local community organisations, both political and non-political;

regional and national mass-based organisation;

individual families within the community, in the role of consumers of the

service;

financial institutions;

development professionals;

NGOs (service organisations);

construction companies.

Four key factors emerged from the analysis of actors in this process:

1. Each of the actors has their own set of needs and priorities and their own

agenda. All of these needsare valid concems which need to be recognised

by the project (chapter 7.5.3),

2. The actors needs are linked to specific facets of the local authority

management system. In priorit;:.;ing their own interests, this acts to

fragment the local authority management structure (chapter 7.9).
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3. The technical role is more complex than in projects in developed

countries. The different needs described above create conflicting demands

on the technical prCJfes~~~lls (chapter 7.5.3).
'.{

4. The community participation is itself of greater complexity. Meaningful

participation is no longer a simple matter of political control. Instead the

community involvement extends into three areas: (i) the political

decision-making; (H) the technical and managerial decision-making; and

(iii) ensuring that the personal needs and expectations of the individual

families or groups within the community are recognised and

accommodated. The last area can broadly be termed consumer

satisfaction. These three areas of involvement can create tensions and

contradictions for community organisations to the extent that different

community organisations may be required to represent the community in

expressing these different needs.

The thesis identifiel?!seven major areas of need:

project time and cost constraints;

product quality;

affordability;

job creation;

consumer satisfaction;

control over decision making;

control over skills and exper.se.

In this situation projects no longer have a sing:'8objective. All of the above needs

are valid concerns of different actors and aUhave to be taken into account. It is

the combination of acto~ and needs which defines the conceptual framework for

community participation in infrastructure provision.
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10.7 A working model for community participation in',!
,,\/

infrastructure! provision

The thesis developed the concept of a graphical "relational model" (chapter 8,

figures 8.1 u8,6) as an analytical tool with which to explore the relationship

between different actors. This model expresses in graphical form the principles

of the relationship and provides the structure to translate this into an

implementation strategy. In developing this relational model for a project, four

key issueswere identified which have to be addressed. These are:

1. Determining the mint of entry of the community. Theoretically the

community may be involved from the beginning but in practice it is

necessary to detennine who represents the community and what are

tommunity needs and priorities. This information can be gathered by

social surveys, but then who controls this process? The research points

to an enhanced role for a facilitator which goes beyond that necessary in

the other arenas of community participation.

2. To ensure acceptance, by the external actors, of the principle of equal

treatment of needs. The solution to this problem is in two parts. The

first is an education process with all actors to understand the concept of

what Goulet calls different rationalities (chapter 2). This leads to the

recognition that other rationalities, which vi~w the same problem from a

different perspective, have equal validity. The second part is the

weighting of different needs. In the analysis of the KwaThandeka project

in chapter 6 the concept of a performance specification was developed for

the evaluation of different technical options. This is discussed below.

3. That certain actors have more than one need. This is the issuewhich

might create problems for the community organisations. Chapter 8

showed how this might be overcome by means of a division of

responsibility Within the community.
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4. That one actor may have a strong objection to the inclusionof tna needsof

a secondactor.

Whilst actors may have more than one need, all will have one need which

dominates. The thesis developed a classification system whereby needs

are d1:Videdinto four categories for each actor, reflecting that actors

attitude towards each. These four categories are dominant, secondary,

neutral 'and antagonistic. A way of matching actors and needs in this way

is shown in the matrix in figure 9.4.

,'!

The case studij of KwaThandekawas concerned with resolvinq the issuesdescribed

above. The work highlighted the problem arising from a fundamental difference

in the:~SE:!pti6n of two central parties (technical professionals, supported by

the provincial government adminlstration, and community groups) as ri/What

constituted a service. This difference, in an atmosphere of political mistrust, Jed

to a pobrisation of the two parties to the extent that communication between

them become extremely difficult. The centrality of the difference in perception

was shown to be that the technical professionals saw the infrastructure in terms

of what it was. i.e. a physical infrastructure on which money had been expended

which had to be recovered. Capital cost recovery dominated this thinking. The

community viewed the service in terms of what it did, i.e. how it performed at a

specific point in time. This thinking was concerned only with o~\erational

factors. As a result the case study identified the need to separate capital from

operating and maintenance costs in the discussion of project ilhplementation.

Basedupon the community perceptions of services the case study then developed a

performance specification, which covered all aspects of the service performance,

and which could be defined in terms of three parameters: ~i) reliability; (ii)

heah:h and safety; and (iii) social, cultural and political acceptabiltty. These

parameters could then be measured, respectively, in terms of : (i) a technical

specification; (li) the satisfaction of basic needs; and (iii) user convenience.

The third measure, IJSefconvenience, was quantified extensively l1n chapter 7.

Coupled with two social surveys of the community, which proved to be ar.
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essential part of the process, the detailed analysis of the current situation,

together with the options for further df;velopment, formed the basis of consensus
I'

on the future of KwaThandeka, not only in terms of its infrastructure provision,

but also in terms of its wider development. Effectively this negotiation process

constituted a form of multi-objective decision making_

1 0.8 An implementation strategy for community participation in

infrastructure provision

The primary task of the implementation strategy is to define the roles that each

actor will play ln the project as well as the relationship between them. The

reason why the definition of roles and relationships is so important is because

the procedure ensures that all parties commit themselves formally to what was

previously a set of theoretical principles. This is a complex procedure and much

of the author's case study work was concerned with this issue. The experience

gained from KwaThandeka (chapter 6) was used in the lOT projects (chapter 8).

Broad consensus was reached, on all three projects described, with regard to the

level of services, so that these case studies concentrated on two sets of issues: 0)
the wider relationship between partles expressed in the relational model, and

Oi) the internal problems faced by communities when they become involved in

the process of infrastructure provision. The case studies highlighted four

potential constraints which can prevent, or at least hinder, the successful

implementation of an agreed working model. These were:

1. Parties being unwilling to carry through commitments agreed at the

earlier stage.

2. Parties being faced with internal conflicts which were not recognised at

an earlier stage.

3. Parties being unable to fulfil their functions due to external factors

outside of their control.
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4. The choice of the most appropriate instrument of community

partiCipation

The thesis provided examples of each of these and showed how the relational

mode! could bel,used to plot these changes. The first and second constraints

applied equally to all parties while the latter two points were founti to be

I articularly relevant to community organisations. Whereas the first two tended

to reflect ideoloqical difficulties, the latter two reflected deeper structural

problems, stemming from the discrepancy in knowledge and skills between the

technical groulPsand the community organisations. The community and their

representative: organisations are the central element of this participation

process. For them to operate successfully in this environment they must have

access to all relevant information. This process of accessing information was

found to have two components. The first was the supply of information in a

usable ,-arm. This was achieved through the structure, i.e. the phased

development of the the different stages of the process, described in chapter 9.

The second was understanding and processing the information internally. This

required training. In the case studies (chapter 8), two different W3YS of

carrying out this function were used, neither of which proved totally

satisfactory. Part of the reason for this was lack of funds. For the

implementation strategy to work funding has to be available for this training,

which then has to form part of the wider project facilitation process.

The choice of instruments of communj1y_Qarticipation becomes crucial at this

point. NGOshave been portrayed as the best vehicle for this role. However the

two components of information transfer actually require two different types of

skills. The first is that of managing the structure and the participation process

itself. Key attributes here were found to be management skills; a wide knowledge

of social, technical and economic aspects; and independence from, and neutrality

towards, the other actors in the process. The second required a training capacity

and an understanding of, and empathy with, community structures and

organisations. NGOsare well suited to the second but less experienced in the

first. In addition the thesis research questioned whether, in practice, these two
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roles could be carried out by a single body. The work carried out in this thesis

indicates that two separate facilitation roles may be necessary.

1O. 9 The process of community participation in infrastructure

provision

The thesis has defined a process for community participation in infrastructure

provision, which links together for the tirst time all the different components

and elements of that process within a cohesive structure. The components

represent the different stages of the process which make up the structure, from

the original identification of the project environment through to evaluation. In

this form the structure can be compared to the project cycle. The elements

represent different facets of the participation process. These elements do not

exist in isolation, but are linked to the different components of the process in the

manner illustrated graphically in figure 10.1, and described below. To highlight

the various elements and components of the process, the former (the elements)

are underlined, while the latter (the components) are highlighted.

Firstly, a study of tl1£':project environment will determine the most

appropriate community participation arena for a specific project, in terms of

project complexity and the openness of govemment to the involvement of the

community in the deciSion-making process, and the/process will then move from

the wider environment into the appropriate operating arena. In this way the

arena represents both a component of the structure and an element of the

process, a dual function which illustrates its importance ..and its centrality to 'the

success of the wider community participation process. Community participation

in complex projects, and this includes the majority of infrastructure. provision

projects in developing countries, falls within the arena of consensus. The

remainder of the structure relates to the interaction of elements and components

within this specific arena.
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FIGURE 10.1: THE PROCESS OF COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION IN INFRASTRUCTURE PROVISION
-
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The appropriate conceptual framework identified fot this arena (of

consensus) is one which matches the various actors involved in the project with

their own, and other actors', needs. This includes all the differing needs of the

communitY.. This framework recognises that the community can have more than

one need and that different interest groups may be required to adequately

represent these diverse needs and it therefore represents an idealised, general

state which then needs to be "tailored" to a specific project.

This practical application of the conceptual framework is a two stage process.

The first is the generation of a working model. Here the information on the

community is gathered and working structures established for the different

community organisations. This stage marks the point of entry of the community

into the process, tormauses the relationship between parties and establishes the

operational principles for the project. The identification of appropriate

instruments of participation is also agreed at this stage.

The second stage of practical application of th} conceptual framework is the

implementation strategy, which deal with the detail of the practical

implementation. In particular, this stage of the process defines the roles that

each actor will play in the project and the relationship between them. The final

component of the structure is the evaluation of the community

participation process, the success of which can be gauged by monitoring two

criteria: (l) the extent of C9~nsus achieved; and (ii) the intensity of

community involvement in the process.

10.1 0 Further research

1. Instruments of community participation

For success all forms of community participation depend upon having the

appropriate instruments of participation. The research indicated that, for

community participation in infrastructure provision, neither of the two
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dominant instruments of participation (community development workers and

NGOs)are ideally suited to this function. The reason for this is t~/t two distinct

instruments are required. The first is that of manager of the process, which

requires an facilitator who is independent of the other parties and neutral in

terms of their own agenda. The second is that of trainer and possibly technical

support group to the community organisations. This requires a body which

understands, and is sympathetic to, the needs of the community organisation.

2. Application to other areas of development

The project environment developed in this thesis incorporates the two dominant

approaches to community p'Jrticipation currently practiced, i.e. community

development and empowerment. In making the transfer to a complex project

environment however only infrastructure projects have been used to develop the

conceptual framework, working model and lmpleruentation strategy. There is a

need to evaluate other types of project which operate in this compiex

environment against the participation process and structure defined here.

3. Application to infrastructure projects in rural areas

Community participation in the majority of these projects operates within the

arena of inclusion. However, there is a gradually increasing complexity to these

projects which is tending to move them towards the arena of consensus. Further

research is needed to determine what happens to projects which operate in this

transition zone. The affect of different systems of local government on the choice

of an appropriate arena of community participation also requires investigation,
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